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OVERSEAS TRANSPORT:
HAMPTON ROADS, VIRGINIA TO BAGNI DI LUCCA
(4 JAN — 19 JAN)

O

verseas duty for personnel of the 85th Mountain Infantry became realistic when the U.S.
Naval Transport USS West Point sailed at 1100 Thursday, 4 January 1945, from Hampton
Roads, Virginia, with the entire regiment on board, and after a safe crossing entered the harbor of
Naples, Italy, at 1400 on Saturday, 13 January 1945, amid a series of unpleasant rain squalls. The
USS West Point docked at approximately 1600, and at 1800 Colonel RAYMOND C. BARLOW,
commanding officer (CO), issued orders and instructions on board ship for the move to Livorno.
Starting at 0730, 14 January, the regiment, less Service and M Companies, debarked and
loaded on 15 LCIs and sailed at 1400. The convoy proceeded unescorted, closely followed the
coastline, docked in Livorno the afternoon of 15 January, debarked and proceeded by truck to
PBS Staging Area No. 3, located 3 kilometers west of Pisa. Service and M Companies boarded
the Italian freighter Sestriere on 14 January and remained on board until it sailed at 1400 15 January. They arrived at Livorno at 1500 14 January and proceeded by truck to rejoin the regiment at
Staging Area No. 3.

While at the staging area, the regiment bivouacked on the hunting grounds of King Victor
Emmanuel and drew vehicles, additional clothing and equipment and ammunition. Advanced
parties went forward to observe and reconnoiter positions held by the 86th Mountain Infantry.
Four motor officers and 32 motor mechanics were assigned to the regiment and reassigned
within the regiment.
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PATROLS AND RAIDS FROM MONTEFEGATESI AND MONTI DI VILLA
(20 JAN — 12 FEB)

T

he staging area was cleared on Saturday, 20 January 1945 (2 companies from 1st Battalion left
on 19 January), and units proceeded by truck to bivouac areas and arrived on 20 January.
The 1st Battalion, commanded by Lt. Col. DONALD J. WOOLLEY, closed in Bagni di Lucca
(268973); the 2nd Battalion, commanded by Lt. Col. JOHN P. STONE, in the vicinity of Gavinana
(456014); the 3rd Battalion, commanded by Lt. Col. WARREN S. SHELOR, in the vicinity of Prunetta (4501). Headquarters Company, commanded by Capt. EDWARD LIVELY, Service Company, commanded by Capt. WESLEY SHURTLIFF, and the regimental command post (CP)
closed in Limestre (446003). Upon arrival, the regiment was attached to Task Force 45 and given
the following mission (FO No. 6, HQ TF 45, 19 January 1945): To occupy, patrol and be prepared
to defend all of Task Force 45 area except that occupied by the 86th Mountain Infantry. Continue
training under existing conditions (Training Directive No. 1, HQ 85th Mountain Infantry, 20
January 1945) to include reconnaissance patrols and raids.
At 1700, 20 January 45, the 1st Battalion started relieving Company I of the 86th Mountain Infantry in Bagni di Lucca and completed the relief by 2200.
On 22 January the 3rd Platoon of Company F relieved the 3rd Platoon of Company K, 86th
Mountain Infantry, of all installations at La Lima (411025) and Company B assumed the responsibility for road patrol from Bagni di Lucca to La Lima on Highway 12. Company E opened a CP
at Campo Tizzoro (496992) at 1200 and relieved the Recon Company, 894th TD Battalion, of duties as Task Force 45 CP security. Other units conducted training and the regiment entered its
first stages of combat on the 22nd and 23rd of January with the initiation of patrols and the alerting of the 1st Battalion on the 23rd to prepare for possible enemy action down the Serchio Valley
(north of Bagni di Lucca).
A regimental outpost of one platoon (1st) from Company A was established at Montefegatesi
(27200275) at 1500 24 January. Patrolling by the 1st Battalion continued on the 24th and 25th
with no enemy contact reported.
The first action with enemy forces was initiated on 26 January when a patrol of ten officers
and 133 enlisted men (EM) from the 1st Battalion, led by Capt. CHARLES P. SMITH, commanding Company C, engaged a force of Germans in a house in Ramosceta (290070).* This operation
marked the first time that the regiment suffered casualties. Pfc. WALTER E. VAN BOVEN, Company A, was killed in action, and Pvt. GORDON E. NEFF, also of Company A, was wounded.
And for the first time, regimental forces took enemy prisoners and captured German weapons.
This action was reported in Stars and Stripes, Mediterranean Edition, 29 January 1945:
Further west one of our raiding patrols captured several prisoners and a machine gun in a fierce fire fight a mile and a half northwest of Mt. Mosca, nine
miles east of the Serchio River.
For meritorious achievement in this action, Bronze Stars were awarded to Lt. Col. DONALD
J. WOOLLEY, commanding officer (CO) 1st Battalion, and to Lt. IRVING H. JOHNSON, 1st Battalion S-2.
Lt. ROLFE JACOBY, IPW from G-2, Fifth Army, was attached to the S-2 section on 26 January. On 27 January, Major CARL T. SCHOOLEY, regimental S-3, prepared and forwarded rein*

Incorrectly spelled “Rimessa” in the original archive document.
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forcement plans for Vidiciatico sector, Cutigliano sector, and Bagni di Lucca sector to the commanding general TF 45. Also, the 3rd Battalion relieved the 2nd Battalion, 86th Mountain Infantry, at Cutigliano (403065) and opened a rear CP in La Lima on the 28th. Company E was relieved of security duties at TF 45 by the MP Platoon.
On 27 January, five officers left for the Fifth Army Leadership and Battle School Detachment
(Special Order No. 6, HQ 85th, 23 January) for three weeks training.
Patrolling by the 1st and later the 3rd Battalions (28 January) continued on the 27th, 28th, and
29th. Some enemy sighted and flank units were contacted but no contact was made with the enemy. Icy conditions forced some patrols to return. On the 28th, Pfc. DONALD J. SCHNEIDER,
Company I, was shot by a friendly outpost while passing out with a patrol in the vicinity of Cutigliano and died of wounds in the aid station.
Company C again distinguished itself in another raid on Ramosceta on 30 January, which resulted in the capture of 8 Italian PWs and one dead Italian lieutenant. No casualties were incurred by our forces. This raid involved a long climb over hard-crusted snow on steep terrain
and necessitated the tedious and tiring cutting of steps in the snow. Also the battalion HQ Company Cannon Platoon 75-mm howitzers under Lt. KENNETH BENSEL were employed for support fire. During the raid, heavy enemy mortar fire started to fall, forcing withdrawal of all patrols involved.

Jan 28

Jan 30

The same day, a 22-man patrol (608) from 3rd Battalion led by Lt. VITO PIERANNUNZI,
Company I, was sent to Mt. La Serra (378084) northwest of Cutigliano to attack enemy positions
and bring back prisoners. The enemy opened fire with automatic weapons and small arms from
prepared positions. One German was killed and one officer wounded in the return fire but the
enemy crossfire and light artillery fire split our patrol and forced it to withdraw. Four of our EM
(enlisted men) were wounded and were captured along with 5 other EM making a total of 9 EM
captured by the enemy. Five were from Company L and four from Company I.
The next day, 31 January, 9 Medical Corpsmen bearing a Geneva Convention flag and wearing Red Cross helmets and brassards went in search of the men wounded on the 30th in Patrol
608 and were fired upon by automatic weapons. They withdrew to cover and after a second attempt was repulsed by fire, they returned to their unit. This marks our first evidence of violation
of International Red Cross rules by the enemy.
The 1st of February the regimental surgeon, Capt. EDWARD C. DYER, received notification
of promotion to Major. One officer and 20 EM from 10th Division Anti-tank Battalion were attached to each battalion HQ company.
The first enemy artillery fire received consisted of 3 shells in the area of Company L on 2 February. One contained propaganda leaflets and no casualties resulted. The same day, the first
deserters arrived when 4 Italians walked through the 3rd Battalion lines. The 1st Battalion tested
a method of preventing the freezing of blood plasma by keeping it warm and next to the body.
This proved very successful. The 1st Battalion also took over all guard, and bridge and traffic
control in the area of Bagni di Lucca.
From 30 January through 9 February considerable patrolling was carried out by all battalions
without any enemy contact. This patrolling was operational, reconnaissance, and contact, for
trail reconnaissance, observation and contact of enemy positions, reconnaissance in towns, to
take prisoners, and to contact friendly units. Some were very difficult and trying because of the
deep snow, hard snow crust, icy trails and steep terrain encountered, and not all were completed.
Enemy and enemy installations frequently sighted but never contacted.

Jan 31
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On 2 February it was planned to send one reinforced rifle company on 4 February to raid Piansinatico (3808), destroy German emplacements, capture PWs and withdraw to Ontani and
Sestaione. Company K, under the command of Capt. RICHARD COOPER, was given the mission. Lt. EUGENE HAMES’ platoon captured La Serra Ridge (377083) as left flank security for
the main force, at 0830. The main body came under enemy small arms, automatic weapons and
later mortar fire from vicinity of Pianosinatico at 0757, which continued throughout the attack.
By 1100, the attacking force had advanced to within 600 yards of Pianosinatico, but at 1130 Capt.
COOPER ordered withdrawal and went to HAMES’ platoon on La Serra to determine feasibility
of flank attack to north of Pianosinatico. At 1330, HAMES’ platoon was ordered to withdraw.

Feb 4

In this action, Pfc. ROBERT A. MORASCO, Company K, was killed by fragments of an enemy 88-mm shell and Pfc. CHARLES HUNNICUTT, Company I, was killed by a direct mortar
hit. Five EM were wounded and evacuated. The first officer casualty occurred in this action
when Lt. WILLIAM PUTNAM was wounded by shrapnel. No enemy PWs were taken.
The next day, 5 February, a raiding force from 2nd Battalion led by Capt. OTIS F.
HALVERSON, consisting of one rifle platoon and supporting weapons, made a very successful
attack on the summit of Mt. Spigolino (437094) at 0745. During this action, two German PWs, 1
machine gun and 3 rifles were captured, 2 enemy killed, 2 believed killed and one possibly dead.
No casualties or loss of equipment was incurred by the attackers.
First Lt. JOHN C. LANCASTER, Company B, was slightly wounded by a friendly outpost
while on patrol observing enemy snipers.
The 3rd Battalion was relieved at Cutigliano by the 1st Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry, the
night of 5-6 February and had returned by truck to Prunetta by 0800 the 6th. 3rd Battalion 85th
Mountain Infantry in turn relieved the 2nd Battalion 86th Mountain Infantry. The mission of the
3rd Battalion was to continue training and prepare to reinforce or counterattack in any sector of
TF 45.
Two platoons of Company F and one of Company H were sent to Bagni di Lucca from Gavinana and attached to the 1st Battalion for patrol training.
1st Platoon Company G relieved Company K, 87th Mountain Infantry, at Caliga (377045) on
9 February and established the 3rd Platoon, Company G in La Lima and the same day relieved
Company K in La Lima.
Lt. Gen. LUCIAN TRUSCOTT, commanding Fifth Army, visited the regimental CP with his
staff from 1510 to 1525 on 9 February.
250 more replacements from the 8th Replacement Depot were received on 9 February and assigned throughout the regiment.
A very successful raid was made on 10 February by a patrol (496) of two officers and 81 EM
from Company B on a house at Borro al Fosso. The patrol killed one enemy, captured 11 Italian
PWs, 2 machine gun 42s, 8 pistols, and destroyed all enemy rifles, a few stick grenades, 15,000
rounds machine gun ammunition, and burned the house. The patrol was under the command of
Lt. BRUCE J. COGGINS, Company B, and assisted by Lt. JOHN CREAGHE, Company B.
On 9-11 February, Col. BARLOW and staff began reconnaissance for future operations and
on the 11th all battalion commanders and staffs accompanied Col. BARLOW on reconnaissance
for these operations.
Contact and reconnaissance patrolling continued with enemy sighted but no enemy contact
made.

Feb 10
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On Monday 12 February, the 1st and 3rd Battalions participated in a regimental field exercise
east of Gavinana on Mt. Peciano (4601). This was actually a dress rehearsal for combat operations
that began one week later on Mt. Belvedere. The participating battalions were trucked from
Bagni di Lucca and Prunetta respectively. The 1st Battalion closed in (449004) northeast of Spignana at 1345 and the 3rd Battalion closed in (462995) near Selvori at 1115 and awaited further
orders. The 1st and 3rd Battalions moved by foot to a forward assembly area southeast of Gavinana.
The 2nd Battalion was designated Regimental Reserve and remained in their present locations. Company F, reinforced, took over the garrisoning of Bagni di Lucca while the 1st Battalion
participated. The regimental CP remained at Limestre.
The exercise took the form of a regiment, less one battalion, tactically bivouacked in a forward assembly area during the day and launching a night attack (0300 13 February) with the initial objective of driving up Mt. Peciano, held by an estimated one enemy battalion reinforced
with artillery, with emphasis on bayonet and grenade fighting in the dark.

Feb 13
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ATTACK ON MT. GORGOLESCO AND MT. DELLA TORRACCIA
(13 FEB — 28 FEB)
Preparation: 13 Feb — 18 Feb
Main attack: 19 Feb — 20 Feb
Defense: 21 Feb — 28 Feb

T

uesday, 13 February, all 1st Battalion platoons and supplies garrisoned at Montefegatesi
were ordered withdrawn immediately to the parent unit at Bagni di Lucca. The 3rd Battalion
arrived back in Prunetta at 1400 and the 1st Battalion was back in Bagni di Lucca at 1530 from the
regimental field exercises.
On 14 February, one officer and four EM were attached to each battalion from the 604th FA
(Field Artillery) Battalion for liaison work until further notice.
From 13 to 15 February, reconnaissance and friendly contact patrolling continued by all battalions, without enemy contact. However, during this period much enemy contact, resulting in
several patrol firefights, was made by the 87th Mountain Infantry which had previously relieved
many of our forward units.
During the night of 14-15 February, Company C moved under darkness to Vidiciatico
(500140) and was attached to the 2nd Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry until 1800 D-2. At 0305,
15 February, Company C had completely occupied positions in Querciola (5116) with the mission
of outposting the forward assembly area of the pending combat operation.

The same night 5 Italian deserters (later identified as 3 deserters and 2 friendly Partisans)
walked into the 1st Battalion area in Montefegatesi and were sent to the rear for interrogation.
At 0600, 15 February, the 5th Italian Pack Company was attached to the regiment for future
operations. During the operations, they were placed under the control of 1st Lt. NORMAN
CUMMINS, assistant regimental pack officer from Service Company.
During the day, Company F and parts of Company H, attached to the 1st Battalion in Bagni
di Lucca for patrol training, were relieved and returned to the 2nd Battalion at Gavinana.
Lt. VITO PIERANNUNZI, Company I, was sent to the Brazilian Expeditionary Force (BEF)
on Detached Service for six weeks to teach small arms, mortars, etc. to Brazilian troops.
From Wednesday, 14 February, through Saturday, 17 February, activity was concentrated on
preparation for the impending attack. A limited number of ski parkas, rucksacks and small items
of winter equipment were distributed. The men packed their duffel and barracks bags for storage. Company records and impedimenta were packed and stored in the S-4 warehouses at
Limestre. Small-unit problems were conducted and a final zeroing of weapons was performed.
General GEORGE P. HAYS, the division commander, addressed the men and officers of each
battalion on Saturday, 18 February, before they moved to the forward assembly area for the attack.
On Sunday, 18 February, preparations for the impending operations were nearing completion. The coming operation was to attack and seize the Mt. Belvedere - Mt. Gorgolesco - Mt. della
Torraccia massif. This mountain mass dominates the Pistoia-Bologna Highway 64 and is the key
terrain feature of the sector. Previous attempts to capture Mt. Belvedere had met with failure
and it was on this strongpoint of enemy resistance that the regiment was about to sharpen its
combat teeth. From Mt. Belvedere the terrain gradually drops off to the Po River valley, 40 miles
away.

Feb 13
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The general plan of attack was for the entire regiment to move under the cover of darkness
the night of 18-19 February to a defiladed assembly area south of Mt. Belvedere, remain there the
next day, and cross the Gaggio Montano-Querciola road as the line of departure (LD) at 2300 19
February. The attack on Mt. Belvedere itself was to be made by the 3rd Battalion and the attack
on Mt. Gorgolesco, to the immediate east, by the 1st Battalion. The initial operation was to be a
night attack, employing hand grenades and bayonets only, and it was hoped that the initial objectives would have been reached by daylight 20 February. Upon the seizure of these two peaks,
the 1st Battalion was to drive on to the northeast along the ridge toward Mt. della Torraccia until
darkness. The 2nd Battalion was to follow the 1st Battalion and at daylight, 21 February, the 2nd
Battalion was to resume the attack and capture Mt. della Torraccia while the 1st and 3rd Battalions consolidated and defended the high ground already taken.
The 85th Mountain Infantry was the spearhead of the Corps effort. Part of the 86th Mountain
Infantry was to seize the Pizzo di Campiano-Mt. Mancinello Ridge to the west of Mt. Belvedere,
on 19 February, from which observation on Mt. Belvedere and the supporting supply route could
be had. The 87th Mountain Infantry was to advance along the left flank of the 85th and seize the
Valpiana Ridge running northwest from the peak of Mt. Belvedere. The BEF was to capture Mt.
Castello, northeast of Mt. della Torraccia, after Objective F (Hill 1045 and Cappla di Ronchidos)
had been taken by us.*
Units of the 85th Mountain Infantry were moved by truck on 18 February from their respective locations to a detrucking point near Saracca (526140) and proceeded on foot over old mountain trails to their bivouac locations in the forward assembly area south of Mt. Belvedere. The 1st
Battalion cleared Bagni di Lucca at 1700 and the 3rd cleared Prunetta at 1840.

Feb 18

The regimental CP opened at a trail junction in the vicinity of Vaie di Sopra (51831511) at
1200, 18 February. The 10th Mountain Division CP opened in Lizzano-in-Belvedere (518129) at
0600 the same day, with the rear echelon remaining in Campo Tizzoro (496991). The 1st Battalion CP opened at 0115, 19 February; the 2nd Battalion CP at 0100; and the 3rd Battalion CP at
0120 in the forward assembly area.
One squad from 126th Engineer Battalion was attached (for mine clearance) and one platoon
of tanks from 751st Tank Battalion in direct support. Associated Press photographers joined the
regiment on the 18th. From D-day on, the 604th FA Battalion, Company A, 126th Engineer Battalion, and Company B, the 84th Chemical Battalion were attached in direct support of the 85th
Mountain Infantry. Patrolling was resumed the night of February 18-19 and continued throughout the attack.
Monday, 19 February, was a day of limited preparation for the coming attack. The men
rested and slept throughout the day; ammunition, rations, etc. were distributed; and all packs
were dropped in the forward assembly area. During the day, the 86th Mountain Infantry was
successful in seizing all of its objectives in the Pizzo di Campiano area, thus removing the danger
of observation of Mt. Belvedere from that sector.
The German forces occupying this sector were known to consist of four battalions of the
232nd Division with a reserve composed of the 232nd Fus. Battalion, 1st Battalion 1045th Infantry
Regiment, 1st Battalion 1043rd Infantry Regiment and the 4th Sep. Mountain Battalion.
The acid test of battle for the 85th Mountain Infantry was underway at 2300, 19 February,
when the 1st and 3rd Battalions crossed the line of departure and quietly moved up the mineand booby-trap-infested slopes of Mt. Belvedere and Mt. Gorgolesco. Captured prisoners later
*

See page 16 for a list of February Attack Objectives C through H.
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revealed that the attack came as a complete surprise. The 1st Battalion, on the right, advanced
steadily, unopposed, to a point just above S. Filomena (534170) where enemy resistance was first
encountered at 0040 by Company B.
At 0100, the 3rd Battalion, on the left, had advanced to within 300 yards of the top of Mt. Belvedere and was receiving machine pistol, mortar and artillery fire and grenades. Enemy resistance was increasing but the battalion was advancing. Two machine guns were wiped out with
hand grenades. A new 3rd Battalion CP was opened at (519164) at 0340 hours. Company I,
commanded by Capt. WALTER A. LUTHER, who was killed in this attack, was on the left; Company L, commanded by Capt. RUSS GULLIXSON, who was wounded in the attack, was on the
right; and Company M, commanded by Capt. KENNETH ENGLAND, in rear of Company K. Lt.
Col. WARREN SHELOR, CO 3rd Battalion, was at the head of Company K, moving right up the
slope with them.
At 0235, the 2nd Battalion was ordered to be prepared to move at 0700 the next morning to
follow the attacking echelons. At the same time, word was received that elements of the 2nd Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry, were on Valpiana Ridge, running northwest from the peak of Mt.
Belvedere.
By 0300, the 1st Battalion was receiving heavy mortar fire but nearing the top of Mt. Gorgolesco. A half-hour later, they requested that all available weasels and jeeps be sent to the LD for
evacuation of casualties. Company C, on the left, commanded by Capt. CHARLES P. SMITH,
sent out a strong combat patrol, using bazookas and hand grenades. At 0330, Company C was
pinned down at 523175 by ‘burp’ gun fire and Company B, commanded by Capt. ROBERT C.
OVERMYER, was moving in on enemy positions to wipe them out. Company A, commanded by
Capt. JEROME C. TURNER, was following in rear of Company B as battalion reserve.
At 0449, Company B was pinned down by fire and Company C had surrounded the objective
and was ready to assault. However, at 0510, one platoon of Company B, commanded by 2nd Lt.
CARL KEREKES, had gone on ahead and the rest of the battalion was waiting for better light
before assaulting the objective. At 0610, word was received that the 1st Battalion had taken Mt.
Gorgolesco (Objective D) but was receiving very heavy mortar and artillery fire. They requested
a maximum amount of counter-battery on enemy positions northwest of Mt. Belvedere immediately if they were to continue the attack toward Hill 1088 (Objective E) at 0700 as planned. Company L of the 86th, moving on the right flank of the 1st Battalion, helped mop up enemy machine
guns on the slope of Mt. Gorgolesco.
Capt. CHARLES P. SMITH, Company C, had both legs shattered by a mine explosion while
moving up the slope. Because of the numerous mines and booby traps it was impossible to
evacuate him until a path had been cleared to him.
The top of Mt. Belvedere was first reported to have been reached at 0330 by part of Company
L. Company L was reported on top at 0410 and Company K at 0420. All were receiving very
heavy mortar and artillery fire. At 0500, Company I was definitely on the objective and the remainder of Company L was arriving at the top. The entire battalion was reported completely on
the ridge by 0615 and in fair condition, but receiving heavy artillery fire.
Capt. WALTER A. LUTHER, Company I, was killed in the attack on Mt. Belvedere by a
sniper’s bullet in the forehead. His company had been pinned down by enemy fire and he had
gone around the flank to knock out the enemy position. He sacrificed his life, enabling the company to move on and take the objective. After the death of Capt. LUTHER, Company I was taken
over by 1st Lt. JERROLD R. BUCHER, the company executive officer.

Feb 20
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Concurrently, the 2nd Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry, captured the Valpiana Ridge, its objective, running northwest from Mt. Belvedere.
Company A was ready to jump off for Objective E (Hill 1088) at 0730, with Company C following and Company B in reserve. The heavy weapons of Company D, commanded by Capt.
RICHARD C. JOHNSON, were in position to support the advance. However, at 0800, heavy
mortar fire had prevented Company A from moving forward as Company B was pinned down
by enemy machine gun fire and pretty badly shot up. A half-hour later, B and C Companies
were consolidating on the ridge, mopping up bypassed pockets, and Company A was rapidly
advancing toward Objective E, which it overran at 0845. In this early morning action Company
C captured 7 German prisoners.
At 0820, the 2nd Battalion, still in reserve in the forward assembly area but ready to move,
was ordered to move to the ridge and follow the 1st Battalion in the attack. At the same time,
Company K, 86th Mountain Infantry, was sent forward to assist the 1st Battalion on the right
flank. Col. BARLOW moved forward with the 2nd Battalion and remained forward for the next
three days, directing the attack from there.
Meanwhile, the 3rd Battalion was dug in on Mt. Belvedere and at 0915 General HAYS directed that the 3rd Battalion prepare for the defense of Mt. Belvedere and Mt. Gorgolesco after
the 2nd Battalion had passed through.
Company A was held up on Objective E (Hill 1088) by very heavy fire from Objective F
(Cappla di Ronchidos and Hill 1045), was digging in, and asked for supporting artillery and mortar fire to continue the attack. An enemy counterattack was successfully repulsed at 1115 just
northeast of Objective E (at 540185). Approximately 40 prisoners had been taken in the drive on
Objective E. The 1st Battalion CP moved to Pianotti (533173) at noon; and at that time Company
A was still held up with the 2nd Battalion well behind it, and Companies B and C were consolidating positions on Mt. Gorgolesco and then moved out toward Objective E to consolidate positions taken by Company A. One platoon of medium tanks and one platoon of tank destroyers
(TDs) were ready to move up in support as soon as the road to the top had been cleared by the
engineers.
Two hours later, Company A was attacking fiercely between Objectives E and F and advancing. By 1750, they had pushed forward and had taken the lower half of Objective F. Concurrently, at 1500, Col. BARLOW ordered the 2nd Battalion to pass through the 1st Battalion and
take the final objective (Mt. della Torraccia) at night.
The 3rd Battalion would be relieved of positions on Mt. Belvedere by the 1st Battalion, 87th
Mountain Infantry, and was to follow the 2nd Battalion, ready to consolidate the ground taken
by the 2nd Battalion in its advance. The 1st Battalion would remain on Mt. Gorgolesco and the
ridge to the northeast, prepared to repel enemy counterattacks.
The 2nd Battalion was ready to move out at 1615 and at 1755 the battalion had passed
through the 1st Battalion lines and was moving in to relieve the attacking elements. At 1824,
Company G, commanded by Capt. OTIS F. HALVERSON, was reported moving onto Objective F
in relief of Company A. The 2nd Battalion was informed that if they could seize the first high
ground northeast of Objective G (Hill 1027), they were authorized to wait until daylight to continue the attack.
Late the same afternoon, the 1st Battalion, 1st Brazilian Regiment, was moving up to Mazzancana (554185) located downhill from the right flank of Objective F, and the BEF relieved the
3rd Battalion 86th, which remained in reserve in the vicinity of Mazzancana. The BEF was to
attack one half-hour before daylight on 21 February, regardless of the position of the 10th Moun-
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tain Division, and to take Mt. Castello (568192) southeast of Mt. della Torraccia, our final objective.
After being informed that his battalion was to follow and consolidate ground taken by the
2nd Battalion, Lt. Col. SHELOR, commander 3rd Battalion, requested that his battalion be left in
position for the night. His guns were dug in and sighted, which the relieving battalion would be
unable to do on their new positions. It was finally decided that one company of the 1st Battalion,
87th Mountain Infantry, would move into defilade behind the saddle between Mt. Belvedere and
Mt. Gorgolesco and would start relieving our 3rd Battalion after daylight, 21 February. The line
of the 87th Mountain Infantry would then extend from the left flank of our 1st Battalion on Mt.
Gorgolesco, through the summit of Mt. Belvedere and northwest to Valpiana, then southwest to
Polla (598176) and to a point east of Rocca Corneta.
At 2300 tanks were ordered to move at night to the Mt. Belvedere-Mt. della Torraccia Ridge
to support the 2nd Battalion in its advance. During the dark, Company G pushed ahead to Objective G and took it at 2100. At midnight, it was under small arms, machine gun and heavy
mortar fire and called for artillery concentrations. At that time a small counterattack was developing against their position. The enemy forces to the front had been identified by intelligence as
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Companies of the 4th Mountain Battalion of the 1044th Regiment.
Air support during the first day of the attack was excellent. Missions were flown all day
long by P-47 fighter-bombers. They dropped 500-pound bombs on gun emplacements, troop
concentrations, buildings, tanks, vehicles and other choice enemy targets. In addition, considerable effective strafing of enemy targets was carried out before returning for fresh bomb loads.
Many direct hits were obtained.
Communications were a continual problem from the very start of the attack. Heavy enemy
mortar and artillery fire was very effective in breaking wire lines and all communications personnel under Capt. JOHN A. PELNER, regimental communications officer, Lt. QUENTIN S. RETHKE, 1st Battalion, Lt. DAVID J. WINTON, 2nd Battalion, and Lt. FREDERICK E. LENGFELD,
3rd Battalion, did an excellent job, 24 hours a day, of repairing and relaying lines. Especially difficult to keep open were the lines from battalions to companies and they were kept open while
working under steady, heavy enemy fire. Disruption of communications continued throughout
the entire attack. So pressing were the difficulties that assistance was given by communication
personnel from the division Signal Company.
Throughout the attack, enemy mines and booby traps were encountered continually. They
caused many casualties as well as destroying vehicles.
In addition to supplying the attacking units, men from Service Company, under command of
Capt. WESLEY O. SHURTLIFF, were pressed into service as litter bearers and to evacuate dead
and enemy prisoners. Capt. CHARLES T. MINCER was designated Graves Registration Officer
for the regiment.
A total of 99 enemy prisoners was taken by all units of the regiment during the first day of
the attack (20 February).
Casualties suffered were relatively light considering the dangers and difficulties of such an
attack. On 20 February a total of 60 were killed and 169 wounded in the entire regiment, broken
down as follows:
Killed
Wounded
1st Battalion
27
68
2nd Battalion
3
7
3rd Battalion
26
88

11
Service Company
HQ Company
Medical Det.

1
0
3

3
0
3

All through the night of 20-21 February, harassing to heavy artillery and mortar fire was received by all three battalions, causing casualties. At daybreak, 21 February, Company C was ordered forward to fill the gap between the 3rd Battalion and the advancing 2nd Battalion. The rest
of the 1st Battalion was alerted to be ready to move if necessary. Anther counterattack was
thrown against Company G at 0530 up draws from the north, but it was successfully driven back
with the aid of artillery fire from the 604th FA Battalion.
Immediately after this counterattack had been driven off, Capt. ERNEST F. BENNETT, commanding Company H, and 1st Lt. WILLIAM O. YOUNG, mortar platoon leader, Company H,
moved to the company OP (Observation Post). While there, an 88-mm tree-burst killed Capt.
BENNETT instantly, and Lt. YOUNG died a short time later at the battalion CP from shrapnel
wounds.
At 0600, the morning of 21 February, the 2nd Battalion jumped off again. One company from
the 1st Battalion and one company from the 3rd Battalion were moving along the ridge to assist
the 2nd Battalion. At 0640, General HAYS ordered the attack to be kept up until Objective H
(Hill 1082, summit of Mt. della Torraccia) had been taken. A heavy counterattack was sustained
by the 2nd Battalion at 0700 and reorganization to continue the attack was necessary.
1st Lt. LAWRENCE MACKENZIE, executive officer of Company G, was killed by shrapnel
from an artillery barrage while checking one of the rifle platoons. The platoon leader, Lt.
HANNU K. TIESMAKI, had just been killed, and another counterattack was imminent at the
time.
Lt. Col. STONE, 2nd Battalion, reported at 0745 that five counterattacks had been repulsed
during the night, the Germans were 25 yards in front of them and that he couldn’t take the objective assigned to him. At the same time, a counterattack against the 3rd Battalion was being
beaten back with the help of artillery. To the southeast, the Brazilians had jumped off at 0530
and were making good progress toward Mt. Castello.
Smoke was placed on Objective H to help reduce the enemy effort.
At 0800, 21 February, Lt. Col. SHELOR reported that Company I was not relieved by the 1st
Battalion, 87th, but at 0840 General HAYS ordered Company I to move along the ridge to Col.
BARLOW for orders. Company I was in the process of being relieved by the 87th at 0930.
More air and artillery support against enemy 88-mm guns was requested at 0900 by the 2nd
Battalion.
At 1010, Lt. Col. STONE reported that he was out of ammunition, food and water, and sustaining many casualties. He asked for relief of his battalion, or at least more men. General HAYS
arranged for a pack train to be fitted out with supplies and ammunition for the 2nd Battalion and
sent Lt. Col. PAUL BURGE (Division G-4) to the 85th. This pack train was led up the mountain
at night by Lt. Col. SEISS E. WAGNER, regimental executive officer. At the same time, General
HAYS ordered Company K to move forward to Objectives E and F to help the 2nd Battalion. The
87th was to take over the defense of Mt. Belvedere and the 86th was to defend Mt. Gorgolesco.
At noon, 21 February, the 2nd Battalion was disposed in the column of companies with Company G in the vicinity of Objective G (Hill 1027) and Companies E and F in the rear. One halfhour later, Companies A and B were moving to Objective F (Cappla di Ronchidos and Hill 1045)
to be used as Col. BARLOW saw fit, but at 1420 General HAYS ordered the 1st Battalion to dig in
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dig in and defend Objective E (Hill 1088). At 1400, Company I was approaching Objective F to be
used as additional support for the 2nd Battalion and at 1420 General HAYS ordered that the 3rd
Battalion dig in and hold Objective F. Also the 3rd Battalion Company on Mt. Gorgolesco (Company L) was to move to Hill 1029 (between Objectives E and F), dig in and defend it. General
HAYS further ordered that the 2nd Battalion, unassisted, would drive on to, seize and hold Objective H (Mt. della Torraccia) and that the 3rd Battalion, 86th Mountain Infantry, (vicinity Mazzancana) would be committed on Mt. della Torraccia when the 2nd Battalion had been expended.
The picture thus created from west to east was as follows: The 87th was to hold Mt. Belvedere as its right flank. The 1st Battalion 85th, was to hold Mt. Gorgolesco (Objective D) and Objective E (Hill 1088). The 3rd Battalion 85th, was to hold the high ground to the right of Objective
E and to hold Objective F. The 2nd Battalion, now on Objective G (Hill 1027), was to continue the
attack to Mt. della Torraccia (Objective H) and hold it until expended.
The 2nd Battalion resumed the attack as ordered and at 1635 Company E, commanded by
Capt. ROBERT C. NEILSON, who was seriously wounded in the attack, was out beyond Objective G and advancing. At 1800, the 2nd Battalion was ordered to halt its advance at dark and set
up a closed-in, all-around defense for the night.
The BEF took Mt. Castello at 1720 and was busy mopping up. By 1840, all 3rd Battalion 85th,
companies were dug in on the correct positions as ordered.
At 1926, the 2nd Battalion reported they were under heavy machine gun and artillery fire
and requested permission to withdraw behind the ridge for the night but they were ordered to
dig in, hold their positions, and send in shell reports for counter-fire. The front line troops were
just below the ridge of Objective H in defensive formation. An hour later, Lt. Col. STONE had
informed Brigadier General ROBINSON E. DUFF that he had taken Objective H (Mt. della Torraccia summit), but at 0430, 22 February, the statement was corrected and the battalion was reported to be located 400 yards from Objective H and without artillery support because of lack of
communication.
During the night, 21-22 February, the 3rd Battalion opened a new CP at 552191 on Objective
F. The battalion defense extended northeast from Objective F to beyond Objective G where it
was in physical contact with Company G. The 1st Battalion was still dug in on Mt. Gorgolesco
and toward Objective E. Nearly three-quarters of all casualties on 21 February were suffered by
the 2nd Battalion. The total for the regiment was 27 killed and 109 wounded:
Killed
Wounded
1st Battalion
3
17
2nd Battalion
24
76
3rd Battalion
0
9
Service Company
0
1
HQ Company
0
0
Medical Det.
0
6
The old regimental CP near Vaie di Sopra closed at 0545, 22 February, and a new CP was
opened at Gaggio Montano (549163). The weasels used for evacuation of casualties were a disappointment because they all threw their tracks and had to be pushed off the road and left there.
Company E jumped off to take Objective H at 0740, 22 February. At 0855, Division ordered
that the 2nd Battalion would occupy and defend Mt. della Torraccia, set up a compact defense to
clear out the slopes, and clear out Fosso del Malandrone to make contact with the BEF.
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At 1020, the 2nd Battalion was reported to be on Objective H (Mt. della Torraccia summit)
and consolidating on forward.* Company F, commanded by Capt. CHARLES H. KING, was on
the ridge to the right of the objective and Company G was on Hill 1036 just beyond Objective G.
At noon, a message from the 2nd Battalion revealed that Company E had reached Objective H at
dark on 21 February without resistance, but upon reaching the objective they were fired upon by
intense artillery and mortar fire which prohibited the reinforcement of the objective prior to dark.
After dark, Company E was withdrawn to enforce the present defense of the battalion. The
morning of the 22nd, Company E again attacked the objective against machine pistol and small
arms fire. The 2nd Battalion opened a new CP at 0300, 22 February, at Ronchidos di Sotto
(545182).
A 600-yard gap that developed between the 2nd and 3rd Battalions was ordered filled by the
3rd Battalion. At 1025, 22 February, the 87th Mountain Infantry received a counterattack at Valpiana and G-2 estimated that the enemy was capable of counterattack with the strength of one
division.
Col. BARLOW returned to the regimental CP at 1415 after spending three days up forward.
Lt. Col. STONE reported at 1700, 22 February, that he had only 400 men left and needed replacements, ammunition, machine guns, radios and water. He was ordered to hold what he had
to the last man and supplies would be sent up to him.
At 2130, 22 February, the 2nd Battalion was ordered to contact the BEF (to the southeast) at
1400, 23 February, by patrol at Hill 902 (567198) which will be the limiting point of the 2nd Battalion.
During the night, 22-23 February, the 1st Battalion was still dug in on Mt. Gorgolesco and
along the ridge through Objective E toward Objective F (Cappla di Ronchidos and Hill 1045).
The 3rd Battalion was holding the ridge from Objective F northeast to the 2nd Battalion just short
of Objective H (548188 to 555195). The 2nd Battalion was holding the ground seized on the south
and north sides of Objective H but still had not taken the very top of Mt. della Torraccia itself.
Because of their forward positions on 22 February, the 2nd Battalion again suffered the
greater percentage of casualties in the regiment: over 80 percent. The total for the regiment was
13 killed and 32 wounded:
Killed
Wounded
1st Battalion
0
1
2nd Battalion
12
25
3rd Battalion
1
4
Service Company
0
0
HQ Company
0
1
Medical Det.
0
1
At midnight, 22-23 February, Company B, 84th Chemical Battalion, was detached from our
support. From the very start of the attack, they gave splendid assistance with their 4.2 mortars,
knocking out enemy positions and concentrations, covering targets with smoke, and identifying
targets for air and artillery fire with smoke.
On 23 February, very little change in the front took place. At 0825, the 2nd Battalion requested that aircraft pick up German 88-mm gun positions, which were giving the battalion a lot
of trouble. At 0900, Company F attacked and advanced 200 yards but was held up by 88s and
*

This report was incorrect. Objective H, the summit of Mt. della Torraccia, was finally taken by
3rd Battalion 86th on the morning of 24 February.
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machine gun fire, as was Company E on the left. A heavy German counterattack was launched
at 1000 between Company E and Company F with the greatest pressure against the left flank of
Company F. All battalion reserves were thrown in to drive back this enemy effort. At 1100,
Companies E and F were still pinned down by artillery and machine gun fire and Company G
was being sent around to the right of Company F.
A new regimental OP was established at 548187 on Objective F just before noon. Word was
received at 1245 that the 3rd Battalion, 86th Mountain Infantry, was to start relief of our 2nd Battalion at 1900, 23 February, and would jump off the morning of 24 February to take Mt. della Torraccia. The 2nd Battalion, upon relief, was to move to Gaggio Montano and billet there. Shelling
from one of our tank destroyers in the rear was reported at 1515 by Company K. Eleven men
were wounded when one shell burst in the company CP area. At 1450, Company F was still unable to advance because of small arms, machine gun and heavy 88-mm fire.
Capt. MORTON E. LEVITAN, 2nd Battalion surgeon, left the aid station in the early afternoon to treat a badly wounded soldier up on the ridge. He was last seen at 1500 in rear of the
right flank of Company G and was reported as missing in action.
At 1630, the disposition of the 2nd Battalion was three companies in the line with a 75-man
battalion reserve. The heavy weapons of Company H were in support on Hill 1036, in rear of the
line companies. The combat patrol sent out by the 2nd Battalion to contact the BEF on the right
returned at 1830 and had taken one prisoner. Six more gave themselves up to the battalion at the
same time because of effective mortar fire.
The CO, 3rd Battalion, 86th Mountain Infantry, requested that tonight our 3rd Battalion leave
Hill 1036 (555196) clear for his units and until the 3rd Battalion, 86th, had jumped off on the 24th
for Mt. della Torraccia.
Three more PWs were taken by the 1st Battalion at 1940. The BEF reported at 2300 that many
U.S. and German dead had been booby-trapped by the Germans, thus making evacuation a hazardous task. The 2nd Battalion CP at Ronchidos di Sotto closed at 2000 and a new battalion CP
was opened in Gaggio Montano at 2230 in preparation for the relief of the battalion. All patrolling by the 1st and 3rd Battalions was ordered halted at 2230, 23 February, until further notice.
Casualties on 23 February were much lighter than any day since the attack got under way. The
2nd Battalion had 8 men killed, 10 wounded and Capt. LEVITAN missing. The only other casualties in the regiment were 2 men wounded in the 3rd Battalion.
At 0440, 24 February, the 3rd Battalion reported that all was quiet and no changes. Relief of
the 2nd Battalion was under way in the morning of the 24th. At 0710, Company G had been relieved and had pulled out for Gaggio Montano. The first of the battalion elements arrived there
at 0750. The entire battalion closed in Gaggio Montano at 0910, 24 February. The 2nd Battalion
was to remain there for 24 hours and then leave before daylight on the 25th for Campo Tizzoro
for baths and rest.
The 3rd Battalion, 86th Mountain Infantry, which had relieved our 2nd Battalion, jumped off
at 0700 on the 24th, and at 0730 they were past Mt. della Torraccia (Objective H) and pushing
toward the village of Borro and were preparing to continue the attack.
At 0940, the 3rd Battalion, 85th, was told to occupy the ridge between Hills 1027 and 1036 as
soon as the 3rd Battalion, 86th, had completely moved out and to have a mobile reserve of two
platoons in readiness in case of an enemy attack.
The situation was rather quiet the morning of the 24th, with the 1st and 3rd Battalions still in
defensive positions on the top of the ridge from Mt. Gorgolesco to the base of Mt. della Torraccia.
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At 1010, the 1st Battalion was informed that the engineers were building a loop road to their
positions and the battalion 75-mm howitzers were to be moved up into line. Also, defensive 4.2
mortar fire could be had on call.
The day (24 February) passed quietly except for occasional artillery and sniper fire. Total
casualties for the day numbered 1 killed and 7 wounded:
Killed
Wounded
1st Battalion
0
1
2nd Battalion
1
3
3rd Battalion
0
3
At 0550 the next day (25 February), the 3rd Battalion reported that all was still well. Excellent P-47 air support, coordinated by Rover Joe, continued throughout the entire attack; through
the efforts of the attacking aircraft, a large number of the deadly 88-mm guns were knocked out.
The lull thus created was often used by our troops to advance.
The 2nd Battalion CP in Gaggio Montano closed at 0530, 25 February, and the battalion was
moved by truck to Campo Tizzoro. The battalion closed in at Campo Tizzoro at 0740. 1st Lt.
RAYMOND BEU took command of Company H. Throughout the morning of 25 February, the
3rd Battalion reported very little activity other than enemy sniper fire, which was returned. Col.
BARLOW inspected the 1st and 3rd Battalion defenses on the ridge during the morning. Casualties were very light on 25 February. The 1st and 2nd Battalion each had one wounded and the
3rd Battalion had 3 men wounded, a total of 5 for the regiment.
Patrolling was resumed on the night of 24-25 February by the 1st and 3rd Battalions. Reconnaissance into enemy positions was made. The night of 25-26 February, two strong combat patrols were sent out. The 3rd Battalion patrol, led by Lt. EUGENE S. HAMES, was sent to 541199
(vicinity Ranocchi) to deny use of the road to the enemy and to kill as many enemy as possible.
The patrol sighted enemy, but enemy and friendly artillery prevented contact. Two casualties
were sustained. The 1st Battalion patrol, led by Lt. GEARY A. STEFFEN, JR., was sent to 536194
(southeast of Il Serretto) to clean any enemy out of houses and to deny use of the road to the enemy. Twenty-two Germans were sighted and our patrol was attacked. The patrol set up an ambush but the Germans didn’t come forward, so the patrol moved to better positions. While there,
they were attacked by 50 Germans and one tank. The patrol withdrew without casualties but
with information on enemy positions.
At 2345, 25 February, a firefight developed in front of Company L (Hills 1027 and 1036) and
mortar fire was received. Rocket fire was being received by the 1st Battalion at the same time.
By 0040, 26 February, Lt. Col. SHELOR reported that the attempted enemy counterattack apparently had been broken with the help of artillery. However, heavy enemy fire continued falling in
both the battalion sectors and near the regimental CP. At 0200, the 1st Battalion reported 1 killed
and 1 wounded. Company B was receiving very heavy artillery, machine gun and small arms
fire and the 3rd Battalion was receiving diversionary fire of all types. This fire died out during
the night.
At 0830, 26 February, General DUFF ordered the destruction of all houses in the vicinity of a
road out to the front of the 1st and 3rd Battalions. The total casualties for the day were 1 EM
killed and 7 wounded.
General DUFF notified the regiment at 2200 that an enemy countermove of regimental
strength was believed to be concentrating in the vicinity of Castelluccio (522201) and that the
whole valley was under smoke. The battalions and artillery were immediately notified. Casual-
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ties for 26 February were largely the result of the counterattack during the night 25-26 February.
The 1st Battalion had 1 killed and 1 wounded and the 3rd Battalion had 3 wounded.
The night of 26-27 February passed quietly as did the following day. Col. BARLOW and
Capt. PERCY R. REID, JR. were out on reconnaissance twice during the day. The BEF relieved
the 2nd and 3rd Battalions, 87th Mountain Infantry. At 2230 each of our battalions was told to
have an officer report to and remain with the Brazilian battalions that were to relieve our 1st and
3rd Battalions on the Mt. Gorgolesco-Mt. della Torraccia Ridge the night of 27-28 February. This
relief was accomplished by the following Brazilian units at times indicated.
Company K was relieved at
Company I
Company M
Company B
Company C
Company A

0220 28 February by
0300
0300
0235
1045
1045

8th Company, 11th Regiment BEF.
9th Company
3rd Company
1st Company, 1st Regiment BEF
5th Company, 1st Regiment
4th Company, 1st Regiment

Upon relief, the 1st and 3rd Battalions moved by foot to an assembly area vicinity 5520 where
they remained as division reserve for the next phase of the operation.
A total of 525 EM and 14 officer replacements were received from 4 January to 28 February.
The total casualties suffered during the Mt. Belvedere-Mt. Gorgolesco-Mt. della Torraccia operation by the regiment was 110 killed, 350 wounded and 1 missing. These were divided among the
units as follows:
Killed
Wounded
1st Battalion
31
89
2nd Battalion
48
133
3rd Battalion
27
112
Service Company
1
4
HQ Company
0
1
Medical Det.
3
11
During the attack, evidences of German disregard for the Geneva Convention were displayed in their actions against medical personnel. An attempt was made on 20 February to wipe
out the 3rd Battalion aid station but it was unsuccessful. Several cases were observed where enemy snipers deliberately fired upon litter bearers carrying wounded down off the ridge, resulting
in the wounding and killing of our aid men.
The Medical Detachment under the direction of Major EDWARD C. DYER, regimental surgeon, did a highly commendable job of evacuating and treating the wounded throughout the
entire attack, often under heavy enemy fire. Through their tireless efforts many lives were saved
at the cost of fourteen casualties within the detachment.

FEBRUARY ATTACK OBJECTIVES
Objective C
Objective D
Objective E
Objective F
Objective G
Objective H

Mt. Belvedere summit
Mt. Gorgolesco summit
Hill 1088
Cappla di Ronchidos and Hill 1045
Hill 1027
Mt. della Torraccia summit, Hill 1082
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ATTACK ON MT. DELLA SPE
(1 MAR — 31 MAR)
Preparation: 1 Mar — 2 Mar
Main attack: 3 Mar — 5 Mar
Counterattacks: 5 Mar — 6 Mar
Defense: 7 Mar — 31 Mar

D

uring the night 27-28 February, the 1st and 3rd Battalions had been relieved of defensive
positions on the Mt. Gorgolesco - Mt. della Torraccia Ridge by the BEF and marched to bivouac areas slightly in rear of the front lines where they remained in division reserve. The sector
was very quiet during the first two days of March. The 1st Battalion area and CP were located at
542180 and the 3rd Battalion was at 553185.
The 2nd Battalion had moved to Campo Tizzoro on 25 February and was still resting there.
The regimental CP had moved at 1130 1 March to 579179, southwest of Bombiana. The 1st
and 3rd Battalion Anti-tank platoons were attached to the 604th FA Battalion at 1530 to assist in
artillery support of the impending operations. They reverted to control of the 85th Mountain
Infantry the night of 4-5 March to support the regimental attack on 5 March.

Mar 1

Phase B of the division attack was scheduled to start at 0700, 1 March, but poor weather conditions postponed the operation until 3 March. The only casualty on 1 March was one EM
wounded in Company H.
The 2nd Battalion terminated its rest in Campo Tizzoro at 1750, 2 March 1945, and returned
by truck. At 2145, the battalion had closed into its new bivouac area south of Mt. Castello. The
battalion CP was established at 582173. No casualties were incurred on 2 March.
At 0700, 3 March, Phase B of the division attack got off to a very successful start. The 87th
Mountain Infantry on the right and the 86th Mountain Infantry on the left crossed the LD on
time. The 85th Mountain Infantry was in division reserve (vicinity 58197) prepared to counterattack in the division zone and to continue the division attack upon order.
The 86th Mountain Infantry attacked, with the 2nd Battalion on the right, with Mt. Terminale
(Objective B) as its initial objective. * The 1st Battalion attacked on the left with Hill 968, vicinity
C. Vecchia dei Monti (Objective A) as its objective. The 3rd Battalion, 86th, continued to hold
positions on Mt. della Torraccia.
The 87th Mountain Infantry attacked in a column of battalions in order of 3rd, 2nd and 1st
battalions to initially take Objective C and Mt. della Vedetta (Objective E).
At 0900, the 3rd Battalion, 85th, was moving forward from the division reserve area to consolidate and hold Objective A immediately after its capture by the 86th Mountain Infantry. Objective A extended generally from Hill 968 (C. Vecchia dei Monti) northeast to the town of Monteforte and then north to Hills 949 and 928. The 3rd Battalion was ordered to hold Objective A
throughout the attack as left flank security for the division.
By 1130, 3 March, the 86th and 87th had taken Objectives A, B, C, D and were moving toward Objective E. Col. BARLOW ordered the 1st Battalion to move to the draw southeast of Hill
1036 (555195), prepared to continue the attack upon order.

*

See page 32 for a list of the March Attack Objectives.
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By 1200, half of Objective E had been taken and only slight resistance was being encountered.
The 1st Battalion, 86th, was on Objective A awaiting the arrival of our 3rd Battalion to move in
and consolidate the newly won positions.
At 1315, the 2nd Battalion was ordered to move forward to occupy Objective E (Mt. della
Vedetta) and the roadblock at Pietra Colora (598220). Five minutes later, the battalion was moving forward. Objective E had been taken at 1310 by the 3rd Battalion, 87th, and one company
was on its way to establish the Pietra Colora roadblock.
At 1440, General HAYS ordered the 2nd Battalion to move forward as far as possible and to
seize hills at 608224, 610223, and 612222 and then drive southeast and capture Mt. della Croce.
The Battalion would be relieved by the BEF after Objective P (Mt. della Croce) was taken. This
plan was later changed.
Companies L and I were in position on Objective A at 1345 and Company K was moving
onto positions. The 3rd Battalion CP opened at 552208. By 1500, all of the battalion had relieved
the 1st Battalion, 86th Mountain Infantry, and was in position as left flank security. From northeast to southwest, the companies were in order K, I, and L. Company K was receiving heavy
mortar fire.
The 1st Battalion CP opened at 1400 at 554193 (vicinity Carge) and the battalion was almost
completely closed in. At 1530, General HAYS ordered the 1st Battalion to move immediately
around the eastern slope of Mt. della Torraccia to an assembly area on the eastern slope of Mt.
Terminale (Objective B) and to dig in for the night. If the 85th moved out from Objective D
(north of Iola), the 1st Battalion was to send one company to Hill 930 at the western end of Objective D, contact the 3rd Battalion, 85th, to the west (Objective A) and protect the area to the
northwest between Objectives A and G. Company C, commanded by Capt. HERBERT WRIGHT,
was sent at 1900 to Objective D. They closed in on the western half at 2200, 3 March.
At 1840, the 1st Battalion was ordered to guard bridges at 571223 (east of Casone) and 571226
(north of Casone) which were prepared for demolition by the Germans. One platoon from Company B, led by Lt. CARL KEREKES, split the bridge detail. The 2nd Battalion, at 1745, had
reached a bivouac area at 571213 southeast of Mt. Terminale.
The 2nd Battalion CP was opened at 572210 (Stancadora) at 1830 and the Battalion OP was
established at 573214 at 1930.
Objectives F and G were taken by 1845 by the 86th Mountain Infantry and they were moving
northeast to Objective I. However, at 2115, word was received that Objectives H and I would not
be taken by the 86th and 87th until tomorrow.
At 2150, G-3 informed us that on 4 March the 10th Anti-tank Battalion would start relief of
our 3rd Battalion elements on the southern half of Objective A, but this plan was never carried
out. The 3rd Battalion, 86th Mountain Infantry, at daylight 4 March, was to relieve our 1st Battalion elements (Company C) on Objective D and maintain contact with our 3rd Battalion on Objective A. The 1st and 2nd Battalions, 85th, as division reserve, were to be prepared to push forward and to leave their packs in their present locations when ordered to move forward. The 86th
and 87th Mountain Infantry were to attack at 0800, 4 March.
A total of 9 EM were wounded and 1 EM was killed on 3 March:
Killed
Wounded
2nd Battalion
0
4
3rd Battalion
1
4
Medical Det.
0
1
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The attack was resumed by the 86th and 87th at 0800, 4 March, after a 15-minute artillery
preparation. By 1100, the 86th, on the left, had taken Objective H (Hill 892 and Sassomolare) and
also had advanced north from Objective G. Both battalions were still moving forward. The 87th
Mountain Infantry had taken Objective I and Mt. Acidola and Prada to the southeast. The 3rd
Battalion, which had taken Prada, was advancing to Objective P (Mt. della Croce).
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Col. BARLOW took the 1st and 2nd Battalion commanders and staffs forward on a ground
reconnaissance at 1100 but the attacking echelons had not advanced far enough for the desired
ground to be observed.
Our 3rd Battalion opened a new CP at 1300 at 559216 (vicinity of Objective A). On 4 March,
17 PWs from the 114th Division were taken on Objective A by the 3rd Battalion, 85th.
The afternoon of 4 March, the 86th Mountain Infantry captured Objective J. The 87th seized
Mt. della Croce (Objective P) and Objectives K and L. At 1500, Col. BARLOW again had the 1st
and 2nd Battalion commanders forward on ground reconnaissance and issued an oral field order
from Objective K.
The field order issued by Col. BARLOW was changed at 1800 by General HAYS and another
field order was issued at 2127 to the 1st and 2nd Battalions: The 85th Mountain Infantry, with
two battalions abreast, was to attack the high ground to the northeast at 0800, 5 March, preceded
by a 20-minute artillery preparation and air bombardment of Objectives M, N, O and Q. The 1st
Battalion was to capture the north half of Objective N and Objective Q. The 2nd Battalion was to
capture the south half of Objective N and Objective O. The 3rd Battalion was to continue to hold
Objective A as left flank security for the division.
At 2300, 4 March, a new regimental CP was opened at 582231. The 2nd Battalion advanced
CP opened at 0230 at 605239 (vicinity Caneora) and the battalion closed into their forward assembly area at 0300, vicinity of Sprilla. At 513, the 1st Battalion had closed into their assembly
area at 591247 and was receiving light artillery fire. The 1st Battalion CP was established at
599246. The regimental OP was established at 0520, 5 March, 6028 2508. The OP was raided at
0655 but the small enemy force was driven off. Six men were wounded on 4 March.
A liaison officer from the 751st Tank Battalion arrived at the regimental CP at 0600 and Rover
Joe arrived at 0755. Col. BARLOW went forward to the 1st Battalion OP at 0755.
The 1st and 2nd Battalions were in position at 0745, 5 March, and crossed the LD on time at
0800. The 2nd Battalion received scattered rifle fire as it jumped off.
Company G, commanded by Capt. HALVERSON, was on the southern half of Objective N
(Hill 866) by 0900. Company E, commanded by Lt. CHARLES HANKS, proceeded up the draw
on the southwest slope of Hill 866 and started east across the ridge to Tora (620248). Enemy fire
from the hill (625248) beyond Tora halted their advance.
At noon, the 2nd Battalion was ordered to bypass Tora to the south and to capture Objective
O, using all available artillery.
The entire Company E backtracked down the draw and traveled south on the road from
Lower Canolle (615245) to the draw (618240), running up the west slope of Mt. della Castellana
(Objective O). As the company moved east up the draw, Lt. JOHN C. BURTON was killed by
enemy machine gun fire. The machine gun was wiped out.
At 1355, 5 March, all artillery fire on Objective O was ordered lifted and Hill 1005 (the south
peak of Mt. della Castellana) was occupied by 1500. The enemy forces on Hill 998, 300 yards to
the southwest, came out and surrendered.
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As Company E continued northwest from Hill 1005, Company F, commanded by Capt.
CHARLES KING, moved in behind and advanced toward Hill 1003 (the north peak of Mt. della
Castellana). A platoon of Company F, commanded by Lt. JAMES PIERCE, ran into enemy machine gun opposition which was knocked out with one round from a Company F 81-mm shorttube mortar.
Meanwhile, Company E continued down the northwest slope of Mt. della Castellana to point
885 (625246) where they ran into a trench defensive system. Heavy fire was placed on the enemy
and the opposition surrendered after Lt. LEONARD TRAVERSY and 7 men placed bazooka fire
on the two houses. This action occurred just before dark and the company held fast the rest of
the night.
During the night, Capt. EDWARD J. CLEARY, regimental dentist, was walking, unarmed,
along the Canolle road when he came upon a German. He ordered the German to surrender,
took his rifle away from him and marched the prisoner back.
At 0200, a patrol from Company G was sent to Tora but no activity was observed.
Company A, commanded by Capt. JEROME TURNER, followed by Companies B and C, led
the 1st Battalion attack. By 0825, 5 March, Company A had advanced to Pianelli (608248) and
had passed Upper Canolle (613252) at 0845, but was receiving artillery fire. Objective N was
taken against light resistance by 0900 and Hill 916 was cleared of enemy immediately following.
Hill 916 was taken single-handed by the daring action of S/Sgt. ARTHUR E. BYSTROM. The
2nd Platoon, Company A, was advancing against opposition from Hill 916 when the enemy put
up a white flag from a bunker. S/Sgt. BYSTROM ran forward to within 50 yards of the bunker
when the flag was taken down and he was shot in the mouth and neck. In spite of his wounds,
he continued on and cleaned out two enemy positions, one a machine gun position, and captured
five prisoners, thus taking the company objective single-handed. The 2nd Platoon moved up
behind him and took over. Sgt. BYSTROM was killed 15 minutes later by a direct mortar hit.
At 1100, Company A reached the deep, open draw at 618254. Here they were held up for
four hours by heavy machine gun, mortar and grenade fire from strongly defended positions on
Hill 899 (616258). The 1st Platoon of Company A lost 17 men in working their way across this
open draw. Company B fought its way onto Hill 899, and at 1500 Company B, commanded by
Lt. ROBERT ST. LOUIS, passed through and continued the attack to the final objective (Mt. della
Spe). At 1805, 5 March, Company B was 200 yards from the top of the objective, and at 1820 Mt.
della Spe had been taken against small arms, artillery and mortar fire.
The attack on Mt. della Spe was highlighted by the distinguished action of 1st Lt. JOHN C.
CREAGHE, executive officer of Company B. After coordinating the attacking platoons, he left
his normal position in the rear of the company and led the assaulting platoons over Hill 920 and
onto Mt. della Spe, where he directed the placement of flank security and a hasty frontal defense.
Then he led seven men on down the forward slope of Mt. della Spe against heavy enemy fire,
which had forced the main body of Company B to remain on the reverse slope. After cleaning
out the enemy on the forward slope, he made a ground reconnaissance of the area to assure himself that no enemy was left and to permit a thorough defense of the mountain.
The newly won positions were immediately consolidated. The top of Mt. della Spe was defended by Company B, the 1st Platoon of Company C, and the 1st Platoon of Company D, commanded by Lt. JAMES LUNN. An 81-mm mortar OP was established by Lt. JACOB CHAPIN,
mortar officer. The rest of Company C, commanded by Capt. WRIGHT, organized defensive
positions on the summit and reverse slope of Hill 920 (616259) directly south of Mt. della Spe,
with the 2nd Platoon of Company D, commanded by Lt. JAMES P. JOHNS, on the east slope of
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Hill 920. Company A sent one platoon to Hill 899 (616258) and the rest of the company dug in on
the summit of Hill 916 (Objective N, at 618253) where they maintained contact with Company G
on the right. The 1st Battalion HQ Company was in contact with the 1st Battalion, 87th Mountain
Infantry, on the left. All six 81-mm mortars of Company D were set up in the draw at 615241.
The battalion CP was established in Upper Canolle (613252).
In conjunction with this action, the 87th Mountain Infantry jumped off at 1400, 5 March, to
the left of our 1st Battalion, to take Castel d’Aiano and Hill 813 (600262) to the northwest.
During the night of 5-6 March on Mt. della Spe, Company B, reinforced by the 1st Platoon of
Company C, withstood four heavy counterattacks and terrific artillery and mortar fire. The first
counterattack was preceded by very heavy shelling under which the enemy worked to within 15
yards, and fierce bayonet fighting developed. First Sgt. HARRY J. PORZIO jumped into a shell
hole and 2 Germans came in after him. He bayoneted one and shot the other.
While the 1st Platoon of Company D was reorganizing on newly won Mt. della Spe, it was
ordered forward to more advantageous positions to prepare for possible counterattack. Pfc.
PAUL H. ELEY, whose arm had been broken by shrapnel in the recent attack, was the first man
to move forward under enemy fire. With difficulty, he picked up a heavy machine gun receiver
and moved ahead, calling his comrades to follow. He refused medical treatment until the machine gun was in position.
Just before the first counterattack hit, the 1st Platoon of Company C had been sent up to reinforce the left flank of Company B. As they arrived on Mt. della Spe, the strong counterattack was
in progress. S/Sgt. JAMES P. HURLEY, squad leader in the 1st Platoon, realizing the desperate
situation, immediately led his much-needed squad into the fight and helped avert an enemy
breakthrough.
Lt. CREAGHE again distinguished himself during this counterattack. He had been moving
from man to man, checking their defensive positions. When the counterattack came at 2200, Lt.
CREAGHE rushed out to take charge of the left flank defenders and killed 2 Germans. The
heavy rifle and grenade fire was too much and he was seriously wounded in the right leg, chest,
right arm and lost the use of his left eye. He crawled into a foxhole, and after receiving slight
first aid, he refused to be evacuated until 0800, 6 March, because the men required to evacuate
him would weaken the company defense.
The Germans came back prepared to stay, because they brought packs and rations with
them. The succeeding counterattacks were launched by the Germans at 0030, 0103 and 0440, 6
March. At 0110, 6 March, three enemy battalions were reported to be massing to the northwest.
In all probability, they were committed to the last two counterattacks thrown against Company
B. Just prior to the last counterattack, mortar and artillery fire was dropped into the German assembly area and helped whittle down the Krauts before they came up the hill. When they did
come, there were approximately 100 of them, but Company B and the attached platoon from
Company C withstood them gallantly and drove the Krauts back for good.
Pfc. FRANK P. ROCCAFORTE, an aid man with the 2nd Platoon of Company B, worked feverishly through the murderous machine gun and artillery fire that accompanied the counterattacks to administer first aid to the wounded while continually exposing himself. He was only
one of many aid men who worked long hours under continuous danger to administer treatment
to the wounded.
During the last counterattack, T/Sgt. ANGELO V. SPOSATO, 2nd Platoon Company B,
while wounded by shrapnel, rallied and led the support squad. It was this squad that finally
checked the counterattack. He then gave aid to the wounded and was the last to be evacuated.
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Earlier in the night, under heavy machine gun fire, he had gone to the aid of Sgt. JAMES M.
POWELL, who was wounded by machine gun fire.
The repeated enemy counterattacks rapidly reduced the number of radio operators in Company B until none was left. Pfc. DALE J. SIEBANALER, a messenger in the 1st Platoon of Company D, which was supporting Company B, voluntarily took over. Under heavy fire, he laid
wire to all the forward platoons, his own machine gun platoon and to the artillery OP, thus keeping communications open within the company. He also took over in the company CP, enabling
the CO and executive officer to lead their troops in driving off the counter efforts of the Germans.
With all the radio operators evacuated, Lt. ST. LOUIS carried the company SCR 300 on his
back to keep the battalion informed of the situation; and in the last counterattack, he gathered all
the men available in the CP area and led them into the firefight.
The heavy weapons of Company D, commanded by Capt. RICHARD C. JOHNSON, worked
feverishly in support of Company B in beating off the counter thrusts. In the opinion of Capt.
EDWARD H. SIMPSON, 1st Battalion S-3, “It is doubtful whether Mt. della Spe could have been
held without the excellent support of these heavy weapons.”
Heavy German artillery and mortar fire continued throughout the night and the next day. It
was so heavy that Company B was almost cut off from the rest of the battalion during that period.
Twenty-one were killed and 37 wounded in the 5 March attack. Except for one wounded
man, all were casualties incurred during the attack against Objective N, Mt. della Castellana and
Mt. della Spe.
At 0500, friendly planes were over our front, dropping flares and photographing enemy positions. Heavy mortar fire was falling on the 1st Battalion on Mt. della Spe at 0500 and the battalion called for artillery counter battery. One half-hour later, the mortar fire was extremely heavy
and the 1st Battalion requested priority on all 604th FA fire.
At 0645, the 1st Battalion requested additional litter teams to help evacuate a large number of
casualties that had been brought to Canolle (614252) and again called for counter-battery and
counter-mortar fire. The litter bearers were furnished by Major EDWARD DYER, regimental
surgeon, from the regimental Medical Detachment and the 10th Medical Battalion.
Capt. OTIS HALVERSON, CO Company G, had been slightly wounded on 5 March and
evacuated. Lt. ROBERT BECK sent one rifle platoon, led by Lt. DALTON V. CLARK, and the
weapons platoon, led by Lt. JACK L. KUHL, supported by one 81-mm mortar section and one
heavy machine gun platoon, on a sneak attack to Tora, Hill 912 (625249) and Montesinestro
(623253). All were occupied against very little or no opposition.
The same morning, about 0730, Company E sent Lt. MAXWELL MURPHY’s platoon to i
Monti (630246), which was held by two Germans. The platoon continued on to Mt. Spicchione
and occupied it in the absence of any opposition.
Company F occupied Hill 985 (the eastern peak of Mt. della Castellana) without opposition
and outposted Casella (638240)and San Cristoforo (635234), and occupied Hill 864 (624233).
They also mined the road at San Cristoforo and established a roadblock there.
The old 2nd Battalion CP closed at 1130, 6 March, and a new battalion CP was established at
616244 (Lower Canolle).
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This action terminated the current offensive action by the 85th Mountain Infantry. Forty
prisoners were taken up forward on 6 March. Of these, 35 from the 232nd Infantry Division were
captured by Company E.
The 10th Recon Troop was attached to the 3rd Battalion (on Objective A) at 0800, 6 March.
The troop was to be used only in restoring our lines after a counterattack and for patrolling. The
3rd Battalion took 39 more prisoners on 6 March on Objective A.
The 1st and 2nd Battalions were notified at 0945 that the slopes of Mt. della Castellana and
Mt. della Spe were cleaned up and all buildings within the battalion boundaries would be
cleaned out.
General DUFF visited the regimental CP at 1053 and General HAYS dropped in at 1400.
The regimental OP was shelled at 1000, 6 March. Rover Joe’s air support continued throughout the day to bomb and strafe enemy installations, gun emplacements and troop concentrations.
During Phase B, the 604th FA Battalion was in general support as long as the 85th Mountain
Infantry was held in division reserve. When the 85th Mountain Infantry was committed on 5
March, the 604th FA Battalion was placed in direct support of the regiment. Company A, 126th
Engineer Battalion, was in direct support of the 85th Mountain Infantry from D-1 until the end of
the operation. Company B, 84th Chemical Battalion, was attached in direct support on the night
of 4-5 March.
At 1730, 6 March, Division directed that the 2nd Battalion was to send a patrol led by an officer to Mt. di Corba (63229) to contact the BEF at 1000, 7 March. The BEF would send a patrol and
the battalion commander to meet our patrol at 1000 in the town.
Enemy tanks were reported by Division at 2130 to be assembling at the rate of one per minute in Villa d’Aiano (592272). No definite total was known, however.
The 2nd Battalion was receiving mortar fire at 2300, some of which started fires in the battalion area. Aside from scattered artillery fire, the night was quiet in the 2nd Battalion sector. Two
PWs walked into the 3rd Battalion lines on Objective A at 0010, 7 March.
The total casualties on 6 March were 6 killed and 52 wounded. The 1st Battalion suffered
93% of all casualties. This was largely because of the heavy steady shelling it received the night
of 5-6 March.
Killed
Wounded
1st Battalion
5
49
2nd Battalion
1
2
3rd Battalion
0
0
Medical Det.
0
1
During Phase B of the division attack, there was a marked reduction in the disruption of our
communication lines by enemy fire, and the lines were kept in much better shape. This was in
part due to better efficiency gained from the Mt. Belvedere-Mt. Gorgolesco action in February.
Phases A and B have revealed the superiority of wire to radio in mountain warfare, even in attack. Wire became the mainstay of communication. Because of this, the regimental wire section
was increased 60 percent and battalion wire sections were increased one hundred percent.
The regiment established a line of defense in the Mt. della Castellana - Mt. della Spe sector after these objectives had been taken. A thorough, intricate system of communication lines was
laid by all wire personnel of the regiment. Units were tied in laterally as well as from front to
rear. The 2nd Battalion alone laid 24 lines, all by hand, using 21 miles of wire.
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Pfc. EDWARD S. DRYKA, a regimental wireman, was killed by artillery fire on 5 March
while laying wire from the regimental CP to the OP. The two other men in the team, T/5 CURTIS R. BESTUL and Pfc. JOSEPH S. KRATOVICH, continued through the barrage and put the
line in. For this meritorious action, they were recommended for the Bronze Star.
The heavy artillery fire received on Mt. della Spe kept the 1st Battalion communications personnel very busy repairing and relaying wires. The wires, which were hastily laid immediately
after the objectives were taken, were gradually re-laid in defiladed draws to avoid disruption by
enemy fire. During the heavy barrages of the night 5-6 March, Lt. QUENTIN S. RETHKE and 4
men put in a line to Company B. On the return, T/5 NORMAN BEAUCHAMP and Pfc. ARTHUR FRISVOLD were seriously wounded and the other two men were lightly wounded by
shrapnel. All four men were recommended for the Bronze Star. The remaining three battalion
communications men and Lt. RETHKE worked long and hard to keep the lines in during the next
few days.
S/Sgt. MELVIN W. JOHNSON, 2nd Battalion communications chief, and wire chief Sgt.
GEORGE R. FOSBERG worked for 3 days and 2 nights with little or no rest during the 2nd Battalion action on Mt. della Castellana to maintain wires under artillery fire and over rugged terrain. They were recommended for Bronze Star awards.
The wire from 2nd Battalion CP to Company E was at first continually exposed to observed
machine gun fire but the men repeatedly braved this fire and repaired the wire whenever it was
damaged.
The wiremen of the 3rd Battalion had danger added to long hours when the 3rd Battalion relieved the 1st Battalion on Mt. della Spe. The line to Company L, on the summit, was kept in
very well while the men braved artillery and mortar fire. Nine men of Lt. FREDRICK E. LENGFELD’s section were recommended for Bronze Stars. Col. SHELOR, 3rd Battalion CO, decided
upon a policy of maintaining wire communication with attacking echelons during actual attacks.
This policy requires the communication personnel to be continually exposed to every type of enemy fire while performing their normal tasks, but a high standard of communication was effected.
At 0200, 7 March, 1st Battalion reported that a huge enemy barrage was falling in Castel
d’Aiano (to their southwest) and houses were burning 1000 yards northwest of the town. During
the day, 1 prisoner was taken by the 1st Battalion; 1 deserter and 1 artillery officer from the 232nd
Artillery were taken by the 3rd Battalion.
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The 1st Battalion sent out a mine-laying party of 1 squad under the command of Lt. EDWARD H. CUMMINGS, HQ Company, at 2300, 7 March. A field was laid at 612258 adjoining
the Castel d’Aiano-Monteforte road and the party returned at 0230, 8 March.
The night passed quietly in all three battalion sectors. The total casualties for 7 March were 3
killed and 9 wounded. Of this total, the 1st Battalion suffered 2 killed and 6 wounded.
On March 8, the regimental sector was quiet and the battalions continued improvement of
their positions during spasmodic artillery fire. A 9-man patrol sent out at 0800, 8 March, from
the 10th Recon Troop by the 3rd Battalion destroyed 2 German 88-mm guns at 548222, vicinity
Mo.* Coveraie and 1 37-mm gun at 548223. Another patrol, sent out at the same time, destroyed
piles of artillery, mortar and small arms ammunition and mines stacked along the road and in
the houses along the road.

*

Mo. is an abbreviation for mullino, or mill.
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An evacuated civilian reported at 2020 that the area around Mo. Pierotto (635261) was used
as a German camp and was left heavily mined. At 2250, 8 March, the 2nd Battalion reported that
a building near the Company G command post in Tora was full of ammunition, small arms, rockets and TNT. They requested the engineers to clean it out and salvage materials. Company B
took 1 prisoner from the 29th Panzer Division and the Company F medics brought in 2 prisoners
from the 232nd Infantry Division.
The 10th Recon Troop, which had been attached to the 3rd Battalion since 6 March, was detached from the 3rd Battalion at 1800, 8 March, and attached to the 10th Anti-tank Battalion. The
10th Anti-tank Battalion, with the 10th Recon Troop attached, was attached to the 85th Mountain
Infantry effective 0800, 8 March.
In compliance with Field Order #2, the 85th Mountain Infantry, with the 10th Anti-tank Battalion attached, was ordered to occupy, organize and defend the area of resistance, re-fit and prepare for further action. Two infantry battalions and the 10th Anti-tank Battalion were on line
with one battalion in reserve. The 10th Anti-tank Battalion was given the mission of maintaining
contact with the 81st Recon Troop on the right and sending out patrols as well as defending its
assigned sector.
The night of 8-9 March, Companies E, F and G sent out Recon and Observation patrols of 9
men and 1 officer at 1900. The Company G patrol cut a German wire on Hill 912 (625249) in several places. No enemy was seen by any of the patrols.
At 2305, 8 March, the 1st and 2nd Battalions were asked to observe Corps counter-battery
fire. The 2nd Battalion reported at 0015, 9 March, that the Corps artillery was doing some good
because enemy artillery fire had stopped.
The 3rd Battalion, 85th, was relieved as left flank security on Objective A by the 3rd Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry, at 0115, 9 March, and reverted to division reserve. The 3rd Battalion
closed into the new area (568211, south of Cimon della Piella) at 0400.
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Col. BARLOW, Maj. CARL T. SCHOOLEY (S-3) and Capt. PERCY REID (S-1) went forward
on reconnaissance at 0755, 9 March, and returned at 1450.
The 10th Anti-tank Battalion CP (attached to 85th Mountain Infantry) opened at 638239 (vicinity of Casella) at 1600, 9 March. The battalion occupied positions on Mt. Valbura (645244) and
Mt. Belvedere (652242). They also were to maintain contact with the 81st Recon Troops on the
right (east) flank of the division.
At 1810, mortar fire started falling on our 1st Battalion positions on the west slope of Mt.
della Spe. Enemy artillery fire continued falling all throughout the day inflicting some casualties,
especially in Company B.
Companies E, F, and G again sent out Recon and Observation patrols of 9 EM led by 1 officer
at 1900, 9 March. The Company E patrol saw 2 small German patrols at 645250. The Company G
patrol observed artillery and machine gun fire. All patrols were back at 0500, 10 March.
On 10 March, the 3rd Battalion moved by truck from the division reserve area at 568211 to
the division rest area at Montecatini for four days of rest. At 0900, 10 March, the 3rd Platoon of
Company F was relieved of positions at San Cristoforo by the 10th Anti-tank Battalion and reverted to battalion reserve. Positions on Hill 864 and Casella occupied by Company F were relieved at 0900 and these troops reverted to Company F.
One prisoner from the 29th Panzer Grenadier Division was taken by the 1st Battalion.
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Scattered artillery fire continued falling on March 10 and all throughout the night 10-11
March.
Recon and Observation patrols of 1 officer and 9 EM were sent out by Companies E and G at
1900, 10 March. The Company E patrol was caught in an artillery barrage for 25 minutes at Mo.
di Ubaldo (543255) but did not suffer any casualties or see any enemy. The Company G patrol
did not observe any enemy in buildings and along the routes checked by them.
Valuable information regarding German positions in the Mt. Pigna area (637288) was received from a civilian by the 2nd Battalion S-2 and forwarded.
Enemy artillery and mortar fire continued falling on 11 March, especially in the 1st Battalion
sector on Mt. della Spe. Lt. WILLIAM H. BAKER, Company B, who had gallantly rallied his platoon and treated the wounded during the counterattack on the night of 5-6 March, was wounded
by shrapnel and later died of wounds.
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A Reconnaissance and Observation patrol of 1 officer and 9 EM was sent out at 2300, 11
March, by Company G. It observed mortar fire but did not see any enemy. A 5-man patrol sent
out by Company E at 2300 observed a fire started by artillery in the vicinity of Le Ville (634269).
A 1st Battalion patrol made contact with the 86th on the left at 0300, 12 March.
March 12 passed quietly on the front except for artillery and mortar fire. S/Sgt. SIGURD
OLSON, Pfc. MALCOLM BLACK and Pfc. ANDREW HASTINGS found a German code text and
mortar concentration plans and positions in Company E area. They were forwarded to regimental S-2.
First Battalion patrols made contact with the 86th on the left at 2300, 12 March, and again at
0400, 13 March. A 6-man patrol from Company E sent out at 2400, 12 March, observed enemy
fire but did not see or contact any enemy forces. Company G sent out a patrol at 0010, 13 March,
of 1 officer and 4 EM which checked on buildings occupied by Italians and observed some enemy
fire.
Artillery, mortar and some machine gun fire was received throughout the night, which was
quiet otherwise.
The regimental CP moved on 13 March from 582231 to 62802315 (Campidello) and opened at
1130. A 6-man observation patrol from Company E sent out at midnight to observe several
buildings found them all empty. Company G sent out an observation patrol of 1 officer and 9
EM at 2400. They heard enemy activity at 625258 and in other buildings along their route.
The 3rd Battalion left the Montecatini rest area at 1105 on 14 March for the division reserve
area at Passatore (vicinity 6223). The battalion CP opened 619233 at 1800, 14 March, and the battalion had completely closed into the reserve area by 0400, 15 March.
Two men, Pfc. HERMAN VOGEL and Pfc. LEROY HEIB, from Company C, established a listening post at 61352635 at 2000, 14 March. At 2230, they heard enemy in the vicinity and pulled a
trip flare, disclosing 19 enemy. Artillery and mortar fire were brought onto the position. A
friendly patrol investigated one hour later but could not find any enemy wounded or dead.
Company A established a 2-man listening post at 62102583 at 2000 but heard nothing other than
long-range enemy machine gun and artillery fire.
A 5-man observation patrol sent out by Company E at 2400 did not see or hear any enemy.
Company F sent out a reconnaissance and observation patrol of 1 officer and 5 men at 2400, 14
March. They heard a small German patrol at 629254 using an “owl” call as a signal.
Some artillery fire fell in the 2nd Battalion area at 2130.
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Thirty rounds of artillery fell from 1600 to 1800, 15 March, in the 1st Battalion area on Mt.
della Spe. The 1st Battalion was relieved on positions by the 3rd Battalion the night of 15-16
March. At 1845, 15 March, the 3rd Battalion CP at Passatore closed. A forward CP was opened
at 614252 (Canolle) and a rear CP was opened at 621236 (Corgnole). Relief was completed by
0415, 15 March, without incident and with very little artillery fire. A contact patrol was sent to
the 86th on the left. The 1st Battalion left at 0700, 16 March, for the Montecatini rest area and
closed in there at 1200.
Company C established a 2-man listening post at 61352635 from 0200, 15 March, until 0300,
16 March, but there was nothing to report.∗ An observation patrol of 1 officer and 3 men was
sent out by Company E at 2400, 15 March. They heard heavy enemy vehicles near Roffeno
(635266) and spasmodic 4.2 mortar fire was dropped on the road. Later, scattered enemy machine gun fire was heard. Company F sent out a patrol of 1 officer and 6 men, which also heard
the same vehicles and machine gun fire.
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March 16 passed very quietly. Major WILLIAM A. KOEBER, regimental S-2, and 4 EM left
for a school at Aversa, near Naples. It was conducted from 19-23 March on the handling of PWs.
A heavy artillery barrage fell on Company F on Hill 1005 (Mt. della Castellana) at 2015.
Company E established a 3-man listening post at 2400, 16 March, but heard nothing except some
enemy vehicles on a road to the front and some harassing machine gun fire.
Starting the night of 16-17 March, a series of ambush patrols were sent out to capture PWs.
A patrol of 16 men was sent out by Company K at 1900, 16 March. An ambush was set up at
626269 until 0220, but no enemy were seen. A combat patrol of 15 men, led by Lt. JOHN B.
CLAYTON, left Company G at 2400, 16 March, to clear enemy out of the Company G forward
area. At 623255, they heard considerable enemy activity and Lt. CLAYTON decided they were in
a trap. He moved the men out, one at a time, to Montesinestro (623253) and had 81-mm mortar
fire dropped onto his former position.
At 0400, 17 March, one Polish deserter gave himself up to Company G at Montesinestro. He
stated that the 29th Panzer Grenadier Division was to be relieved by an Italian division.
The sector was relatively quiet on 17 March except for scattered artillery fire. This enemy artillery fire knocked out the supply route to the 3rd Battalion on Mt. della Spe. T/Sgt. JOHN
MAUTNER, HQ Company 3rd Battalion, took an AP squad to repair the road. Under observed
enemy small arms and artillery fire, they worked until the job was completed. Just as they finished, Sgt. MAUTNER was killed and 4 men were wounded by shrapnel.
Division notified us at 2025, 17 March, that Montese (558245), to our left, was being heavily
occupied by enemy troops.
Company E established a 3-man listening post at 2200, 17 March. From 10 to 13 enemy
trucks were heard leaving Roffeno Musiolo at 0145 and friendly artillery was dropped on the
spot.

∗

This listening post was manned by Pfc. JOHN IMBRIE and Pfc. VINCENT J. SABENE who reported by radio to Lt. MERLE DECKER that a group of German soldiers, waving a white flag
and carrying on litters German and American wounded, were approaching their position. On Lt.
DECKER’s orders the party was allowed to pass through company lines, leave the wounded behind, and go back to their unit.
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A 15-man combat patrol, led by Lt. DALTON CLARK, was sent out by Company G at 2000,
17 March, but all places checked were clear of enemy. An ambush patrol of 1 officer and 10 men
from Company K went out at 1900 but no enemy were seen or heard.
Company I sent out an ambush patrol at 1900, 17 March, of 16 men, led by Lt. ROBERT J.
DOLE. An ambush was set at 624265 with a part of the patrol and the rest moved forward. Enemy machine gun and mortar fire suddenly opened up on the patrol, inflicting 4 light casualties.
No prisoners were taken but one German was killed or badly wounded. The patrol was forced
to withdraw because of mortar fire.
All was quiet again on 18 March. At 2350, a few rounds of phosphorous fell at 637249 (east
of Mt. Spicchione).
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Company E sent out an ambush patrol of 15 men at 2000, 18 March. They ran into an enemy
patrol at 0120 at 634248 and set up an ambush. However, the enemy patrol got away before
physical contact could be made.
Company L sent out a 5-man Recon and Observation patrol at 1900 to 612267. They observed until 0200 but saw or heard nothing. A 14-man patrol, led by Lt. LEONARD E. BUGBEE,
was sent out by Company I at 1900, 18 March. They did not encounter any enemy, but contacted
a civilian at 623268, who stated that the enemy in that sector pulled back approximately 1000 meters the night of 17-18 March. Movement of enemy vehicles was heard several times during the
night.
March 19 was another quiet day along the regimental sector. The 1st Battalion moved from
the Montecatini rest area to the division reserve area at Passatore (619230) and closed in at 1945.
They were to relieve the 2nd Battalion the night of 20-21 March. Two more prisoners from the
29th Panzer Grenadier Division were taken by Company G.
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Two strong combat patrols were sent out by each of the battalions the night of 19-20 March.
A 25-man patrol, led by Lt. JOHN A. KAYTIS from Company K, got into a firefight in the vicinity
of Mt. Acquaretto (627269). An estimated 8 enemy were killed. Three of our men were wounded
by a German grenade. The enemy fire was so heavy that no prisoners could be taken and the
patrol returned.
A similar patrol from Company I, led by Lt. ROBERT DOLE, ran into the Company K patrol
firefight and halted. Later they were fired upon, and thinking it might be the Company K patrol,
Lt. DOLE withdrew to prevent a clash of friendly forces.
At 1930, 19 March, Company E sent out a patrol of 41 EM led by Lt. ROBERT F. CATLETT to
capture PWs. The patrol traveled to the vicinity of Roffeno Musiolo and stayed out until 0200, 20
March. Much information was brought back, but no enemy contact was made. The 32-man patrol from Company G, led by Lt. JAY TENENBAUM, left at 2000, 19 March, and ran into a firefight during which 2 Germans were captured. The prisoners were sent to the rear and the patrol
stayed out all day to support the E Company patrol. They returned the night of 20-21 March
without further incident.
On 20 March, word was received from Division that no more PW patrols were necessary until further notice. The day was quiet all along the sector. The 2nd Battalion opened a rear CP at
62052290 (Passatore) at 1700, 20 March, in preparation for relief of its positions in the Mt. della
Castellana sector by the 1st Battalion. The relief was completed at 0200, 21 March, except for a
left flank security platoon, an AP mine-clearing detail and the forward CP which were maintained until daylight. The 2nd Battalion closed into the division reserve area at Passatore at 2330,
20 March. The security platoon rejoined the battalion in the reserve area at 0740, 21 March. All
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anti-personnel mines were cleared by the 2nd Battalion from the Mt. della Castellana area occupied by them.
Company L established a 7-man listening post at 1900, 20 March, at 620267. Enemy digging
and vehicular traffic movement were heard intermittently. One German passed within 10 feet of
the OP.
A 15-man security patrol led by Lt. LEONARD BUGBEE was sent out by Company I at 1900.
Houses to the east of Mt. della Spe in the vicinity of 623264 were investigated but no enemy encountered.
The 2nd Battalion moved from the division reserve area at Passatore to the rest center at
Montecatini the afternoon of 21 March. The battalion closed into the rest area at 1040, 22 March.
At 1900, 21 March, Company K established a 15-man listening post at 619257 and Company
L established a 7-man listening post at 619268. The night was very quiet with nothing to report.
The 22nd of March was uneventful. At 1930, 22 March, a 7-man listening post was established at 617266 on Mt. della Spe. They heard enemy digging at 617269 and horse-drawn vehicles along the road to Serra Sarzana and an enemy patrol of 6 men. Mortar and artillery fire was
brought down on the enemy locations.
Company K sent out a 30-man Recon patrol led by Lt. JOHN KAYTIS at 2000, 22 March.
Point 695 (627269) was occupied by enemy, and mortar fire was dropped on it. Lt. KAYTIS and 6
men remained at the established OP at 625266 all through the night and during the day, 23
March. An enemy machine gun on Hill 903 (625277) was knocked out at 2240, 22 March, by a
direct mortar hit.
An air raid warning was sounded at midnight, 23-24 March, and two unidentified planes
were reported over the 3rd Battalion area. One plane continued flying over the 1st Battalion area
for one and three-quarters hours.
Lt. ROBERT C. SABIN and a 15-man patrol from Company I left at 2000, 23 March. Part of
the patrol relieved the listening post at 625266 (Hill 721) established the night before by Lt. KAYTIS and 8 men. The rest of the patrol set up a listening post and OP at Mt. Acquaretto (623268)
and remained there until the night 24-25 March.
A patrol of 11 men led by Lt. WILLIAM L. PUTNAM was sent out at 2000, 23 March, by
Company L to investigate enemy activity reported last night along the road to Serra Sarzana.
While checking houses at Point 781 (612269), they were engaged in a sharp firefight by enemy
forces. The enemy sprayed the entire area with small arms, mortar fire and grenades. One member of the patrol, Pfc. LORENZ KOEHLER, was killed; two were wounded and had to be left behind.
At 1900, 23 March, a 6-man patrol from Company C, led by Lt. GEARY STEFFEN, left to set
up a listening post at 639255. On the way out it was noticed that German minefields were very
well marked.
A 10-man patrol from Company B, led by Lt. CARL KEREKES, left at 1900, 23 March, and set
up a listening post at 634262. While returning, they encountered a 9-man patrol, later identified
as friendly, and withdrew to their own lines.
Col. BARLOW visited wounded members of the regiment hospitalized in Leghorn on 24
March.
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General HAYS ordered that all future patrols would be combat patrols to take PWs in an effort to secure more information.
Starting at 2040, 24 March, the 10th Anti-tank Battalion and 10th Recon Troop (attached to
the 85th Mountain Infantry) were relieved on position by the 1st Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry, which in turn was attached to the 85th Mountain Infantry for operations. The 10th Anti-tank
Battalion CP closed at 2250.
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A 24-man combat patrol from Company A, led by Lt. JAMES A. TIPPETT, went out at 1900,
24 March, to capture PWs. They went from Tora past Calvana (631261) but made no enemy contact. One enemy phone wire was cut. Houses and foxholes in Calvana and beyond were empty.
A strong combat patrol of 36 men from Company L, led by Lt. PUTNAM, went out at 2300,
24 March, to take PWs and retrieve the casualties left behind by the L Company patrol the night
before at Point 781. The patrol was heavily supported by prepared artillery and mortar fires.
The patrol reached an observation and rendezvous point at 614268, from which they observed
the buildings at Point 781. At 0105, the patrol moved under the cover of a heavy box barrage and
counter mortar and artillery fire to a jump-off point at 61272696. Enemy digging was heard at
buildings 763 (616270) and artillery was dropped on them. At 0130, the patrol attacked the
buildings at 781 with German Panzerfausts, grenades, mortars and rifles. Stiff enemy resistance
was overcome by wiping them out. An estimated 11 enemy were killed. One PW was taken but
died of wounds on the way back. Enemy were from the 3rd Company, Pioneer Battalion, 334th
Division. The patrol withdrew and more artillery was dropped in, starting fires. Pfc. JOHN O.
ROEDER was missing, believed killed by a direct mortar hit from an enemy mortar; one man
slightly wounded. Two bodies of the three left behind the night before were recovered.
The 2nd Battalion left Montecatini by truck on 25 March and returned to the division reserve
at Passatore. The battalion CP opened at 1500 and the battalion closed in at 1730.
At midnight, over 100 large-caliber shells fell in the 3rd Battalion area on Mt. della Spe. Scattered artillery and mortar fire was received throughout the night by the 1st and 3rd Battalions.
No combat or reconnaissance patrols were sent out the night of 25-26 March. All was quiet
along the sector on 26 March. A 12-man security patrol from Company I, led by Lt. DOLE, was
sent out at 2140, 26 March, to the north slope of Mt. della Spe to ambush the enemy. No enemy
contact or fire observed, but several AP mines and booby traps were discovered and sketched.
At 1930, 26 March, a 20-man patrol from Company B, led by Lt. KEREKES and Lt. STANLEY
L. CUMMINGS, went out and reconnoitered the area for a raid to be made on the night of 27-28
March. They ran into a 9-man enemy patrol at 629263, withdrew and had mortar fire dropped
into the area. The reconnaissance was continued until 0400.
The 3rd Battalion opened a CP in Prunetta at 1950, 27 March, in preparation for the moving
of the battalion for a training period at Prunetta. The 2nd Battalion relieved the 3rd Battalion on
position (Mt. della Spe and vicinity) without incident during the night 27-28 March. The 2nd
Battalion CP opened in Upper Canolle (613252) at 0400, 28 March.
A patrol from the 2nd Battalion made contact with the 86th on the left at 2100 and at 1400, 27
March.
The 20-man combat patrol from Company B, led by Lt. KEREKES, that had reconnoitered the
night before, left at 1930, 27 March, to take PWs. Often receiving some scattered long-range machine gun fire, the patrol reached its rendezvous point (628252630) at 2400. A 4-minute artillery
barrage was put down on the objective (the buildings at Point 697, at 632268). The fires shifted to
a box barrage and the patrol attacked, using Panzerfausts along with regular weapons. No enemy
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was found. Later, an ambush was set at 628259 but no enemy appeared. The entire patrol was
back in at 0400, 28 March.
The 3rd Battalion moved on 28 March to a division training area at Prunetta for training from
29-31 March. This training was highlighted by platoon problems, range firing, a battalion parade
and a forced march.
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The 1st Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry (attached for operational control to the 85th Mountain Infantry), was relieved on position on 28 March by the 10th Anti-tank Battalion with the 10th
Recon Troop attached. Relief was completed by 1825. The 10th Anti-tank Battalion was again
attached to the 85th Mountain Infantry (on the right flank of the regiment).
A convoy of enemy trucks was sighted on the road in the vicinity of 664279 by the 1st Battalion at 2230, 28 March, and an unidentified plane circled overhead for one and a half hours. A
listening post was established by 6 men from Company A at 627255 but nothing was seen or
heard. A similar post was set up by Company C at 632253.
Lt. WILLIAM B. DOUGLAS, Company F, made an aerial reconnaissance of Serra Sarzana for
a raid that night on 29 March, a very quiet day. An unidentified plane was reported flying over
the 1st Battalion area at Mt. Spicchione at 2045.
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Company A sent out a Recon patrol of 2 squads, led by Lt. ESTON A. HARDEN, at 1900, 29
March. A listening post was set up at 631255 (Mt. Spicchione). Artillery fire was called for on
enemy machine guns firing from Calvana. The firing ceased. Two enemy seen, but no action
occurred.
A 58-man combat patrol from Company F, led by Lt. DOUGLAS, left at 2100, 29 March, to
raid enemy positions in Serra Sarzana (6227) and capture PWs. On the way out, a search was
made for previously reported anti-personnel mines and machine gun positions. None were
found. Supporting fires were laid down at 0130 on Serra Sarzana and intense enemy artillery fell
on the patrol position and they were forced to withdraw and reorganize. Time did not permit
further action before daylight and the patrol was ordered to return.
Col. BARLOW and 4 other officers attended a demonstration on Armored Bridging of Water
by the 1st Armored Division outside of Prada (12 miles north of Florence) on 30 March.
A combat patrol of 2 squads, led by Lt. HARRY S. LANG, was sent out at 1930 on 30 March
from Company B to capture PWs. They proceeded from Mt. della Castellana to the buildings at
Point 701 (627259) but no enemy were encountered anywhere along the route.
The 3rd Battalion conducted a battalion parade at Prunetta on 31 March. General HAYS, division commander, presented awards to members of the battalion. Machine gun fire and 10
rounds of mortar fire hit in the CP area on the south slope of Mt. della Spe at 1750.
Company H spotted a machine gun, a SP (self-propelled) high-velocity gun and heavy mortar to the front of Mt. della Spe at 2045. They were fired on by all available mortar and artillery.
A listening post of 1 officer and 6 men was established by Company E at 613266 the night of
31 March-1 April, but no enemy activity was seen or heard.
A combat patrol of 50 men, led by Lt. DOUGLAS, left Company F at 1930, 31 March, to take
PWs. They found the buildings at Famaticcia (611263) were clear of enemy and proceeded to Pra
de Bianco (613269) where enemy were contacted in the buildings. The Germans fired at the patrol with Panzerfausts and light mortars. The patrol moved to the safety of a small draw on the
left flank and called for mortar fire on the buildings at 616270 where activity was heard. People
were heard leaving when the first rounds fell. When the fire lifted, all the buildings in the vicin-
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ity were empty. Other buildings and positions were investigated, but no further enemy contact
was made. Included in the patrol action were Torre Iussi (621273) and Serra Sarzana (619279).
In the beginning of March, a regimental counter-mortar section was established to coordinate
the counter mortar fire of the three battalions, supporting, and adjacent units. Reports of enemy
mortar fire and positions were received and consolidated so that counter mortar fire could be put
down with a minimum of delay and a maximum of accuracy. Lt. OLIVER J. LA MERE was appointed counter mortar officer, assisted by Cpl. GRANT O. HAGEN.
During March, a quota system was inaugurated whereby enlisted men and officers were sent
to rest areas at Rome, Florence and Montecatini for periods of three to five days. This was in addition to sending the battalions, one at a time, to the division rest area at Montecatini for four
days. The first man left on 14 March. A total of 81 officers and 640 EM were sent during the
month.
March closed out with two battalions holding the high ground from Mt. della Castellana to
Mt. della Spe and one battalion in the division training center at Prunetta. A total of 154 prisoners were taken during the month, increasing the overall total for the regiment to 298. The regimental front advanced 10,000 yards to the northeast from the eastern end of the Mt. BelvedereMt. Gorgolesco Ridge to the summit of Mt. della Spe.

MARCH ATTACK OBJECTIVES
Objective A
Objective B
Objective C
Objective D
Objective E
Objective F
Objective G
Objective H
Objective I
Objective J
Objective K
Objective L
Objective M
Objective N
Objective O
Objective P
Objective Q

Hills 1011, 968, Monteforte, Hills 949, 928
Mt. Terminale and Iola
Near Merlano, Hills 977, 999
North of Iola, Hills 921, 930, 920
Mt. della Vedetta
Near il Monte, Hills 916, 879
Campo del Sole
Sassomolare
Le Borre
Monte Grande d’Aiano, Hills 759, 842, 854
Madna di Brasa
Bacucco
West of Monfenaro, Hill 873
Near Upper Canolle, Hills 866, 838, 916
Mt. della Castellana
Mt. della Croce
Mt. della Spe
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BREAKOUT INTO THE PO VALLEY
(1 APR — 30 APR)
Preparation: 1 Apr — 13 Apr
Initial attack: 14 Apr — 15 Apr
Breakout: 19 Apr — 30 Apr

F

rom the 6th of March to date the 85th Regiment was committed to holding its newly won positions on Mt. della Castellana, Mt. Spicchione and Mt. della Spe. Patrolling was inaugurated
and continued throughout the period with the primary mission of capturing PWs. Enemy artillery fire was heavy immediately following the attack on 5-6 March but it tapered off to scattered
and spasmodically heavy fire during the rest of March.
In this static condition, the 85th Mountain Infantry entered the month of April 1945. The
three battalions were being rotated through the division training area at Prunetta and quotas of
officers and enlisted men were being sent to rest areas at Rome, Florence and Montecatini. Enemy artillery and mortar fire was scattered and light during the first week of April, inflicting
some casualties.
The 3rd Battalion closed out of Prunetta at 1400, 1 April, after 3 days of training. The 3rd
Battalion relieved the 1st Battalion of positions on Mt. della Castellana and Mt. Spicchione on 2
April and the relief was completed by 2100. Upon relief, the 1st Battalion proceeded by truck to
Prunetta for three days of training and closed in at 0030, 3 April. The 1st Battalion lived in pyramidal tents while at the training center.

Apr 1

Listening posts of 1 officer and 5 men were established at Famaticcia and L622262 by the 2nd
Battalion during the night of 1-2 April. One post observed enemy machine gun, rifle and mortar
fire to the front.
The regimental OP picked up an enemy plane flying over our front at 0455, 2 April, and spotted it twice during the next hour.
April 1, Easter Sunday, was an unusually busy day for the regimental chaplains. Capt.
MARION H. FIELDS, 1st Battalion chaplain, conducted four Easter services: the first in the Company C area on top of Mt. della Castellana, the second for the remainder of the 1st Battalion on
Mt. della Castellana, one at the regimental Motor Pool, and an evening service at the regimental
CP in Campidello. During the services, the grim reality of the war was kept before all by the
booming of artillery and the droning of planes overhead. On this lovely Easter Day, Capt. RUSSELL A. WINGERT, 2nd Battalion chaplain, conducted two services: one at the battalion CP in
Upper Canolle and the other at the 2nd Battalion rest camp.
A strong combat patrol of 33 men, led by Lt. MAXWELL MURPHY, was sent out from Company E at 2040, 2 April, to raid and take prisoners at Point 909 (Serra d’Aiano at 614274). En
route, an enemy flare went up from a house at 613269 and friendly mortar fire was dropped on
it. Patrol continued to 614273 but lost radio contact and could not call for supporting artillery
fire. That, plus the brilliant moonlight, and enemy machine gun fire to the rear, led Lt. MURPHY
to move the patrol back to its base. Two partially stripped enemy bodies were found along the
trail at 614257. After searching the bodies, the patrol returned at 0450, 3 April.
A platoon of six 4.2 chemical mortars from Company B, 84th Chemical Battalion, was placed
in support of the 85th Mountain Infantry on 3 April, to assist in counter mortar fire.
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The last men and officers to be sent to rest centers at Rome and Montecatini left on 3 April. A
total of 4 officers and 62 EM left during the first three days of April. The remainder of personnel
scheduled to go were postponed until a later date.
That night the regimental OP reported enemy machine gun fire at 0020, 4 April, against 2nd
Battalion positions on Mt. della Spe and the OP itself. More enemy machine gun fire was directed at the OP at 0330 without causing any casualties.
The 10th Recon Troop was detached at 0830, 4 April, from the 10th Anti-tank Battalion. The
10th Anti-tank Battalion remained attached to the 85th Mountain Infantry on the right flank of
the regimental sector.
A patrol of 20 EM, led by Lt. ROBERT H. HURST, went out from Company L at 2100, 4
April, to reconnoiter for a raid to be held on 6 April. (The raid was later called off.) A total of 16
to 20 enemy were seen in the vicinity of the houses at 607267 and enemy installations were spotted on the forward slope of Hill 883 (607273).
Sixty men and officers attended a flame-throwers school at Staging Area No. 3, vicinity of
Pisa, on 5 April. Thirty more men and officers received the same instructions on 6 April. All
identifying insignia and clothing were left behind for security reasons.
The Division Memorial Service held on 6 April at the U.S. Military Cemetery south of Florence was attended by Col. BARLOW, an officer from each battalion, an officer from each company and an enlisted man from each squad that had a man killed in action up to that date. The
eight-man firing squad was furnished by this regiment.
Following the Memorial Service, the 1st Battalion parade was held at Prunetta. General
HAYS and Col. BARLOW presented awards and decorations to men and officers of the battalion.
Considerable shifting of units was accomplished on the 6th and 7th of April in preparation
for coming offensive action. The 3rd Battalion, 85th, which had been holding the Mt. della Castellana-Mt. Spicchione area, was relieved on position the night of 6-7 April by the 1st Battalion,
87th Mountain Infantry. The relief was completed by 2130 and the battalion moved back a short
distance to a division reserve area in the valley at Lower Canolle (6124). Off and on since 8
March, the 10th Anti-tank Battalion, attached to the 85th Mountain Infantry, had been holding
Mt. Belvedere and Mt. Valbura on the regimental right flank. The Anti-tank Battalion reverted to
division control on 6 April and was relieved by the 1st Battalion, 86th Mountain Infantry, which
remained under control of the 86th. The 1st Battalion, 85th, moved from the Prunetta training
area on the afternoon, 7 April, to the division reserve area at Passatore (6122).
A combat patrol was sent out at 2000, 6 April, by the 3rd Battalion. The patrol proceeded to
Ca del Conte (608267) and enemy mortar and rifle grenade fire started falling in the vicinity. At
0245, an enemy machine gun on Hill 913 fired tracers at the patrol, which called for a box barrage
on buildings in Ca del Conte (608268). The patrol withdrew without suffering any casualties.
In preparation for the next attack, the regimental CP moved from Campidello on 8 April to
Lower Canolle (615245). The night 8-9 April, the 1st Battalion, 85th, relieved the 3rd Battalion,
87th, of positions in Castel d’Aiano (Company B), Madna di Brasa (Company A), and vicinity
(Company C). The same night, strong artillery and machine gun “shoots” were started to confuse the enemy as to when the impending attack would start and to induce them to reveal gun
positions. Fifteen-minute artillery concentrations were placed on enemy positions, followed by
fifteen minutes of machine gun fire from line company weapons. They continued nightly until
the attack began on 14 April. Each night, the enemy countered with machine gun fire against Mt
della Spe and with heavy artillery and mortar fire, which fell in all three battalion areas.
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A reconnaissance patrol, led by Lt. JOHN CLAYTON, was sent out by Company G, 2045, 9
April, to observe enemy activity. Our own artillery fire prevented hearing any enemy activity
until they reached Serra Focchia (612262). Here, they heard wagons moving to their left front.
The patrol moved around the forward base of Mt. della Spe to Serra Sarzana (619269) but no contact was made with any enemy forces.
From dark till midnight on 10 April, a 1st Battalion mine sweeping patrol removed the minefields that had been blocking the road at Famaticcia.
At 0300, 11 April, an enemy patrol (from the 334th Division) hit Company B in Castel
d’Aiano (698257). One Kraut was killed in the resulting firefight and the rest withdrew on the
double. At the same time, 30 large-caliber artillery shells landed just north of the town without
inflicting any casualties.
A mine-blowing demonstration was conducted by the engineers on 11 April at Merlano.
One officer and one NCO from each platoon in the regiment attended.
PREPARATION FOR THE ATTACK
In Germany, the Nazi hordes were rapidly being thrown back into their very last bastion of
resistance. More than half of Germany proper was in Allied hands. The U.S. Ninth Army had
only 50-odd miles left to complete its advance to Berlin; the Russians were poised along the Oder
River, 35 miles from the Reich capitol, and had completed the liberation of Vienna.
In Italy, more than twenty-five German divisions were still guarding the Po Valley, the last
remaining bread- and supply-basket for the routed Nazis. All the world knew that the U.S. Fifth
and British Eighth Armies would soon start their summer offensive to wrest the Po Valley from
the enemy and then drive the Germans out of Italy. This also meant driving back or destroying
some of the best troops left in the Wehrmacht, troops who could be expected to fight fanatically to
protect their source of food and supplies.
Having proved itself in two recent offensive actions, the 10th Mountain Division was sure to
play a major role in the coming offensive, and the 85th Mountain Infantry was selected as one of
the two regiments to spearhead the division attack.
Preparations were more extensive, complete and exhaustive than any the regiment had seen.
For nearly a month, patrols had been reconnoitering enemy positions, observing enemy movements and bringing in prisoners as a source of information.
The regimental and battalion staffs worked feverishly so that no little detail would be left
unprepared for. Staff meetings were frequent to insure complete understanding and coordination of the formulated plans.
During the five-day period, 7-12 April, the regiment laid down approximately 70 miles of
field wire, almost unheard of in flat land offensive action. The regimental Communications Platoon installed a total of 16 trunk lines in addition to numerous local lines. This was necessitated
by the many attached units and the requirements of the mountainous terrain of the zone of the
coming action.
All platoon leaders in the regiment were carefully and thoroughly briefed by the Battalion
and regimental S-2s as to the location of every known enemy gun position, mine field, etc., and
this information was plotted on the map of each platoon leader.
Over 250 replacements were forwarded to Service Company from which they could be sent
to the front line companies with a minimum of delay.
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Reserve supplies of ammunition, food and equipment were stocked at the regimental supply
point located close by the Canolle road leading directly to the front.
In direct support of the regimental attack were the 604th FA Battalion, 910 FA Battalion, 1788
FA Battalion, Company B, 84th Chemical Battalion, and Company A, 10th Medical Battalion.
Company A, 126th Engineer Battalion, was in general support.
Attached to the regiment were Company B, 751st Tank Battalion and Company B, 701st Tank
Destroyer Battalion. Rover Pete was on hand to coordinate the support of one flight of P-47
fighter bombers every thirty minutes for the division.
Additional litter bearers were furnished to Major EDWARD DYER’s Medical Detachment
from Service Company personnel.
OUR MISSION
The initial IV Corps effort was to break the line of German resistance with the 1st Armored
Division along Highway 64, the 10th Mountain Division in the mountains to their left, and the
Brazil Expeditionary Force (BEF) on our left.
The mission of the 85th Mountain Infantry was to attack due north with two battalions
abreast, seize Hills 913, 909 and 860 as initial objectives and then fight on to capture the final objectives; the 3rd Battalion to capture Mt. Righetti, Mt. Balgaro, Montalto (591300) and the high
ground to the north; the 2nd Battalion to seize Ca del Oste (609302), Hill 870 (621311) and Montetortore (630302). The 1st Battalion, in reserve, was to support the attack by fire, consolidate the
initial objectives, and protect the left flank of the regiment. The 87th Mountain Infantry was to
push northeast from Mt. della Spe about 5000 meters and then the 86th Mountain Infantry would
pass through and continue to drive on from there toward Tolè and the Po Valley. After the 3rd
Battalion took its initial objective, Hill 913 (610275) and removed enemy observation on the road
through Famaticcia, the engineers were to clear and sweep mines from the road as quickly as
possible.
The moment the road was cleared, the attached tanks and tank destroyers were to move up
and assist the attacking battalions by direct fire.
When the attack began, one platoon of tank destroyers was to remain in the valley in rear of
Castel d’Aiano and support the attack by direct fire. The rest of the tanks attached to the 3rd Battalion were to proceed as quickly as possible to the top of Hill 913 and support the advancing
infantry with direct fire, while those attached to the 2nd Battalion were to move along the road to
Torre Iussi and break through on to the north.
It was a safe guess that the enemy was moving up reinforcements for an expected attack and
a tough fight was anticipated. In spite of the collapse of German resistance in central Germany,
no one was foolish enough to believe that this attack would be a pushover.
D-day was scheduled for 0700, 12 April, but heavy overcast skies meant no air support, and
no air support meant no attack. It was postponed 24 hours, and threatening weather necessitated
another 24-hour postponement until 14 April. Even that was tentative, but H-hour was finally
set at 0945 on Saturday, 14 April.
AND THEN THE ATTACK STARTED
Air support to soften up and knock out enemy positions began at 0830 and continued
throughout the day. A terrific 35-minute artillery and mortar barrage was placed on the initial
objectives, and Pullano and Mt. Balgaro, from which the advance could be observed. The bar-
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rage soon covered the objectives with a heavy haze of dust and smoke which concealed the initial
movements of the attacking elements.
One rocket from a P-47 was dropped accidentally on the regiment ammunitions dump near
Passatore, setting fire to mortar ammunition. Warrant officer GEORGE STENGEL and M/Sgt.
WILLIAM P. DUNN rushed out, hauled the burning ammo cases to one side and beat out the
flames. Forty some rounds were ruined but destruction of the entire supply was prevented by
their quick and daring action.
INTO THE ATTACK WITH THE THIRD BATTALION
Promptly at 0945, Company L, commanded by Lt. KENNETH EGGLESTON, crossed the LD
on time from the vicinity of Famaticcia for Hill 913 (610275) by way of Pra del Bianco (612269).
They were followed by Company I, commanded by Capt. JERROLD BUCHER, and Company K,
commanded by Capt. RICHARD COOPER. Company I, with Company K following in reserve,
swung to the left for Hill 883 (606273) and Pullano (604273). Very little fire was encountered by
Company L as they jumped off, but when they reached the open fields just before Pra del Bianco,
the dust haze had cleared and they were hit by heavy accurate German mortar fire. The men
pushed on through it and by 1013 were deployed along the road running east and west through
Pra del Bianco and under small arms and mortar fire. One German was foolish enough to throw
a potato-masher grenade from a house in the direction of S/Sgt. FRANK MITKOWSKI, who
tossed it right back and out came the remaining Germans with their hands high in the air.
A few minutes later, S/Sgt. RALPH HEBEL, Company L, came by with about 15 PWs. Lt.
PUTNAM, weapons platoon leader, Company L, rounded up 8 men, including S/Sgt. MITKOWSKI. They took the prisoners with them and rushed up to the top of Hill 913 and made the
Germans point out their positions to them. However, our own artillery was still falling on Hill
913 and the entire group was forced to withdraw. A little later, a larger group, including some
Company K men, went back up the hill to stay. About 11 more Germans came up the other side
of the hill and surrendered. This small group of 3rd Battalion men stayed on top under German
fire, and were gradually reinforced by other men from K and L Companies.
By 1100, the bulk of Company L had reached Hill 854 (611273) and Company I was 200 yards
from Hill 883 (the southwest nose of Hill 913) and advancing. German snipers, hiding deep in
bunkers and buildings, were unavoidably bypassed and they inflicted many casualties on our
troops until finally cleaned out two days later.
Considerable enemy fire was received by Company I and Company K from Mt. Balgaro
(595283) and steady friendly fire was kept on it in an attempt to silence the opposition.
The supporting 1st Battalion mortars were ordered to triple their rate of fire and the 4.2
chemical mortars were ordered to increase theirs.
By 1130, Company L was moving onto Hill 913 and the tanks were called up to assist Company I on the left flank of Hill 883.
The prisoners taken were from the 755th Regiment of the 334th Division. A captured German diary revealed that they had been warned that the 10th Mountain Division was about to
attack and they would not take any prisoners. This undoubtedly accounted for the fanatical resistance that our troops encountered, which often meant digging the Germans out of their wellprepared bunkers.
By 1230, Company I had suffered so many casualties that Lt. Col. SHELOR had Company K
pass through to take Hill 913 from the southwest end. Lt. KEITH J. KVAM, Company I weapons
platoon leader, was killed instantly by a mine, which went off when he stepped on the release
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string. Lt. JOHN D. MITCHELL, rifle platoon leader in Company I, was killed by a sniper’s bullet while leading his platoon in the attack. Lt. ROBERT DOLE, another Company I rifle platoon
leader, was seriously wounded during the attack. The tanks, moving up to assist Company I,
encountered difficulty when one struck a mine near Road Junction 771 (south of Famaticcia) and
others were held up behind it.
In Company L, three officers were wounded in the fierce fighting to take Hill 913. Lt. CARL
BURKHARDT, company executive officer, and Lt. CLARENCE HAWKINS, platoon leader, were
seriously wounded. Lt. ROBERT HURST was lightly wounded in the attack.
During the attack on Hill 913, Pfc. JOSEPH JALKOW, a BAR-man in Company K, was hit by
a sniper. Lt. FRANK SLIGHT, rifle platoon leader in Company K, exposed himself to the deadly
sniper fire by going out and bringing Pfc. JALKOW back to a covered position. Lt. SLIGHT was
killed shortly afterward while trying to locate the snipers who were picking off his men.
Lt. BURDELL WINTER, mortar section leader in Company M, accompanied the command
group of Company L during the attack as a mortar observer. During one of the intense mortar
barrages, he was killed instantly by shell fragments.
The Germans were well aware that this would be their last opportunity to hang on in the
Apennines and they tossed artillery freely and everywhere. A steady receiver was the 3rd Battalion aid station in Famaticcia (612262) run by Capt. PAUL C. GAFFNEY. Artillery fire fell all during the attack but not one man at the aid station was hit.
The 1st Battalion in Castel d’Aiano received direct fire from the northwest, probably from
Mt. Balgaro.
At 1430, both Companies K and L were firmly atop Hill 913 under heavy artillery and mortar
fire, but Company I was held up below Pullano. Capt. BUCHER’s men (Company I) encountered a heavy minefield on the route to Pullano and requested permission to move via Hill 913.
This was only one of many minefields encountered in the attack. Hill 913 itself, and the buildings nearby, were strewn with mines, tripwires and booby traps. Numerous casualties resulted
from these deadly instruments of death, readily distinguishable by a body lying directly over a
freshly blown hole. Paths, clearly marked with tape, were cleared through the mine fields as
quickly as possible. The piles of mines removed soon contained thousands, the majority being
“S,” or schu, mines. The tripwires were placed in a very canny, tricky manner. Often a double
set of wires were used: one placed just high enough to be tripped by foot, and the other placed
chest-high, with the result that while looking for one, the other would hit. While going forward
on reconnaissance for company positions, Capt. KENNETH ENGLAND, CO Company M, and
his party stepped into one of these minefields. With him at the time was Capt. GEORGE DORRINGTON, 3rd Battalion S-3. Capt. ENGLAND was seriously wounded by a mine and died in a
hospital the next day from the wounds received. Capt. DORRINGTON was wounded and
shocked by a mine explosion and evacuated. The next day, Lt. EGGLESTON, CO of Company L,
assumed command of Company M and Capt. FREDERICK FINN took command of Company L.
Capt. FINN had been CO of Company A at Camp Hale, Colorado, and he rejoined the regiment
as a replacement officer the day before the attack started.
Lt. Col. WOOLLEY was ordered at 1450 to alert Company A to move to the left flank of Hill
913 as flank protection for the 3rd Battalion and to be on the alert for minefields in that vicinity.
Permission was given to Lt. Col. SHELOR to smoke Mt. Balgaro, to the west, to keep down
the fire from there.
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By 1530, the tanks were up on the left flank of Hill 913 but were being held up by the large
minefield. The engineers were busy sweeping the field with the tanks ready to move through.
Twenty-four more PWs were taken by Company L on Hill 913 late in the afternoon.
Heavy small arms, machine gun, mortar and artillery fire prevented the 3rd Battalion from
pushing on beyond Hill 913. Progress through the minefields was slow and many casualties had
been suffered by all the 3rd Battalion companies, seriously reducing their strength. At 1800, Col.
BARLOW ordered the 3rd Battalion to button up at 1900 for the night, and plan to continue the
attack the next day.
During the afternoon, Company A, commanded by Capt. JEROME C. TURNER, moved up to
the left flank of the 3rd Battalion in the vicinity of Hill 883 as ordered. The 3rd Battalion dug in
and spent the night on Hill 913 with Company L on the right, Company K to their left, part of
Company I on their left , and the rest of Company I in reserve on the reverse slope.
Company A was deployed on Hills 883 and 913 as left flank security. The 2nd Platoon (Lt.
ESTON HARDEN), the Weapons Platoon (Lt. JACK GILL) and 1 Platoon heavy machine guns
(Lt. JOHN DELANEY) consolidated Hill 883 proper; the 3rd Platoon (Lt. HERBERT WINKELLER) defended the saddle between 883 and 913; and the 1st Platoon (Lt. JAMES TIPPETT) took
up positions to the left of the 3rd Battalion on Hill 913.
It was a gruesome night as enemy fire continued to come in amongst the weary troops with
dead companions lying nearby.
Upon the capture of Hill 913, a regimental observation post was to be established there. Lt.
GEORGE H. CHAFEY, assistant regimental S-2, led a party of Intelligence personnel from Mt.
della Spe to establish this post, but they were caught between the two hills in an enemy barrage.
Lt. CHAFEY was seriously wounded by shell fragments and evacuated. The CP was established
later in the day by the Intelligence and Reconnaissance personnel.
THE SECOND BATTALION
Protected by the heavy artillery preparation and the resulting dust haze, the 2nd Battalion
moved from the LD at the base of Mt. della Spe promptly at 0945, 14 April. Company E on the
right, commanded by Capt. CHARLES D. HAMNER, moved swiftly toward their initial objective, Hill 860 (618273). On their left, Company G, commanded by Capt. OTIS HALVERSON,
jumped off for Hill 909. Company F, commanded by Capt. CHARLES H. KING, followed as battalion reserve.
Company E reached the summit of Hill 860 under light mortar fire 30 minutes after they
jumped off. Once on top, they were subjected to every type of enemy fire from the front and the
flanks. Lt. LEONARD TRAVERSY, 2nd Platoon leader, was the only officer in Company E
wounded during the attack and the following action. En route, they took 5 prisoners from an
enemy OP, members of the 755th Regiment, 334th Division. To their right, the 1st Battalion, 87th
Mountain Infantry, was pinned down at 1045 at Torre Iussi (622273). Company A, 87th, was
passed over Hill 822 and 860 to hit the enemy on the left flank. The advance of the 87th was
doubtful, however, until Company G, 85th, took Hill 909 and could give supporting fire.
Company G encountered fairly heavy machine gun and SA fire from Hill 909 in addition to
mortar and artillery fire. Friendly artillery fire was poured onto Hill 909 until taken by Company
G. At 1115, Company G was deployed along the base of Hill 909 from 612272 to Hill 860. By
noon, they were halfway up the hill, and at 1230, troops were attacking the two houses at Serra
d’Aiano on Hill 909. However, at 1300, the bulk of the company was pinned down 100 yards
from the top by machine gun fire. Once on the hill, they assisted the 3rd Battalion on Hill 913 by
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fire. The 3rd Battalion was assisted also by the 2nd Battalion machine gun fire from Mt. della
Spe. Meanwhile, Company E had moved to the left to Hill 822 and assisted Company G in seizing Hill 909.
Sgt. WALLACE BARRON, company recon sergeant, and Pfc. JOHN CELENTANO, Company H, followed Company E as they moved from Mt. della Spe. Machine gun fire pinned the
two men down for some time. Later, they crept forward and fired upon the house at 763 (612270)
and called upon the Germans to surrender. One came out, but they made him return and bring
out the others, a bag of 13 prisoners. On the way back, they passed an 87th aid station and put
the prisoners to work evacuating our wounded.
Company F moved off Mt. della Spe in rear of Company G as battalion reserve. However,
before they even crossed the LD, Lt. WILLIAM F. CALLAHAN, 1st Platoon leader, was killed by
mortar fire about 0945. As the reserve company left Mt. della Spe, mortar fire wounded Lt.
JAMES S. PIERCE, 3rd Platoon leader, and several of his men.
At 1410, the 2nd Battalion was ordered to continue the attack to the north and northeast; in
particular, to take Hill 898 (618278) and assist the 87th on the right. By 1540, the 87th had pushed
up the draw to Bocca dei Ravari. Col. BARLOW ordered Lt. Col. STONE to push along the ridge
(toward 898) and clean out the eastern slope immediately. The tanks attached to the 2nd Battalion had been held up by a mine field. At 1530, they were ordered to bypass the field and move
up to support the attack. By 1630, Company F had moved onto Hill 909 but no further advance
to the front was made by any of the companies.
Capt. OTIS F. HALVERSON, commanding Company G, was killed during the day’s action.
He was hit and killed instantly by machine gun fire while moving forward in the attack to observe enemy positions on the right flank of the company. Lt. DALTON CLARK, Lt. JOHN
CLAYTON and Lt. JAY TENENBAUM, all from Company G, were wounded during the attack
on Hill 909. Capt. HALVERSON was replaced as company commander by Lt. HOWARD BECK,
Company G’s executive officer.
At 1810, Col. BARLOW ordered Lt. Col. STONE to have the 2nd Battalion push the attack until 1900, then button up for the night with artillery and mortar fires prepared, contact the 87th on
the right, send patrols forward for security and be prepared to continue the attack in the morning. However, at 1815, the inevitable German counterattack came. It was a local attack launched
from the north against Company G on Hill 909. Men from Company F were rushed forward to
assist, and the 3rd Battalion assisted by fire from Hill 913. The attack was successfully repulsed.
The night was free from further counterattacks, but enemy artillery and mortar fire and mines
played havoc with the battalion throughout the night. All three companies deployed generally
along Hill 909. Company E was out toward Hill 915; Company F was to their left rear; and
Company G held positions on the left (western) half of 909.
Lt. DAVID WINTON and his wiremen were out all night repairing and putting in lines, endangered by minefields and artillery fire. The engineers were kept busy during the night removing mines from the road between Serra Sarzana (619270) and Torre Iussi.
Early in the attack, 9 prisoners were captured in the building at 763 (616270) and pressed into
service as litter bearers. They were finally sent to the rear at 2200 carrying wounded.
Shortly before midnight, an advanced party went forward to establish a new CP. Once again
German mines took their toll. Capt. WILLIAM SHEPARD, Battalion S-1, was killed instantly in a
minefield and four men were wounded. Capt. SHEPARD was killed while trying to assist one of
his radio operators who had been wounded by an exploding mine. Lt. JOHN W. JAMES, Battalion S-3, was trapped in a field but managed to safely extricate himself. The same night, Lt. AL-
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BERT DIENER, 81-mm mortar section leader, Company M, was killed instantly by artillery fire,
which caught his party of 4 men while reconnoitering on Hill 909 for a mortar OP.
Because of the almost fanatical resistance put up by the Germans, it was necessary at times to
dig them out of bunkers and buildings. The aggressiveness with which our troops went after the
enemy is exemplified by a total of 114 prisoners taken by 2400 of the first day of the attack. All
prisoners taken the first day were from the German 334th Division, one of the better combat units
in Italy. It was badly battered in Tunisia and on up through Italy, but a recent reorganization
had brought it up to strength. Ironically, they had not been informed of the transfer of their beloved Albert Kesselring to the western front but were immediately informed of the death of
President Roosevelt.
THE ATTACK CONTINUES
THE THIRD BATTALION
The second day of the attack was prematurely opened with enemy rocket fire from north of
Pullano, landing to the west of the 1st Battalion. Another terrific barrage, lasting twenty minutes,
preceded the jump-off at 0700, 15 April.
Against heavy mortar and machine gun fire, the 3rd Battalion pressed on from Hill 913 at
0700, 15 April. Company K, under Capt. COOPER, proceeded on the right with Capt. BUCHER
and Company I on the left. Company L, now commanded by Capt. FREDERICK FINN, remained in reserve on Hill 913. The heavy weapons of Company M, now commanded by Lt.
EGGLESTON, who moved from Company L to Company M to replace Capt. ENGLAND, supported the attack from Hill 913. Lying directly between Hill 913 and Mt. Righetti, the next objective, was Canobi. It was hit at 0750 by P-47 fighter bombers.
The troops advanced 200 yards from the summit of Hill 913; then all hell broke loose again
and pinned the troops down. Evacuation of casualties from the forward slope was a very hazardous and dangerous task.
In spite of the very heavy fire, by 0900 Company K had edged forward to Canobi (610255).
This was the farthest advance made by the 3rd Battalion. Company I reached the rear slope of
Hill 794 (605279). The 3rd Battalion was ordered to dig in and hold until the 2nd Battalion advanced, forming a solid front.
Until the 2nd Battalion was up abreast of the 3rd, the right flank of the 3rd Battalion was
very exposed and further advance was dangerous in terrain so heavily defended. Lt. THOMAS
REISS, weapons platoon leader in Company K, was the only officer wounded in this phase of the
attack.
When the 2nd Battalion pulled up, Company I was to move to the forward slope and organize Hill 794. The 3rd Battalion spent the rest of the day under heavy artillery, mortar, and rocket
fire which was countered with friendly mortar and artillery fire.
The tanks attached to the battalion still had not been able to reach the summit of Hill 913 to
assist with direct fire. The route selected by the engineers was too rocky and steep. The first
tank to try threw a track, and others were unable to get through. At 1030, Lt. Col. SHELOR decided to try and send the tanks around the west slope of Hill 913.
Early in the afternoon (1400), the tankers made plans to move around through Pullano with
one platoon of riflemen from Company L riding the tanks, and the TDs were to be moved between Hills 883 and 913. At 1410, Lt. Col. SHELOR was ordered to move his tanks around the
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road through Pullano at once. By evening, the 3rd Battalion tanks and the TDs were in Pullano,
in position to drive back an enemy armored counterattack against the flank.
THE SECOND BATTALION
At 0715, 15 April, the 2nd Battalion renewed the attack as planned and moved out from Hill
909 abreast of Company K, on the left. The morning’s action was gathered from accurate eyewitness accounts rather than from the Unit Journal.
Company E, on the right, was to push along on Hill 801 (621287). Company F, on the left
under Capt. CHARLES KING, was to take Hill 810 (616282) and Company G remained in reserve
on Hill 909. During the night, German troops had infiltrated back onto Hill 860 (618273) to the
rear right of the 2nd Battalion. When the attack started, heavy machine gun, artillery and mortar
fire from Hills 915 (615275) and 860 pinned down Company E and part of Company F. Capt.
KING, CO Company F, was seriously wounded by machine gun fire from Hill 915 at 0810 while
pointing out an enemy machine gun position to Lt. DAVID BALCH, machine gun platoon leader
in Company H. Command of Company F was immediately taken over by Lt. WAYNE
MACKIN, company executive officer.
At 0825, Col. BARLOW ordered Lt. Col. STONE to keep pushing so as not to expose the
flanks of the 3rd Battalion on the left and the 87th Mountain Infantry on the right, which had already taken Mt. Pigna (638286).
Progress was almost impossible until 1030, 15 April, when the 2nd Platoon of Company F,
led by Lt. WILLIAM DOUGLAS, took Hill 915. The platoon assault was supported by fire from
Company E, the rest of Company F and machine guns of Company H. Following this successful
assault, the rest of Company F pushed on to Hill 898 and they cleaned all the Germans off of it.
Approximately one company of enemy was either killed or captured; the prisoners taken numbered about 50. At the same time, a complete German counterattack plan was found by Tech.
Sgt. ARTHUR J. TAYLOR, Company F, killed shortly afterward by mortar fire while leading the
1st Platoon.
Right after Company F took Hill 898, a strong enemy counterattack from the direction of Hill
810 was launched against Hills 898 and 909. It was repulsed, but at a cost of heavy casualties by
Company F.
About noon, Company E passed through Company F on 898 to take Hill 801 (621287) but
was held up at 620280 by heavy enemy fire.
Early in the afternoon, a shift in command was made. Lt. Col. STONE was relieved, and at
1510 Lt. Col. SEISS E. WAGNER, regimental executive officer, assumed command of the 2nd Battalion. In the morning, Capt. RUSS GULLIXSON, formerly company commander of Company L,
and S-1 since his return from the hospital, replaced Capt. WILLIAM SHEPARD, killed in the
night by a mine, as 2nd Battalion S-1. Major CARL T. SCHOOLEY was elevated from regimental
S-3 to regimental executive officer. The position of regimental S-3 was filled by Capt. GEORGE
M. MCINTIRE, formerly 2nd Battalion S-3, who had been assisting Major SCHOOLEY for the
past week. When Capt. MCINTIRE left the 2nd Battalion, his position as 2nd Battalion S-3 was
filled by 1st Lt. JOHN JAMES.
After assumption of his new command, Lt. Col. WAGNER immediately made plans to push
the attack by the battalion in an attempt to take their next objectives. Company G, commanded
by Lt. ROBERT BECK, jumped off on a wide front at 1615 to take 762 (613257), northwest of Marzola, and to be assisted by fire from the 3rd Battalion if possible.
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Companies E and F moved out abreast to take Hills 801 and 810, respectively, east of Marzola. The renewed attack progressed favorably against determined resistance. Company F took
Hill 810 at 1630 and at 1720 Company G was within 300 yards of Hill 762. Lt. BECK and his men
seized Hill 762 at 1745. Meanwhile, Company E was ordered to take Hill 801 by dark. The hill
was captured at 2030, 15 April, along with 40 prisoners. Companies E and F continued to take
prisoners throughout the night.
At 1900, word was received to have the 2nd Battalion withdraw on order to the rear of Hills
913 and 909 and prepare for action along the left of the 87th Mountain Infantry, now advancing
rapidly to the northeast. Company G was withdrawn to Hill 909 but Companies E and F remained on Hills 801 and 810 until the following afternoon. The capture of Hills 762 and 801 was
as far as the 2nd Battalion advanced in this attack because of the change in plans.
Lt. ROBERT BECK, who had taken over command of Company G the day before, was
wounded in this phase of the battalion action. The next day, Lt. CHARLES HANKS, executive
officer of Company E, was sent to Company G as commanding officer.
Service Company had, in effect, been transformed into a temporary replacement depot.
Hundreds of replacements were processed and equipped and rushed to the front line units when
the situation permitted. Casualties had been very heavy. During the attack on Hills 909 and 762,
14-15 April, Company G suffered more casualties than any other company in the division from
the time the division arrived in Italy until the surrender in Italy.
The 3rd Battalion had 54 killed and 166 wounded. The 2nd Battalion had 42 killed and 169
wounded, and the 1st Battalion had 2 killed and 29 wounded during the two-day attack of 14-15
April. The units were brought back up to strength as rapidly as replacements could be sent forward.
THE FIRST BATTALION IN RESERVE
When the attack began on 14 April, the 1st Battalion, commanded by Lt. Col. WOOLLEY,
supported the attacking battalions from positions in the vicinity of Castel d’Aiano. During the
afternoon, Company A was sent to reinforce the left flank of the 3rd Battalion on Hill 913 and
spent the night there under heavy fire.
After the 3rd Battalion jumped off from Hill 913 on 15 April to continue the attack, elements
of Company A were sent out at 0915 to clean up the slopes on the left flank of the ground over
which the 3rd Battalion had passed in their attack on Hill 913. This was done to remove small
arms fire and observation on the road through Famaticcia over which tanks and supplies were
moving to the 2nd and 3rd Battalions. Lt. ESTON HARDEN and one squad from the 2nd Platoon cleaned up Hill 753 (603268) and the nearby villages. Nine prisoners and six civilians were
taken and two Germans were killed, but Lt. HARDEN and Sgt. DANIEL KOLECKI were
wounded while rushing one of the buildings. Sgt. MAX PETERS dashed in under heavy fire and
removed Lt. HARDEN and Sgt. KOLECKI to safety.
Sgt. ROBERT J. COONEY’s squad, from the 3rd Platoon, went to Hill 799 (602273) but found
it clear of enemy. Two other squads were sent to clear out Pullano so it could be used as a tank
route, but were pinned down by machine gun fire. At 1630, the company was ordered to move
to Hill 909 and the two squads were pulled back.
Late in the afternoon of 15 April, Company A was moved to Hill 909, vacated by the 2nd Battalion when they jumped off for Hills 762 and 801. The night 15-16 April was spent under murderous German artillery and mortar fire, causing casualties in the company.
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Meanwhile, at 0800, the 10th Anti-tank Battalion was placed under the control of the 85th.
Fifteen minutes later, Lt. Col. WOOLLEY was alerted to be prepared to move the remainder of
the 1st Battalion forward to pass through and continue the attack. The 10th Anti-tank Battalion
would relieve the 1st Battalion in Castel d’Aiano on the regiment left flank upon order, which it
was ordered to do at 0920.
At 1255, the 1st Battalion was notified that as they were relieved they would move quickly to
an assembly area in rear of Hills 913 and 909 and be prepared for quick employment. Reconnaissance parties were sent ahead to mark off the mined areas. By 1430, Company B, commanded by
Lt. ROBERT ST. LOUIS, was assembled behind Castel d’Aiano and Company D, commanded by
Lt. JAMES HART, was in process of relief by the Anti-tank Battalion.
Two hours later, Lt. Col. WOOLLEY was ordered to contact Lt. Col. WAGNER on Hill 909
and to have Company A, moving to Hill 909, ready to exploit any possibilities. At 1710, Capt.
RICHARD JOHNSON, 1st Battalion executive officer, was ordered to move one additional rifle
company, reinforced, to Hill 909 as quickly as possible so as to arrive before dark to avoid mines.
Company C, supported by 81-mm and one platoon of heavy machine guns, was sent.
The 87th Mountain Infantry had reached Lamina (627288) by 1900, 15 April. Company C
was ordered to move to Hill 840 (627283), already taken by the 87th, to fill the gap between the
85th and the 87th. At 0700, 16 April, Company C was to seize Hill 801 (621287) from the west by
way of Point 764 (626286), but this plan was later canceled when it was learned that Company E
had seized Hill 801 at 2030, 15 April. At dusk, Company A, on Hill 909, filled the gap between
the 2nd Battalion troops on Hills 915 and 868 and the 3rd Battalion on Hill 913.
THE WITHDRAWAL TO DEFENSIVE POSITIONS
Even though the capture of Hills 913 and 909 was possible only by a heavy sacrifice of blood
and American lives, the effort was not in vain. These hills were the key to the Roffeno Ridge,
and once they were in our hands the inevitable happened. After the 85th had seized them, the
86th and 87th were able to push rapidly to the northeast across Mt. Pigna, Rocca di Roffeno and
beyond.
Because of the rapid advance of the 87th Mountain Infantry to the northeast, it was decided
to exploit the breakthrough and abandon any further attack through the heavily defended mountains to the north by the 85th. As a result of this plan, the 2nd and 3rd Battalions were ordered
on the night 15-16 April to withdraw to their initial objectives (Hills 909 and 913). Eventually,
the 3rd Battalion was to organize and defend them; the 1st Battalion was to extend to the northeast to occupy and defend the ground taken by the 87th; and the 2nd Battalion was to move to an
assembly area ready to follow the 86th and 87th to the northeast and consolidate newly taken
terrain. The 10th Anti-tank Battalion was to defend the left flank from Castel d’Aiano to Hill 913
and tie in with the 3rd Battalion.
When the entire 85th Mountain Infantry and 10th Anti-tank Battalion eventually followed to
the northeast in division reserve, Castel d’Aiano and Hills 913 and 909 would be taken over by
the BEF.
The above plan was executed in a series of moves starting as follows: During the night, 15-16
April, the 10th Anti-tank Battalion established a line of defense from Castel d’Aiano north to include Hill 883 (607273).
The platoon of Company L and the 4 tanks and 4 TDs remained near Pullano. Companies I
and K dug in on the forward slope of Hill 913. The remainder of Company L in reserve and
Company M remained on the reverse slope of Hill 913.
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Company A remained on Hill 909 and tied in with the 3rd Battalion on the left, on Hill 913,
and Company F to the right, on Hill 915 (615275). Companies E and F defended Hill 915 and Hill
810 (617282) with Company G in reserve on the reverse slope of Hill 909. Company C—which
had already been ordered to Hill 840 at 2030, and given the four tanks and four TDs that had
reached Tabole (6328)—occupied the terrain from Hill 810 east through Hill 840 (627283), and
maintained contact with the 87th on the right by patrol. Company B was moved to Hill 860
(618273) before daylight, 16 April.
Difficulty was experienced during the night trying to contact Company C, supposedly at Hill
840. Capt. RICHARD JOHNSON, 1st Battalion executive officer, used every means available.
Finally at 0320, 16 April, Lt. JAMES S. HART, Company D, who had moved two platoons of his
heavy weapons to Hill 840, reported that Company C, under Capt. HERBERT WRIGHT, was on
Hill 840 prior to 2400.
On 16 April, a general shifting to the right of defenses took place. At 1800, 16 April, Lt. Col.
SHELOR was told to effect relief of the 1st and 2nd Battalions on Hills 909, 915, 868, and 860 as
quickly as possible and make a reconnaissance for positions. The limiting point between the 1st
and 3rd Battalions was to have been Hill 810, but at 0900 it was changed to Point K 26 (the northeast nose of 868 at 619279).
Lt. Col. WOOLLEY was ordered to have the 1st Battalion organize a general line from the
northeast nose of Hill 898 through Hill 840 to Lamina (627288) and outpost Hill 801 (621267). At
0810, General HAYS ordered an extension of the 1st Battalion line of defense to Le Coste (644301)
so as to relieve the 1st Battalion, 87th, of positions from Lamina to Le Coste. The BEF was to
eventually relieve the 85th Mountain Infantry of positions westward from the road west of Hill
801 (vicinity Marzola at 618283). At 0900, Lt. Col. WAGNER was directed to make a reconnaissance for an assembly area for the 2nd Battalion in rear of Mt. Pigna (vicinity 637283). Once assembled, the battalion was to be in reserve and ready to consolidate ground taken by the 86th
and 87th as they pushed to the northeast. The 2nd Battalion moved to their assembly area on
foot during 17 April and the new battalion CP opened at 634286, 16 April.
Two platoons of 4.2 mortars from Company B, 84th Chemical Battalion, were placed in direct
support of the 1st and 3rd Battalions. Positions were selected as far to the right as possible to
permit rapid displacement to the northeast.
The regimental Intelligence and Reconnaissance Platoon, commanded by Lt. WALTER H.
GILLIS, did an excellent job of installing and maintaining regimental OPs during the attacks.
Except for a skeleton force left in the regimental OPs, Lt. GILLIS and the platoon were sent out at
0830, 16 April, to reconnoiter routes to a new CP and a new supply point to be established in the
vicinity of Le Ville (633270). Capt. PERCY REID, regimental S-1, and Capt. JOHN PELNER,
regimental communications officer, made an extensive reconnaissance for a new CP. Major
PHILIP J. PURCELL, regimental S-4, did the same for a new supply point.
At 0815, 16 April, Lt. Col. WOOLLEY was told to include Hills 834 (637291), 802 (638296),
and 814 (642292) in the 1st Battalion defense extending around the front (north) of Mt. Pigna to
Le Coste, as ordered earlier by General HAYS.
By 1000, 16 April, the 87th Mountain Infantry was at 720 (697308) and southwest of Tolè,
preparing to move into Tolè with armor.
Lt. Col. SHELOR completed his reconnaissance with his company commanders at 1100, 16
April, and they started moving their companies to the new defensive positions: Company L on
Hill 913, Company K on Hill 909, and Company I on Hill 898. Supporting weapons of Company
M were kept rear of Hills 913 and 909.
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The regiment was notified at 1430 that all ground west of Hill 801 was to be occupied by the
BEF upon IV Corps order. All elements of the 85th Mountain Infantry in the sector were to be
relieved eventually. Guides were furnished to the BEF by the 3rd Battalion to aid in reconnaissance of the terrain.
At 1515, Lt. Col. SHELOR was again ordered to make a reconnaissance, this time for a battalion assembly area west of Strada (vicinity 632278) and routes thereto.
The only units relieved by the BEF the night 16-17 April were the 10th Anti-tank Battalion
and Company L. Company L was relieved at 0115, 17 April, on Hill 913 and reverted to battalion
reserve. The 10th Anti-tank Battalion moved to an assembly area north of Tabole (6327) to effect
relief of the 2nd Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry, from Le Coste to the northeast by noon, 17
April.
Meanwhile, the 1st Battalion, 85th, was relieving the 1st Battalion, 87th, as planned. From
northeast to southwest the companies were in order of B, A, and C. Company B reached Hill 834
(636291) and by 1530, 16 April, it had completed the relief of Company C, 87th Mountain Infantry, and extended to the northeast. Company A extended southwest from Hill 834 and Company
C held positions on Hill 840 and the forward slope of Hill 903.
The road south of Hill 913 was heavily shelled by the enemy at noon, 16 April.
Excellent progress was made in the drive to the northeast. By 1330, 16 April, the 87th Mountain Infantry had one company and armor in Tolè and at 1430 they had Mt. Mosca (697309). The
86th was to pass through and spearhead the attack in Phase 2, as originally planned, with the
87th following.
The successful drive permitted use of the road from Vergato to Campidello, an important
gain which no longer necessitated the movement of all supplies and vehicles over the long
treacherous mountainous road south of Campidello.
At 2230, 16 April, the 2nd Battalion was warned to be ready to attack along the road from
Mo. Ghiaia (640310) to Pavoloni (626332) on two hours notice. The battalion was alerted at 1015,
17 April, to move. Needed replacements were rushed to them by all available transportation.
Later the alert was called off and the 2nd Battalion remained in the assembly area south of Mt.
Pigna throughout April 17.
A new regimental CP was opened in a former hospital in Le Ville (63202705) at 1015, 17
April. However, the advance of the 86th was so rapid that Capt. REID (S-1) and Capt. PELNER
(communications officer) went forward to locate a future CP location.
At 1340, 17 April, the 1st Battalion, 85th, and 10th Anti-tank Battalion were buttoned up all
the way from Bocca dei Ravari (6228) to Tolè (65308), holding the ground recently taken by the
87th and defending the sector against possible counterattack.
At 1500, the boundary between the 1st Battalion, 85th, and the BEF (relieving the 3rd Battalion) was set as a straight line running from 615290 southeast to 627270. This kept Hill 801
(621287) in the 1st Battalion zone of defense. The Company C platoon on Hill 801 maintained
contact with the BEF on the left by patrol.
The remainder of the 3rd Battalion was relieved on position by the BEF during the night 1718 April. The relief was completed by 0200, 18 April. Company L, which had been relieved the
night before, closed into the battalion assembly area at Strada (633278) at 1700, 17 April. Permission was granted to withdraw the tanks and men covering the road at Pullano.
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ON INTO THE PO VALLEY
By nightfall, the possibility of a breakthrough to the Po Valley was rapidly becoming a reality. The 86th and 87th Mountain Infantry were steadily driving the Germans back down the Tolè
-Montepastore road, while the 85th consolidated the newly won ground, prepared to follow. The
action often was a pursuit with rearguard delaying action. At other times the enemy offered stiff
but temporary resistance.
The 85th Infantry Division and the 1st Armored Division were moved into the sector to add
additional punch to the impending breakthrough to the west of Bologna. The 10th Mountain
Division was to continue to drive northeast along the road and clear the commanding heights
and ridges. The 85th Division was assigned a zone of action to our right and the 1st Armored
Division was to drive down the Samoggia Valley to our left.
At 2100, 17 April, Col. BARLOW issued the following verbal orders. The 1st Battalion was to
be relieved on position by the 2nd Battalion prior to 0800, 18 April, except for Hill 801 which was
to be relieved during darkness, 17-18 April. The 1st Battalion was to leave an assembly area near
their present positions at 0900, 18 April, and march to an assembly area at 672317 (Mo. del Dottore) by noon, 18 April. The 4.2 mortars in support for the 3rd Battalion were transferred to direct support of the 2nd Battalion.
The next morning the displacement forward of the 85th was augmented. At 1800, 18 April,
the 3rd Battalion was ordered to move forward without delay from their assembly area at Strada.
The 10th Anti-tank Battalion, still holding positions northeast of Le Coste, was attached to
the 2nd Battalion, which had relieved the 1st Battalion as planned.
At 0900, 18 April, the 1st Battalion passed their IP, the road junction at 641294. The 3rd Battalion was assembled at 631278 at 1000. Lt. Col. SHELOR sent his trucks on ahead and the troops
moved out on foot at 1300. That afternoon, in and about Tolè, the 3rd Battalion caught enemy
artillery fire, which inflicted several casualties. They reached an assembly area without further
incident at 712375 (across the road from the regimental CP in Mt. Nuova) at 0845, 19 April.
Word was received at 1230 that the 2nd Battalion would be relieved by the BEF of all defensive positions during the night 18-19 April and the 10th At Battalion, still attached to the 85th,
would be relieved the following night (19-20 April).
The regimental CP moved out at 1400 to a tentative CP in the vicinity of the crossroads at
694392.
All of this movement was accomplished over a limited mountainous road network, jammed
with tanks, guns, TDs, half-tracks, troops, mules, and trucks of every description through solid
clouds of thick dust.
The Ski Troopers were exchanging snow for dust as the transition from mountainous warfare
to flatland fighting unfolded.
Vehicles packed the Tolè-Montepastore road, mile after mile, all moving toward the rapidly
advancing front. This was possible because of the absence of enemy aircraft and the rapid withdrawal of their artillery. German dead lay beside the road as our troops went on. Prisoners
poured through the cages to the rear, adding to the road congestion and clouds of dust.
The afternoon of 18 April, a strong combat patrol was sent by the 2nd Battalion to Montetortore (630301) and on to Mt. Giacomo (627320). If opposition was encountered on Montetortore,
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the 2nd Battalion was to attack and seize it. However, the patrol reached Mt. Giacomo without
incident and returned.
The forward regimental CO was finally established in the shell-ridden buildings at Mt.
Nuova at 2300, 18 April.
The BEF relieved the 2nd Battalion of all positions in the Mt. Pigna area during the night 1819 April. At 0300, the 2nd Battalion left on trucks for an assembly area near Mt. Nuova, but did
not arrive until 1500, 19 April, because of congested road conditions.
The big push was resumed at 0800, 19 April. On the right of the 10th Mountain Division was
the veteran 85th Infantry Division and to the left was the seasoned 1st Armored Division. The
85th Mountain Infantry was the right-attacking regiment, carrying the ball along with the 87th
Mountain Infantry on the left.
Lt. Col. WOOLLEY’s 1st Battalion passed through the lines of the 86th Mountain Infantry to
continue the attack clear through to the Po Valley against remnants of the 90th Panzer Grenadier
Division, the 8th Mountain Division and the 94th Infantry Division. Promptly at 0800, 19 April,
the 1st Battalion crossed the LD in the vicinity of Badia di Sopra (713394) in a column of companies with Company C, under the command of Capt. HERBERT WRIGHT, in the lead, followed
by B and A. The heavy weapons of Company D were split amongst the three rifle companies.
Company C pushed along the ridges to the left (west) of the Montepastore-Gorizia road
against opposition and by 0900 had advanced over 3000 yards to 737410 (beyond Monte S. Giovanni-Vecchio). Meanwhile at 0820, the 1st Recon Troop was attached to the 85th and immediately given the mission of operating to the left of the 1st Battalion sector and protecting the battalion left flank. Also, Company B, commanded by Lt. ROBERT ST. LOUIS, was on its way from
the ridge down to the road with Company A, now under the command of Lt. BRUCE COGGINS,
preparing to follow. Capt. JEROME TURNER, CO of Company A, had been sent to regimental
headquarters the night of 18-19 April as battalion liaison officer.
Company B drove rapidly along the road, fighting through small arms and machine gun opposition with the aid of tanks. By 1015, they had reached the road junction at 751412. In this
drive, Lt. ROBERT ST. LOUIS, commander of Company B, was seriously wounded while leading
an assault group into the hills against a machine gun position that had halted the advance of
Company B and the supporting tanks. He died, as a result of these wounds, five days later in an
Army hospital. Lt. HARRY S. LANG replaced Lt. ST. LOUIS as company commander and continued the rapid advance down the valley road.
Up on the ridge, Company C encountered stiff resistance in which Capt. WRIGHT was seriously wounded and Lt. MERLE E. DECKER took over as CO of Company C. The company was
ordered to bypass the resistance. Company I, under Capt. JERROLD BUCHER, was sent in to
mop up and then follow the 1st Battalion.
By 1115, Company C had reached Mt. S. Michele (772469) and was moving forward against
stiff resistance. The 10th Recon Troop mopped up and then continued on to protect the left flank
of the battalion. Company B was still driving rapidly down the road and the ground to the right,
with Company A following. The supporting tanks poured fire into the buildings at Gorizia
(768429) which was overrun by Company B at 1255. A half-hour later, Company B swept up Pocapaglia (763435) and by 1400 Calderino (768442) was behind them, but they were receiving
heavy artillery fire. This spectacular advance developed into the spearhead that burst into the Po
Valley the following morning. In the hills to the right, the 337th Infantry of the 85th Division was
advancing but at a point nearly 5000 yards to the rear of Company B.
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From the vicinity of Calderino, Lt. COGGINS led Company A back into the hills to the left of
the road to capture and clear out troublesome snipers from C. Sarbbuino (764445) and C. Ghedini
(767447). This move also outflanked the Germans holding up Company C, which by 1400 had
fought to Mt. S. Michele (745419) and was still held up there at 1630.
At 1430, Col. BARLOW ordered Lt. Col. SHELOR to move the remainder of his 3rd Battalion
by foot northeast along the road and contact the 1st Battalion, then push on to Hill 223 at C. il
Mucchio (772469), and from there drive due north and cut Highway 9 in the Po Valley if possible.
By 1515, Company B had reached C. S. Mamolo (772455) with Company A moving along in
the high ground to the left rear. After Company A cleaned out the snipers around C. Ghedini,
they pushed on through the hills and by 1650 they were east of C. il Mucchio at 768451.
Word of a German withdrawal in front of the 87th on our left was received from Rover Pete
at 1550. Col. BARLOW immediately ordered the 1st Battalion to push on, keep the attack going
and seize Hill 223 and C. il Mucchio.
The 2nd Battalion, in the assembly area near Mt. Nuova, was ordered to follow the 3rd Battalion without delay. Trucks were obtained to move the 2nd Battalion as far as safety conditions
permitted.
The 2nd Battalion and the 3rd Battalion were to be committed to the left of the 1st Battalion
which was driving initially for C. il Mucchio.
At 1640, 19 April, the 3rd Battalion, following the 1st Battalion, had passed Monte S. Giovanni (744397).
The 2nd Battalion left the Mt. Nuova assembly area on trucks at 1730, 19 April. About halfway between Mt. Nuova and Gorizia, the convoy was shelled, forcing the troops to proceed on
foot to the new assembly area about 500 yards beyond Gorizia.
The 1st Battalion CP and an advanced regimental CP opened at Gorizia, at 1945, 19 April.
During the evening, Company B pushed past Ost (773456) and captured C. il Mucchio and
Hill 223 (772469). Later in the night, they tied in with Company I on their left. The advance of
Company A halted for the night at Ca Nonetta (769452).
At 2000, 19 April, the 3rd Battalion jumped off from the vicinity of Ost to seize the ridges
from C. Mezza Riva (769466) to S. Lorenzo in Collina (754463). Company I, on the right, seized
C. Mezza Riva against light resistance. On the left, Company K pushed along the high ground to
S. Lorenzo in Collina where a sharp firefight against fairly strong resistance resulted. All objectives were secured by 0130, 20 April. Casualties were very light. Company L remained in battalion reserve. The battalion established a new CP at 768461 at 1100 the next day, 20 April.
At 2400, 19 April, the 2nd Battalion left the assembly area between Gorizia and Calderino
and marched down the road in a column of companies to Ost which they reached about 0100, 20
April. A relay station was left there and the battalion continued west on the road from Ost
through Ca Nova to La Fornace. From La Fornace, the battalion fanned out to secure by daylight
the ridges extending from Mt. Avezzano (735444) through La Fornace (747459) to S. Lorenzo
(754463), which was to be used by the 86th Mountain Infantry at daylight as their line of departure.
Company E went right to S. Lorenzo; Company G cleared out the La Fornace area; and Company F went left and took Mt. Avezzano.
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All objectives were occupied and the LD for the 86th was secured by 0530, 20 April, without
suffering a single casualty. Ten PWs, including one officer, were captured. A new battalion CP
opened southeast of La Fornace at 752456 at 0415. The battalion tied in with the 3rd Battalion on
the right and requested that the road from Ca Nova (768457) to La Fornace (747459) be swept at
once.
At 0115, 20 April, General HAYS ordered that one company move to seize the crossroads at
796489 with the least practicable delay and to hold it until relieved by the 85th Infantry Division.
The 1st Battalion was immediately notified to send Company A not later than 0600, 20 April.
Lt. COGGINS and his Company A men left at 0600 on their mission and to make history.
The hard, tedious warfare in the Apennines reached the long awaited climax the morning of
20 April when Company A burst forth into the Po Valley at Viacava, 8 km west of Bologna. The
first American soldier to enter the Po Valley was Pvt. THOMAS HATFIELD, 1st Scout of the 3rd
Platoon. Twenty feet behind him was Pvt. GLENN KOLSKY, 2nd Scout of the platoon. Lt. HERBERT WINKELLER, leader of the 3rd Platoon, was the first officer to reach the flat, green valley
that had been gazed upon by hopeful eyes for weeks on end.
The breakthrough caught the enemy with their “panzers” down. A German officer, returning from pass in Bologna, was captured while returning to his unit on a motorcycle. A German
mess sergeant, in search of eggs for his company, was another surprised by the swift advance of
the Mountain Troops of the 85th Mountain Infantry. The entrance of Company A into the Po
Valley was greeted with a hail of German 75-mm artillery and machine gun fire from down the
road directly in front of them. None of the troops were hit and the weapons were knocked out
by supporting artillery fire upon call.
The roadblock at 769480 was established at 0830 by Company A. Company B was relieved
on C. il Mucchio by Company I and dispatched to reinforce Company A. Self-propelled 105-mm
guns were rushed to afford anti-tank support. Company B joined Company A at the roadblock
at 1000, 20 April.
The rapid advance of the regiment unavoidably left many small bypassed elements to the
rear. At 0700, Company C, under the command of Lt. DECKER, was ordered to proceed from
their positions in the vicinity of Mt. S. Michele and mop up all bypassed elements, with particular emphasis on the buildings, along the ridge through Poggiolo (744435) to Il Poggio (756447).
When the mopping up was completed, the company assembled near Le Casette (762444). From
there, they moved to positions near the edge of the valley that had been held by Company A the
night 19-20 April, prior to their entering the Po Valley. Concurrently , the 10th Recon Troop performed the same mission on the east slopes of the ridge down to the highway and as far north as
Calderino (770443).
Prisoners taken in the last of the mountains before the Po Valley were from the 65th Infantry
Division.
THE DASH ACROSS THE VALLEY TO THE PO RIVER
With the high ground from C. il Mucchio through La Fornace and beyond being held by the
2nd and 3rd Battalions as the LD fro the 86th Mountain Infantry, and the roadblock in the valley
firmly secured by the 1st Battalion, the 85th Mountain Infantry was given the general mission of
holding their positions until passed through by the 86th Mountain Infantry and relieved by the
85th Infantry Division.
At 1115, 20 April, the 2nd Battalion was instructed to move the left flank up behind the 86th
Mountain Infantry, which had reached C. Roberti (745501), and move to Cassoletta (742538) well
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out in the Po Valley. Elements of the 86th were still passing through the 2nd Battalion in the
early afternoon, but at 1515 the battalion had closed the CP and was on its way.
The elaborate system of wire communications that had been maintained and relied upon in
the mountains now gave way almost exclusively to radio communication.
The German forces were becoming more and more disorganized and the tempo of the attack
was accelerated to rapid pursuit of the enemy. The weary plodding up and down mountains
against determined, well dug-in resistance was at an end, replaced by weary, rapid movement
mile after mile with only brief halts for food and rest. It was imperative that the enemy be
pushed back relentlessly without time to reorganize or reinforce, until eventually organized resistance would become an impossibility.
Additional electrifying news was received at 1430, 20 April, when the Air Liaison reported
that friendly tanks had cut Highway 9 at a point northwest of Bologna. This meant the severing
of the German lifeline from Bologna through Modena and other important cities to industrial
Milan and Turin.
At 1520, Lt. Col. WAGNER was told to push as fast as possible and march at night if necessary to reach Cassoletta. Upon arrival, the 2nd Battalion was to tie in with the 86th at the junction (751556) of Highway 9 and the highway running northeast from Crespellano, and tie in with
the 3rd Battalion, 85th, in the vicinity of Montelbano (741525). Roadblocks were to be established
and the main body of the battalion was to be ready to move. The 2nd Battalion Anti-tank platoon, under Lt. OLIVER LA MERE, established roadblocks on the highway running east from
Crespellano. One of these roadblocks was about one mile east of the town. At about 2300, 20
April, Lt. LA MERE and his platoon sergeant, Tech. Sgt. ROBERT FELS, were checking the gun
positions when they ran into an enemy patrol. Lt. LA MERE was killed in the firefight that took
place, as were two of the enemy patrol.
Likewise at 1520, 20 April, Lt. Col. SHELOR was ordered to move the 3rd Battalion from the
ridges in vicinity of C. il Mucchio-S. Lorenzo in Collina to Montelbano and to march at night if
necessary. At Montelbano, the battalion was to tie in with the 2nd Battalion to the north and put
in defensive positions and roadblocks from Montelbano south to Pedretta (745507). One platoon
of 4.2 chemical mortars joined the battalion to accompany them.
The 2nd Battalion moved on foot along the road from La Fornace, Montevecchio (745470), S.
Martino (738482) and north to the valley. Companies E and G encountered light resistance near
the edge of the valley in the vicinity of 736495 and were slowed down. Lt. ADRIAN NIHILL,
Company G, was lightly wounded in the action. However, at 2015, forward elements of Company F made contact with the 86th at Pedretta and the main body pushed on to Cassoletta
(742538). The 2nd Battalion CP was established at Torretta (741533) at 2155, 20 April.
The 3rd Battalion proceeded down out of the mountains along the road from S. Lorenzo in
Collina through La Montagnola (758475), T. Ghironda (757480), C. Braglio (766492) and into the
valley, which they reached as darkness, fell. However, this march was not made without incident. At the road junction (763483), Capt. FREDERICK FINN, commanding Company L, and his
messenger, Pvt. LAWRENCE S. MACKENZIE, were killed by fire from a machine gun that had
been unavoidably bypassed by the leading troops. Lt. JAMES A. COOMBS took over the command of Company L. The battalion reached Pedretta at 2100 and continued on to take up positions as directed.
The first regimental CP established in the Po Valley was opened the afternoon of 20 April at
731510 one mile northeast of Crespellano.
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The rapid dash across the Po Valley with both flanks exposed continued on 21 April. The attack was spearheaded by a special Task Force under the command of Brigadier General Duff,
assistant division commander, with the rest of the division following and mopping up as they
advanced. However, the enemy resistance had been so thoroughly disorganized by the rapid
drive that many enemy forces were cut off or isolated, resulting in many firefights and surrenders by reserve and rear-area echelons.
At 0900, the order of march was announced at the 2nd and 3rd Battalions. The 1st Battalion
was still deployed in the vicinity of the original roadblock at 769480 awaiting relief by the 85th
Infantry Division. The 1st Battalion was relieved at 1000, 21 April, and was given the necessary
routes and instructions to follow the regiment in its swift advance.
The 2nd Battalion, with a platoon of tanks attached, moved out of the Cassoletta (742538)
area at 1000, 21 April, and the 3rd Battalion followed. The 4.2 mortars attached to the 2nd Battalion were ordered to follow the 3rd Battalion.
The 2nd Battalion moved north along the road to Highway 9 and turned left on the highway
to Chiesaccia (741563). At Chiesaccia, the troops moved north on the secondary road and proceeded to S. Maria in Strada (744575). Friendly tanks already in Chiesaccia were drawing considerable enemy artillery fire, which caught the 2nd and 3rd Battalions until they reached S.
Maria. One enemy airburst seriously wounded Lt. ROBERT OFSTIE, Company M.
At 1215, the 2nd Battalion was ordered to push the foot troops across the Samoggia River on
the footbridge at S. Maria and have the vehicles and armor follow later.
From the S. Maria footbridge, the troops marched across country to Tivoli (733629) which
they reached at 1500. Meanwhile, General DUFF’s Task Force had pushed the attack to within
one mile of Bomporto, and by nightfall it had seized intact the important bridge across the
Panaro River.
German prisoners taken during the afternoon were from the 114th Recon Battalion which
had been in Army Reserve and were moved into the sector that morning.
During the morning, the march CP left the regimental CP and opened at 1555 at 735625
(southeast of Tivoli). The 2nd Battalion opened a CP at 1645 at 719655 (south of S. Benedetto).
From Tivoli, the 2nd Battalion again marched across country and by 1745 the head of the column had passed S. Benedetto. The regimental march CP followed close behind and opened in S.
Benedetto at 1815, 21 April.
Approximately three miles beyond S. Benedetto, the 2nd Battalion reached the network of
canals of Ca della Veza (706710). While crossing the canals, the 3rd Battalion pulled up abreast
of the 2nd Battalion. From there, the two battalions marched until dark (about 2000) and spent
the night in the vicinity of Conventa (713734), after a day’s march of 15 miles. The march was
made without incident except for the shelling near Chiesaccia and spasmodic sniping along the
route.
The 1st Battalion shuttled by truck to the road junction on Highway 9 at 751557 where they
detrucked and moved by foot to the bridge at S. Maria and north toward Tivoli. The first troops
started the shuttle at 1100, 21 April, and the entire battalion closed in at the road junction at 1630.
In the late afternoon, M/Sgt. FELIX J. TALIAFERRO, regimental operations sergeant, was
killed in the march CP building near Tivoli while eating his supper rations in front of a fireplace.
The bullet that killed M/Sgt. TALIAFERRO also wounded T/5 GEORGE VAN ORMER, of the
regimental S-4 section, who was sitting next to him.
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At 2215, 21 April, Col. BARLOW instructed the 2nd and 3rd Battalions to button up for the
night and that in the morning the 3rd Battalion was to be motorized on organic vehicles and
trucks from the 604th FA Battalion to join General DUFF’s Task Force. The 2nd Battalion was to
continue the march on foot. At 2245, the forward regimental CP was opened at the road junction
708726.
As the troops moved forward, in an effort to keep pace with one of the fastest drives of the
war, they accumulated an assorted collection of transportation. German trucks, cars, horses,
wagons, carts, bicycles, motorcycles, and Italian Fiats were pressed into service to ease the aching
backs and tired feet. The accumulation increased and much of the captured motorized equipment accompanied the units on across the Po River to Lake Garda.
On 22 April, the 3rd Battalion, 85th, commanded by Lt. Col. SHELOR, replaced the 2nd Battalion, 86th, as the striking infantry unit in General DUFF’s Task Force. The remainder of the
task force was composed of mixed armor, 91st Recon Cavalry Squadron, engineers and signalmen. Trucks from the 604th FA Battalion as well as organic transportation were used to completely motorize the entire 3rd Battalion. It met General DUFF and left Bomporto at 0818, 22
April. This force was the spearhead of the entire division and army drive to reach the Po River
and seize an area for a crossing of the river.
The task force bypassed Carpi and ran into enemy resistance in the vicinity of S. Lorenzo.
An armored vehicle at the head of the task force was fired upon and the column halted. Not far
behind was Lt. Col. SHELOR’s jeep. When the enemy opened fire, Col. SHELOR and his party
jumped out and made for a ditch. Almost immediately, the jeep was hit by a German Panzerfaust, which wounded Col. SHELOR and Lt. OLIVER J. BARR, battalion S-2. Major ERIC
WIKNER, battalion executive officer, took over command of the 3rd Battalion. Company I, under Capt. BUCHER, was committed to wipe out the German resistance centered in one building
and an adjoining dugout. The company was assisted by a self-propelled gun and a tank destroyer.
After the enemy resistance had been overcome, Company I returned to their trucks and the
task force continued, but only for a short distance. The head of the column ran into a German
Motor Pool and another firefight resulted. Additional tanks were rushed up and the 1st Platoon
of Company K, under Lt. EUGENE HAMES, was dropped off to wipe out the resistance. The
rest of the task force bypassed the fighting and pushed on. Approximately 70 Germans surrendered to K Company. When the firefight was over, not one man in the platoon had been hit, but
two Germans had been killed, three wounded and 169 more gave themselves up. S/Sgt. CLINTON FLEENER chuckled, “Hell, that makes 55 Krauts I’ve taken myself so far.”
Pfc. WILLIAM BENDT and T/5 ROBERT CONRAD, regimental reporters, guarded the 70
prisoners, next to a burning and exploding German ammunitions truck, while the fighting took
place. After they turned the prisoners back to Company K, they proceeded down the road,
routed five more out of a farmhouse and captured a speeding German truck which they pressed
into service as a prisoner van.
Lt. HAMES and his men took the prisoners to the PW cage near Bomporto. When they arrived there, they had accumulated a total of 350 prisoners.
The task force continued on to the Po River against light but frequent enemy resistance that
was knocked out by tanks and the infantrymen. As they proceeded, many abandoned German
ammunition dumps in buildings and fields blew up from time bombs left behind by the fleeing
Germans.
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The mighty Po River was reached by the 3rd Battalion and the task force at 0045, 23 April,
near S. Benedetto Po. A defensive ring was immediately set up around the area from which
crossings were to be made. On the 23rd, the 3rd Battalion reverted back to the 85th and moved
to a crossing point near Camatta where it remained until the crossing was made.
The 2nd Battalion moved out again the morning of 22 April with a platoon of attached tanks
and 4.2 mortars. The Panaro River was crossed on the bridge at Bomporto that had been seized
intact on the 21st by General DUFF’s Task Force. The battalion advanced with the tanks in front.
The tanks moved ahead and then waited for the foot troops and the polyglot of transportation to
catch up. This process continued throughout the day’s advance.
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At 0830, the 2nd Battalion had reached the road junction at 656760 where the road branched
off to Carpi. The regimental supply point, water point, ammunition dump, and HQ Company
were established in the vicinity of this road junction at 1140, 22 April.
The situation had become so mobile that at 1245 the order was received for all vehicles to
display either red or yellow identification panels.
By 1315, the 2nd Battalion had crossed the Secchia River and reached the road junction
(602778) one mile west of La Bottega. The battalion CP was opened there at 1340, 22 April.
When the battalion reached the city of Carpi in mid-afternoon, a German force was still active in the city. Company E, commanded by Capt. CHARLES HAMNER, was dropped off to
clean out the city as the rest of the battalion bypassed Carpi to the east and continued north toward Novi. Company E fought its way into the city and by nightfall the city had fallen and 150
prisoners had been taken.
The rest of the 2nd Battalion continued on, passing Il Borgo (543860) at 1800, the road junction at 547875 at 1830, the road junction at 543823 at 2100 and arrived in the city of Novi at 2120.
En route from Carpi to Novi, enemy firing to the right (east) flank necessitated the sending of a
squad from Company G to clean it out.
The 2nd Battalion billeted north of Novi for the night 22-23 April after a day’s march of 23
miles.
During the day, the 1st Battalion followed the route taken by the 2nd Battalion. They cleared
Bomporto by 1530, 22 April, and one hour later the 1st Battalion had reached the Secchia River.
At 2330, the 1st Battalion was in the town of Il Borgo (543860) and had reached a bivouac area at
0100, 23 April.
The regimental march command group moved at 1630, 22 April, to a new CP at 563815,
which was opened at 1715. Shortly afterwards, another move was made and at 2016 the regimental CP opened north of Novi at 557945.
The morning of 23 April, the 2nd Battalion pushed on to continue the rapid advance to the
Po River. They proceeded through Moglia (565952) and Coazze to an assembly area near
Camatta which they reached at noon, 23 April. Defensive positions were set up until the battalion crossed the river that evening.
The 1st Battalion, still following the 2nd, started a truck shuttle movement at 0600, 23 April,
to a farm just south of S. Benedetto. The movement was completed at 1100, but at 1300 the battalion again entrucked to move by shuttle to an assembly area in Camatta (595128). By 1600, 23
April, the battalion had closed in and made preparations for the crossing of the Po River which
began that evening.
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On 23 April, the regimental CP opened at 0820 in Bertolana (693068), but two hours later it
moved again and was established at 1045 in Bardello (584119).
Thus the long, rapid, weary push across the southern half of the Po Valley came to an end,
but it was only a breather in the overall drive to cut the Germans off at the Alps.
The roads across the valley were littered with burned and knocked out German guns, trucks,
and other vehicles. Some were the result of strafing, some the result of tank, artillery and infantry assaults, while others were destroyed by the Germans as they retreated northward.
Bands of Partisans seemed to be everywhere. They played a very important role in cutting
enemy communication and supply lines, rounding up snipers and isolated pockets of resistance,
destroying German equipment and installations, and seizing Fascists. The Partisans were joined
by throngs of civilians in greeting the troops as they pushed on, liberating town after town.
Flags, cheers, wine and food were given freely, but many troops were too tired to return the enthusiasm shown by the native population.
German prisoners knew the 10th Mountain Division was against them and were still being
told that we didn’t take prisoners. They realized that the war was lost, but continued to fight for
two reasons, even though many were glad to be captured. They fought on in defense of their
country and for fear of retaliation against their families if they laid down their arms.
CROSSING THE MIGHTY PO
First crossings of the Po River were made by the 87th Mountain Infantry at noon on 23 April,
under a terrific shower of German fire, including ack-ack flak. The crossings by the 85th began
later in the day at a point further downstream. While waiting to cross the river, the regiment
received a lot of enemy artillery fire that inflicted several casualties throughout the units and was
strafed by low-flying German planes.
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Crossing the Po River was made initially in assault boats furnished by the 126th Engineer
Battalion. The troops embarked on the beach east of Camatta at 602129. Company I was completely across at 1630, 23 April, and the rest of the 3rd Battalion had completed the crossing by
1830.
Next to go over was the 1st Battalion. They crossed in order of B, A, C, D, and HQ Companies. The crossing was completed at 2000, 23 April, without anyone being injured or wounded.
During the night, the 2nd Battalion made the crossing and all three battalions were on the
beachhead by daylight. The regimental Command Group crossed with the 1st Battalion and established a forward CP at 596148 (southeast of Governolo) at 2330. The rear regimental CP remained in Bardello.
The DUKWs (amphibious heavy trucks) were received the morning of 24 April for the transfer of essential vehicles and supplies across the river. The DUKWs were used continuously all
throughout the day and night to supply the bridgehead.
Wire lines were laid across the river by weighting the wires with building blocks and sinking
them to the bottom of the river.
On 24 April, the battalions expanded the bridgehead and completed occupying the positions
assigned. The 2nd Battalion defended the area northwest of Sachetta, the 1st Battalion northeast
of Governolo, and the 3rd Battalion was in the area northwest of Governolo to Garolda. The battalions set up a line of defense, tied in with adjacent units, and blocked all roads leading into the
bridgehead.
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The regiment was given the mission of protecting the right flank and rear of the division
with a minimum number of troops until the tail of the division passed when the drive was resumed. The rest of the men were given time to bathe, clean weapons, etc.
At 0830, 24 April, General HAYS ordered an extension to the left by the 3rd Battalion to secure the canal bridge and roadblocks at 557195 near Ponte Merlano, Garolda (584180), and the
area between. The rest of the regiment was to check and report all bridges within the regimental
sector. The 1st Battalion was ordered to extend left (west) to 594178 to relieve the 3rd Battalion in
that sector.
At 1030, 24 April, 20 men were sent to Capt. KENNETH P. SMITH at Division to receive special instructions in driving enemy vehicles. Captured vehicles were permitted to cross the
bridges but each one had to follow an American truck with a four-wheel drive.
Also at 1030, the 10th Recon Troop was ordered to relieve the 2nd Battalion immediately of
defenses in the battalion area. The relief was not completed until 1800 at which time the 2nd Battalion moved to an assembly area east of Governolo at 619150. A new battalion CP was opened
at 1845 in the building at 624143.
Artillery fire continued falling on the south side of the river during the day. Civilians reported that someone in the bell tower of the church in S. Benedetto was ringing the bell as a signal to the Germans. The bell was rung when troops were moving up or in position to make a
crossing and the ringing of the bell was followed by German artillery fire. The bell was silenced
and the enemy fire tapered off. The same morning, two Fascists were caught sending off flares
and were apprehended.
During the morning, a terrific 20-minute artillery barrage landed in the Company E area
which was discovered to be a preparation by the 85th Infantry Division for a crossing of the Po
River. After the barrage lifted, an assault group from the 85th Division came storming through
the fields but they were quickly informed of the presence of friendly troops.
The 1st Battalion reported at 1650 that all bridges in the battalion area were intact. By 2030,
the 3rd Battalion had extended to the left and reported that all roads and bridges in the area were
intact and capable of handling heavy loads. An SP 88 was captured intact by the 3rd Battalion at
the road junction at 589191.
At 2210, the 10th Recon Troop was relieved from attachment to the 85th Mountain Infantry
and its flank mission. It was not necessary to move any other troops back into the area because
the 85th Infantry Division was now on the right flank.
The night of 24-25 April, the 1st Battalion moved out to spearhead the division advance. On
the morning of 24 April, Lt. Col. WOOLLEY had reported to regiment and received orders from
General HAYS to move north to seize the road net on the way to Villafranca. At 1910, 24 April,
Lt. Col. WOOLLEY was ordered by Col. BARLOW to move out as quickly as possible, with armor if available, to seize the road net. Once it was seized, the remainder of the division was to
follow and push on to Verona.
The 1st Battalion moved out on foot from its assembly area in the Po River bridgehead at
2120, 24 April, and had cleared Garolda (585179) at 2200. At 2245, tanks from the 751st Tank Battalion and 5 extra light tanks were sent forward to join the battalion in its advance. General
HAYS directed that the battalion push forward boldly and seize as much of the road as possible.
Three tanks joined the battalion at 2330, and men from Company C, commanded by Lt. MERLE
DECKER, rode them.’
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The battalion advanced with the light tanks and the men of Company C led the way. By
0230, 25 April, the head of the battalion had passed Cade (560235) without encountering any enemy opposition. Eight more tanks joined the battalion at 0400 and Companies B and C rode
them. Ghisiolo (534278) was reached at 0530 but no resistance had as yet been encountered. Civilians along the route reported that the Germans had withdrawn about two hours before the
arrival of our troops.
An enemy detachment was encountered at 0600, 25 April. Company C immediately engaged
the enemy in a short brisk firefight and drove them off. Capt. EDWARD H. SIMPSON, 1st Battalion S-3, was slightly wounded in the encounter but he continued on with the battalion.
The initial objective, the town of S. Lucia (492325), was reached at 0800 and the entire battalion closed in at 0845 for one hour of rest before continuing the rapid advance on foot.
The battalion pushed on to seize their next assigned objective at about 1300, 25 April: the
road junction with Highway 62 at 495384. Companies A and B established roadblocks in the vicinity. Word was received to push on at once and seize Villafranca and the airport. At 1400,
Company C and most of Company D pushed forward toward Villafranca. En route, Company C
again contacted the enemy and became engaged in a firefight. About 10 prisoners, from the
362nd Infantry Division, were taken in this encounter.
As Company C moved into Villafranca (5345), two German vehicles came tearing along the
road and were completely surprised to see the American troops. The Germans immediately attempted to get away but were foiled. Capt. SIMPSON opened fire as did two machine guns
mounted on jeeps. The two German vehicles were set on fire, several Germans were killed, and
about 60 were taken prisoners. Capt. SIMPSON was wounded again in the firefight and evacuated.
Following the firefight, Company C pushed on to the 1st Battalion objective, the large Villafranca Airport. By 1700, 25 April, the airfield was entirely in the hands of the battalion and the
CP was established across the highway east of the field. This terminated a rapid foot march,
against opposition, of 25 miles in less than 20 hours. Companies A and B were relieved at their
roadblocks and arrived in Villafranca at 1730, 25 April. New roadblocks were established by
them at the north end of the city. Light artillery fire fell in the area during the day.
The closing curtain to this action came at 2200 in the form of a German Volkswolf 190 which
landed on the north end of the airstrip. The plane, apparently out of gas, was captured intact but
the pilot escaped into the nearby woods.
At midnight, 25-26 April, a Task Force commanded by Col. WILLIAM O. DARBY, who replaced General DUFF when he was wounded, passed through the 1st Battalion and proceeded on
to Verona.
Back at the bridgehead, the IV Corps engineers threw two bridges across the Po River in the
vicinity of S. Benedetto. The treadway bridge was opened at 1130, 25 April, and a heavy pontoon
bridge was opened a short time later. This permitted the rapid movement of a greater volume of
vehicles and supplies to the north bank.
Word was received the morning of 25 April that the city of Mantova, bypassed by the 1st Battalion, was in Partisan hands. On the 24th, they had jailed all Germans within the city.
In the early afternoon, 25 April, the 3rd Battalion reconnoitered the road from Ponte Merlano
(558195) northwest to Frassino (503232) and the road running northeast through Derbasco
(543228). All the routes were free of mines and all bridges were in.
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The afternoon of 25 April, Col. DARBY’s task force left the bridgehead for Verona as the Division Assault Group. They followed in the wake of the 1st Battalion, 85th Mountain Infantry,
which had driven ahead to Villafranca. The rest of the 85th Mountain Infantry spent the day in
the bridgehead, resting, cleaning up, and observing German positions.
At 2130, 25 April, Col. BARLOW issued a warning order to all unit commanders. The regiment, less the 1st Battalion, would probably move on 26 April to the vicinity of Villafranca.
A shuttle movement of the regiment to the vicinity of Villafranca started at 0830, 26 April, on
organic transportation. The IP was the bridge at 597164 near La Salmistrera. The units moved
out in the order of regimental Headquarters, 2nd Battalion, and 3rd Battalion. Company B, 84th
Chemical Battalion, was ordered to move immediately to the Villafranca Airport and contact the
1st Battalion.
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The 2nd and 3rd Battalions closed into an assembly area in the vicinity of S. Zeno in Mozzo
(416517) two and one-half miles southwest of Villafranca on Highway 62. The 3rd Battalion
closed in at 1710, 26 April, and the CP was established at 513412 at 1500. The 2nd Battalion
closed into their area at 1930 and the CP was opened at 516415 at 1740. Both battalions bivouacked in this area for the night. The regimental Command Group moved to the Villafranca
Airport for about two hours, but returned to Villafranca where the CP was established in the
early afternoon, 26 April, on the south side of the city. At 1900, 26 April, the Supply Point, Ammunition Dump and Motor Pool opened at the Villafranca Airport.
Meanwhile at 0900, 26 April, Company C moved from Villafranca by truck to the bridge
across the Adige River northeast of Pastrengo (503607). Companies A and D left Villafranca at
2000, 26 April, and joined Company C in guarding the bridge over the river. Company B remained in Villafranca until the regiment moved out on the 27th.
During the night, 26-27 April, General HAYS informed Col. BARLOW at 0030 of the plans
for the continuation of the attack. On the 26th, the leading division elements had swung northwest from Verona to Bussolengo. It was planned that on the 27th, the division would drive to
Lake Garda, push north along the east shore road, and continue on to Trento.
The regiments were to alternate as the division spearhead for eight-hour periods, with the relief regiment moving up by motor until it had passed through the attacking regiment. The leading infantry regiment was to have the support of one company of the 126th Engineer Battalion,
the 1125th Armored FA Battalion and either the 701st TD or the 751st Tank Battalion.
The 87th Mountain Infantry started for Lake Garda on the 27th and the 85th Mountain Infantry was to pass through them in the evening with the 86th relieving the 85th in the early hours of
28 April.
At 0800, 27 April, Col. BARLOW explained the plan of attack to the unit commanders and established the order of movement as 2nd, 3rd, and 1st Battalions. Sufficient trucks were made
available at noon and in the early afternoon to move the entire regiment to Lake Garda and
through the 87th Mountain Infantry. Ten DUKWs were made available for use on Lake Garda if
needed.
During the day, Capt. JEROME TURNER, 1st Battalion liaison officer to the regiment, returned to the 1st Battalion as S-3 to replace Capt. EDWARD SIMPSON, who had been wounded
in the drive to Villafranca. Lt. HARRY LANG, CO of Company B, was sent to the regiment as 1st
Battalion liaison officer and Lt. CARL KEREKES assumed command of Company B.
At 1600, 27 April, the regiment moved out on trucks to Lake Garda to take over the division
attack from the 87th Mountain Infantry. The 2nd Battalion, commanded by Col. WAGNER, led
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the regimental advance. As they moved through Palazzolo (515563), Company A, 126th Engineer Battalion, joined the 2nd Battalion column. The battalion reached Garda (433703) and detrucked about 1800, 27 April. They were joined by the 751st Tank Battalion and the 1125th FA
Battalion and started out immediately on foot to push the division attack along the east shore of
Lake Garda, having relieved the 87th Mountain Infantry.
By 2115, the head of the column had pushed through Torri del Benaco, and Castelletto di
Brenzone to Boccino (489853). The forward regimental CP opened in Boccino shortly afterward.
The 2nd Battalion pushed the advance aggressively. At 2330, they were 2000 meters below
Malcésine, which they reached at midnight, ending a forced march of 17 miles. The troops
waited in Malcésine until relieved by the 86th Mountain Infantry at 0200, 28 April. The 2nd Battalion CP was established there in the Hotel Italia at 0900 and the troops billeted for the night.
Following the 2nd Battalion was the 3rd Battalion led by Major ERIC WIKNER. The battalion likewise detrucked in Garda at 2000, 27 April, and continued along the coastal road on foot.
They advanced as far as Assenza (497868) which they reached at 0030, 28 April, after a march of
14 miles. The battalion spent the night in the vicinity.
The regimental Command Group again moved forward and at 0030, 28 April, established
the CP in the Villa Gruber (512897), formerly occupied by Field Marshal Kesselring.
Companies A, C, and D, which had been guarding the Adige River bridge near Pastrengo,
rejoined the 1st Battalion column at Lazise (450623) at 2000, 28 April. The battalion CP was established there and the troops spent their first night at Lake Garda in the town.
The Supply Point, Ammunition Dump, Motor Pool, Water Point, Service and Headquarters
Command moved into 415706 (west of Garda) the evening of 27 April and moved to Malcésine
the following day.
When the troops awoke on April 28, they found rugged mountains rising from both shores of
Lake Garda. The Alps had been reached, ending one of the most unbelievable and spectacular
advances of the war. The 10th Mountain Division, trained and equipped primarily for mountain
warfare, had actually out-fought and out-raced all other units of the Fifth Army in the successful
attempt to drive the enemy back, and at the same time, seal off the escape routes for the hundreds of thousands of enemy troops in northern Italy.
From Castel d’Aiano, the division had pushed the enemy back 23 miles and was the first unit
to break out into the Po Valley. The regiment and the division had fought over the mountainous
terrain for which it had been trained. Only a few dreamed that the mountain troops would, or
could, actually show their heels to all other units and be the first to reach and cross the Po River
and drive on to the Alps. But General HAYS said that it could be done and it was done. Utilizing organic transportation to the breaking point and pressing an endless array of captured vehicles, the division remained out in front for 120 more miles until the major escape routes had been
cut off and large forces were trapped in northern Italy. But the vehicles didn’t do it all, by any
means. Much of the credit goes to the feet of the infantrymen who pushed mile after mile and
day after day with only a minimum of rest to keep going.
Now, once again, the mountaineers were back in the mountains, but it was the rugged formidable Alps that stretched for miles before them as a natural enemy defense. The rapid pursuit
of the enemy hastily withdrawing across the flat Po Valley was at an end. With the natural escape routes north to the Brenner Pass cut off, the division was to cut the route leading to Trento
from the southwest, but this meant slow fighting up narrow valleys and across the highest
mountain range in Europe. If the Germans chose to resist fanatically, it would be slow, costly
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progress, but Germany was crumbling everywhere and either continued withdrawal or complete
surrender seemed more likely.
LAKE GARDA AND THE ALPS
At 1115, 28 April, the battalions were notified that at 2100, 28 April, the 85th would again
pass through the 87th and push the division attack for the next eight hours. However, during the
day, the Germans succeeded in blowing one of the tunnels on the east shore road, which completely disrupted the advance of the division. Stubborn German resistance slowed the attack and
the regiment remained in division reserve for the next two days.
At 1300, 28 April, the regimental CP moved to the Villa Rosa (51708975), approximately onehalf mile below Malcesine, where it remained for the next ten days.
The three battalions spent the day, 28 April, in the areas which they reached the night before
when relieved by the 86th Mountain Infantry.
In the early afternoon, 28 April, a long enemy horse-drawn convoy was sighted across the
lake moving north along the west shore road of Lake Garda. Direct fire from self-propelled guns
of the 1125th Armored FA Battalion and the 701st Tank Destroyers was placed upon the convoy
throughout the afternoon, night and next day. The enemy was also attacked on 29 April by P-47
fighter-bombers, which repeatedly strafed the trapped troops.
At 2230, 28 April, the regiment was ordered to move all the battalions into an assembly area
along the road from 520907 (south of Malcésine) to 530928 (one mile north of Malcésine). The
battalions were to move on foot commencing at 0800, 29 April. No organic or supply transportation was to move on the road between 0800 and 1400, 29 April, but could move before or after the
restricted hours.
The 3rd Battalion closed into an assembly area in the vicinity of C. de Campo (529992) at
1000, 29 April, and established the CP there. At 1030, the 1st Battalion closed into an assembly
area in the vicinity of Masetta (533915). The 2nd Battalion remained in Malcésine and Service
Company moved into the southern edge of town.
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All of the captured enemy vehicles that had aided materially in the rapid move across the Po
Valley were ordered turned in at once to the division ordinance officer at 524915 (north of Malcesine).
At noon, 29 April, the 1st and 2nd Platoon OP located a radio transmitter antenna in the hills
above Campione on the west side of the lake. It was later attacked by P-47 fighter-bombers.
At 1745, 29 April, Col. BARLOW was ordered to send one reinforced company across Lake
Garda to attack Gargnano (405830) and seize Mussolini’s villa and office. Eventually, the entire
road from Toscolano (3678) to Riva (550045) was to be cleared.
The crossing was to be made at 0150, 30 April, in 12 DUKWs. Company K, commanded by
Capt. COOPER, and a heavy machine gun platoon of Company M, commanded by Lt. HENRY J.
BOGIN, were selected as an assaulting force. They were led by Major ERIC WIKNER, acting battalion commander. The party was furnished an ample supply of bazookas and hand grenades.
Supporting fires were planned by the 604th FA Battalion and 4 tanks from the 751st Tank Battalion.
Promptly at 0130, 30 April, the forces left S. Zeno (463815) and crossed the 4 miles of open
water without drawing enemy fire. As the DUKWs approached the west shore, the motors were
cut and they glided in quietly. The landing was made at 421844 (2 miles north of Gargnano) at
0233, 30 April. Immediately upon landing, three roadblocks were set up for the night by the
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three platoons of Company K and the supporting machine guns. At dawn, the entire force advanced quietly to Gargnano. The DUKWs remained at the landing area for evacuation and
withdrawal if necessary. The operation progressed very smoothly. By 0815, Mussolini’s villa,
his town office and Gargnano had been occupied without any opposition. A patrol cleared the
road south to Toscolano for 5 miles. The 2nd Platoon, commanded by Lt. JOHN KAYTIS, established a roadblock south of Bogliaco (394815). One squad from the 1st Platoon and one section of
machine guns established a roadblock west of Gargnano, a second squad occupied the villa and a
third squad guarded the town office. The 3rd Platoon, commanded by Lt. LEO JASKIEWICZ, set
up roadblocks on the two roads leading north from Gargnano.
Partisan forces informed them that the Germans were in the hills nearby but offered no resistance to the landing. The very dangerous, daring undertaking was completed successfully without a single casualty.
The bridge at 418845 was found to be impassable and in a nearby tunnel several enemy
trucks, half-tracks and anti-tank guns were discovered.
At 0345, 30 April, Division notified the regiment that 8 to 10 Germans were in a house in the
hills above the division CP in Villa Gruber. Capt. CHARLES HAMNER, CO of Company E, investigated. They brought back 9 prisoners who had been locked up and turned over to them by
Partisans.
At 0920, 30 April, Col. BARLOW was ordered to prepare a second company to make another
crossing of Lake Garda. Company L, commanded by Lt. JAMES L. SEERY, was selected for the
mission with the support of one battery from the 605th FA Battalion and 4 tank destroyers from
the 701st TD Battalion. The tanks in direct support of Company K were no longer necessary and
were released in the early afternoon.
Company L left the duckhead at S. Zeno at 1745 and headed straight across the lake toward
Gargnano. As the force neared the opposite shore, they turned north and followed the shoreline.
Lt. SEERY, two AP men and the 3rd Platoon, led by Lt. JAMES P. MCGALE, landed at Piazza
(440862) at 1840, 30 April. The party moved north along Highway 45 while the rest of the company followed in the DUKWs. As they advanced northward, they encountered numerous German mines, especially in the tunnels, which they neutralized, and took approximately 50 prisoners.
Lt. SEERY and the 3rd Platoon advanced to a point about one mile north of Campione
(473899) to assure a safe landing of the rest of the company on the beach at the north edge of
Campione. The prisoners were sent back to the east shore in two DUKWs and the entire company spent the night, 30 April - 1 May, in Campione.
At 1815, 30 April, General HAYS ordered a third company to cross Lake Garda, this time
from the division duckhead (552956) about one mile north of Navene (545947), before daylight, 1
May. Company I, commanded by Capt. BUCHER, was selected for the third crossing. Their mission was to move up Highway 45, contact elements of the 86th Mountain Infantry in Riva, and
establish a roadblock at 5302 on the road to Molina di Ledro. Company I sailed from the duckhead at 0315, 1 May, and headed northwest for the point two miles north of Limone. The entire
company landed without opposition at 0430, 1 May, at 533979, north of Limone.
As April ended, the rest of the regiment remained in the vicinity of Malcésine while plans
were formulated for continuing the attack on into the mountains to Trento.
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LAKE GARDA TO SURRENDER
(1 MAY — 30 MAY)

W

ith the advent of May, the 85th Mountain Infantry was at Lake Garda after participating in
the rapid, spectacular and successful division drive out of the Apennines, across the Po
Valley to the Alps. This action cut the major escape route from northern Italy to the Brenner
Pass, thereby trapping a large portion of the German army in northern Italy. After seizing Verona, the 10th Mountain Division turned west to Lake Garda and started driving north along the
east shore road with Trento as the ultimate objective. However, the Germans succeeded in blowing up one of the tunnels on the lake road, which slowed the rapid pace of the division advance.

On 27 April the 85th Mountain Infantry had pushed to Malcésine and the 86th Mountain Infantry resumed the offensive on the 28th. After much hard fighting against bitter resistance, Riva
and Torbole, at the northern end of Lake Garda, fell and the 87th had pushed east across the
mountains and assaulted Spiazzi (5577) overlooking the Adige River.
Companies K, L, and I, 85th Mountain Infantry, in that order, had made amphibious crossing
to the west shore of Lake Garda on 30 April. Company K had seized Gargnano (4082), Mussolini’s villa and office. Companies L and I crossed to clear Highway 45, and make contact with the
86th Mountain Infantry in Riva.
The remainder of the 85th Mountain Infantry was in the vicinity of Malcésine (5291) awaiting
orders to push on through the leading elements and resume the attack. The 2nd Battalion was in
Malcésine proper, the 1st Battalion was in the vicinity of Masotta (533915), HQ and Service Companies were directly south of Malcésine and the regimental CP was in the Villa Rose (51708975).
The lull in the rapid push was a welcome change from the continuous, weary advance across the
Po Valley and afforded a much-needed opportunity for the men to rest, clean up, and clean their
rifles.
The famous Italian summer resort area was very well suited for the billeting of troops. Malcésine and the vicinity has many fine summer homes, several of which were vacant and used by
our forces. Directly east of the lake-front area rose a series of precipitous, snow-covered ridges
over 7,000 feet high.
On 1 May, Company L, commanded by Lt. JAMES L. SEERY, left Campione at dawn and
advanced along Highway 45 towards Riva. The DUKWs followed offshore. The company
encountered numerous mines along the way, especially in tunnels, which the men neutralized.
Most of the tunnels were fixed up as underground factories producing vital war materials for the
Germans. The company reached Limone (510965) at 1000 where a halt was called for three hours
while awaiting further instructions. Upon receipt of the awaited orders the company rapidly
pushed on again and reached Riva (5504) at 1600 1 May. Thirty-two more prisoners were picked
up by Company L as they advanced, and were sent back in DUKWs from Limone.
Meanwhile, Company I, commanded by Capt. BUCHER, had landed at a point (535982) two
miles north of Limone at 0430 1 May.
During the crossing, the lead DUKW caught fire in the cockpit from the hot manifold, but the
fire was rapidly brought under control and extinguished. Immediately upon landing, the company established a perimeter of defense, including roadblocks to the north and south. Just before
dawn the entire company moved out on both sides of Highway 45 and proceeded to Riva. As
they advanced, the men cleared the road and tunnels of mines. No enemy resistance was encountered except for the capture of the guards left by the Fiat organization to safeguard the ma-
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chinery set up in the tunnels for the manufacture of German diesel aircraft engines. The company reached Riva at 0915 1 May and made contact with the 86th Mountain Infantry.
The 1st Platoon of Company I was left at 540017 to set up a roadblock on the road leading to
Molina di Ledro. After Company L passed later in the day, on their way to Riva, the roadblock
was withdrawn and the platoon rejoined the rest of Company I in Riva.
Both companies moved to the northern edge of Riva where they remained for several days,
prepared to push forward upon order. Much damage to Highway 45 was reported which made
it impassable for vehicles in many places.
While at Riva, the men utilized the time to clean up and processed numerous prisoners who
gave themselves up in the vicinity.
Back in Gargnano, Partisans informed Company K of the presence of a ministry building of
the Fascist government in Bogliaco (395815). Men from the 2nd Platoon, already in Bogliaco,
were assigned to guard the ministry building. Mussolini’s villa in Gargnano revealed hundreds
of priceless items that represented some of the gifts presented to Il Duce by the heads of Axis nations. There were swords given to the Duce as gifts of honor from Hitler, Hirohito and the people of Italy, his priceless Stradivarius violin, and many of his elaborate uniforms and decorations.
Men from Company K took turns sleeping in the giant four-poster bed in il Duce’s room or in the
adjoining room of his mistress.
Company K continued to guard the villa, office and ministry building until relieved on 7
May by Fifth Army MPs.
During the morning 1 May, the 1st Battalion held a parade, at which time Bronze Stars were
presented by Col. BARLOW.
At 0600 1 May, a patrol of 45 men and 4 officers from Company E was sent from Malcésine
southeast into the mountains on reconnaissance and to search houses for PWs. The patrol proceeded to 535870, turned south and continued to 532852 (Mt. Maggiore), and then followed west
to the lake shore road. No enemy was seen along the route but contact was made with the Partisan leaders. The Partisans reported that they are very active in the area and that no Germans
were left on the west side of the ridges below Malcésine. The patrol returned at 1730 1 May.
During the morning 1 May, elements of the 3rd Battalion 87th Mountain Infantry received
fire in the vicinity of Bocca di Navene at 571932. At 1300 a 13-man patrol from Company A, led
by Lt. JAMES TIPPETT, was sent out to investigate and to reconnoiter a route to the top of the
ridge. They took the trail from Navene (545947) straight to the top of the ridge and on to 571933,
but did not sight any enemy troops even though they passed within 500 yards of reported enemy
OPs. The trail was found to be very steep, snow-covered, and passable only to mules and foot
troops. The patrol returned at 2130 1 May.
Col. BARLOW issued a warning order of the proposed plan for resumption of the attack to
all unit commanders at 2000 1 May. The division was to advance by Rovereto, Trento and Bolzano to the Brenner Pass. The drive was to be made with the 87th Mountain Infantry on the
ridge to the right, the 86th Mountain Infantry on the ridge to the left, and the 85th Mountain Infantry with armor down the valley. The operation was to start when the roads were reopened,
probably in 4-5 days. Meanwhile special winter and mountain equipment was being requisitioned for all troops in the division. Snow was still deep on the higher mountains and treacherous storms were likely for several weeks to come. Until the operation began, the 1st Battalion
was to carry out a mission of mopping up in the mountains while the 2nd and 3rd Battalions remained in their present positions.
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The 1st Battalion 85th Mountain Infantry and the 3rd Battalion 87th Mountain Infantry were
to mop up and clean out the hills overlooking the east shore of Lake Garda. However, this plan
was never executed because of the cessation of hostilities.
At 0750 2 May, the regiment was warned to be on the alert for elements of a German division
that eluded capture when the unit surrendered to the 34th Infantry Division.
With three 3rd Battalion companies separated from the rest of the battalion and the regiment
by several miles of water, it was necessary to inaugurate an elaborate system of communication
between them. Capt. JOHN PELNER, regimental communications officer, and Lt. FREDERICK
LENGFELD, 3rd Battalion communications officer, drew upon regimental as well as battalion
equipment to install a network between Companies I and L in Riva, Company K in Gargnano
and the remainder of the 3rd Battalion on the east side of the lake.
AT LONG LAST: SURRENDER
The 2nd of May is a day that will long be remembered by the many who fought in Italy and
witnessed the end of the long, grueling campaign against Germans, mountains, rain, cold, dust,
and heat. For several days, false and premature reports of surrender and peace feelers filled the
air, newspapers and the grapevine. As plans for the difficult mountain operation against the enemy were being formulated, the welcome news of the surrender of all German forces in Italy and
southern Austria broke like a bombshell at 1830, 2 May. The first word received was a radio
broadcast announcing the surrender and describing the meeting of the various representatives
who signed the terms. A short but vivid demonstration broke forth at once from one end of Lake
Garda to the other. The stately Alps echoed the lusty cheers, shoots and pealing of bells that expressed the feelings of thousands. Soon the excitement passed as the grim realization crept back
into the minds of the troops that there was still a long road to travel before complete victory.
The end of the war in Italy meant the end of one pertinent task: fighting Germans; and the
start of another: rounding up the defeated enemy forces and occupying key points throughout
northern Italy.
Directly following the surrender in Italy, General HAYS addressed all men and officers in the
division. The entire regiment, less the three companies across Lake Garda, was assembled near
Malcésine at 1345. General HAYS warmly expressed his thanks to the men and officers for their
fine performance in the spectacular but grueling drive out of the Apennines and across the entire
Po Valley. Companies I and L, with the 86th Mountain Infantry, heard General HAYS’ address
in Riva at 1000.
At 1000 3 May, Division ordered that one battalion be alerted to move by motor as part of a
division task force to Austria. The 2nd Battalion was selected for the operation but at 1245 word
was received that the 85th Mountain Infantry would not participate and the alert was called off.
With hostilities at an end, activity within the regiment was centered on orderly surrender of
German forces, maintenance of security precautions, re-equipping of personnel, overhaul and
maintenance of vehicles and weapons, and resumption of training to maintain a high state of
military efficiency. The next day the familiar sight of men drilling in columns of four returned to
the regiment.
The first PX ration and beer in over a month was quickly distributed and eagerly received.
Many wounded men started returning from the hospitals and even three men previously listed
as missing in action were returned. They were Pvts. EDWARD A. HALL and SAMUEL M.
BLACK, and Cpl. RENALDO IMBROGNO from Company E and had been captured near Castel
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d’Aiano on 14 April. The three men were liberated near Lake Como by the 1st Armored Division.
These men were only a drop in the bucket of the thousands of people liberated by the German surrender in Italy. For days a steady stream of Partisans, liberated slave workers and dispossessed families flowed southward to return to their homes and a new start in life.
Because of the presence of isolated German forces scattered throughout the hills, it was possible that clashes could occur with these uninformed German groups. On 3 May, the 1st Battalion sent several patrols, including German- and Italian-speaking personnel, into the hills to inform German forces that the war was over and to guide them back to the nearest IPW cage.
Partisans were to be disarmed through their own leaders and their weapons stored and
guarded by their own men. The next morning many Partisans were seen coming out of the hills
and turning in their weapons quietly and efficiently.
At 1710 4 May, the regiment was ordered to send one motorized rifle company to Bolzano at
once to protect the HQ and HQ encampment of German General von Veitinghoff, commander of
the German Southwest Command. Company F was sent with instructions to contact Col. BRISAR of the Fifth Army Group for specific orders. All Partisans were to be kept out of the encampment and the Partisan leader was to be contacted to have them store their arms. The company proceeded by way of Torbole, Mori, Rovereto and Trento and arrived in Bolzano at 2300 4
May.
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Meanwhile, two special task force groups including elements from the 86th and 87th Mountain Infantry were dispatched by the division to Austria to cut the enemy’s lines of communication and prevent them from leaving Italy. The group under Col. EARL F. THOMSON reached
Valpiana (A8777) at 2100 4 May and the 2nd group reached Bolzano at 2200. No resistance was
encountered on the way. At 1120 the next day, Col. THOMSON’s group was across the Austrian
border and holding Passo de Pesia (V3311) after making a truce with the Germans.
At 0845 5 May, Companies I and L were ordered withdrawn from Riva and returned to the
east shore at once. The 3rd Battalion was granted permission to assemble in Porto di Brenzone.
By 1740 5 May all of the 3rd Battalion, except Company K, had closed into their area and the battalion CP was opened in Porto di Brenzone (491859).
Company K was relieved of all guard duty in Gargnano by Fifth Army MPs at 0900 7 May
and returned to the east shore by DUKWs where they rejoined the battalion for regular duty.
At the same time, 5 May, the 1st Battalion was authorized to move as many troops into Malcésine as space would permit.
THE DISARMING AND ASSEMBLING OF GERMAN FORCES
On 6 May, Division assigned Zones of Responsibility for the disarming and assembling of
enemy troops. The zone assigned to the 85th Mountain Infantry extended from the territory directly west of Lake Garda north to the Austrian border. The southern regimental zone was assigned to the 3rd Battalion, the center to the 1st Battalion, and the northern zone to the 2nd Battalion.
In general, patrols were sent into each sector with the mission of patrolling the roads in an effort to locate and assemble German elements, especially stragglers. The enemy forces were disarmed of all large-caliber and automatic weapons but were permitted to retain some small arms
for protection and guard duty. German and Italian interpreters accompanied each patrol.
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The 1st Battalion patrol consisted of the 1st Platoon of Company B, commanded by Lt.
JAMES R. JOHNSTON, and Lt. ROBERT G. HUGHES, company executive officer. They left on 7
May and established their base in Madonna di Campiglio (A5543). While in the area, they coordinated the evacuation of approximately 1200 Germans, primarily from Dimaro (A5953). The
patrol also contacted the German 3rd Flak Mountain Brigade at Mezzano (A5543). In Madonna
di Campiglio the Germans had a large hospital unit, but only 14 patients and a staff of 6 remained. After four days in the area, a German colonel informed the patrol that he had received
orders from Fifth Army to move his troops to Trento, leaving all equipment behind. Two jeeps
and six men under Sgt. RICE TRIGG and Sgt. CHARLES L. KOGAN led the convoy to Trento
without incident.
While in the sector, the patrol met a staff sergeant who had parachuted to safety from a crippled B-17. A friendly priest had cared for him until the surrender took place. He was sent back
through channels by Lt. HUGHES. The Germans were deeply impressed by the tremendous air
power possessed by the Americans.
During the period of patrolling, a ticklish situation was brought to the attention of Lt.
JOHNSTON. A local citizen, claimed by the Partisans to be a war profiteer, was forced to pay
100,000 lire to the Committee of National Liberation and promise 300,000 more the next day for
the support of Partisan forces. Lt. JOHNSTON informed the Partisans that such acts would not
be tolerated and war profiteers would be handled by the proper authorities. The Partisans returned the money and the incident was closed.
The platoon was relieved on 13 May by the 88th Infantry Division and returned to Company
B.
A mixed patrol of platoon size under Lt. CHARLES B. RYAN, S-2 from the 2nd Battalion, left
at 0930 7 May, accompanied by a 5-man British party. The patrol base was established in Silandro (A5387). German elements in the Silandro area came from 16 different organizations and
totaled 1250 officers and men. The largest unit was the He. Pi. Motorized Battalion. All the
troops were disarmed and restricted to Silandro. A bakery and supply point at A3893, near
Sluderno, was evacuated to Bolzano. Several small German units were located throughout the
2nd Battalion sector and assembled. Elements of the 86th and 87th Mountain Infantry were covering the area north of Malles. On 9 May, Task Force Thompson relieved the 2nd Battalion patrol, which returned to Malcésine.
The 3rd Battalion patrol consisted of 41 men from Company L, Company M and HQ Company under Capt. EDWARD ACOSTA. They left at 0800 7 May. Capt. ACOSTA, accompanied
by S/Sgt. WILLIAM MURPHY and Cpl. ERNEST RUDINGER, went to Molveno to contact Major
Heerdt, IA of the 51st Mountain Corps. The entire patrol then established their CP in the Central
Hotel of Tione di Trento (A468213) where the German 163rd AA Battalion CP was also located.
A total of 232 officers and men were in Tione and they had already been disarmed by the Partisans. The men in the patrol were the first Americans in the area and the behavior of all groups
was very good. After taking over guarding of the Germans, the roads were patrolled in search of
additional Germans. Seventy-three more were located and sent to the German CP in Tione. The
patrol was relieved by the 88th Division on 13 May and returned to the 3rd Battalion.
All told, approximately 3,000 German officers and men were located and assembled in the
regimental zone of responsibility.
TRAINING FOR THE REST OF THE REGIMENT
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At 0700 7 May, Company F was relieved of the mission of guarding the headquarters of General von Veitinghoff in Bolzano by the 88th Infantry Division. The Company returned to Malcésine by truck and closed back into the 2nd Battalion area at 1130 8 May.
The regimental training schedule was reduced to four hours on 7 May. Afternoons were to
be devoted to care and cleaning of equipment, athletics, etc. However, whenever possible all
troops were required to stand reveille in formation. The drastic change from combat to overseas
garrison training was gradually being accomplished as the days of fighting slipped farther into
the past.
At 2000 7 May, Division ordered the regiment to move to a training area in the vicinity of
Garda on 8 May. Unit commanders were ordered to start a thorough police of the present areas
and conduct proper disposal of all waste and trash. All ammunition, except that required for
sentry and patrol duty, was ordered turned in and secured in battalion dumps.
Ever since the surrender of German forces in Italy the air had been electrified with anticipation of the complete and unconditional surrender of all German forces. For several days, rumor
and speculation continued to be paramount. Finally on Monday evening 7 May, the first word of
the official surrender of Germany was released to the world. Nearly six years of bloodshed and
destruction throughout Europe was at an end. To the native populations it meant slow laborious
rebuilding from the destruction of war, repatriation of millions and a search for food. To the
American soldiers in Italy the surrender immediately raised the question: What will it be for me?
The Pacific, occupation or demobilization?
On 8 May the regiment started the move from the vicinity of Malcésine and Porto di Brenzone to the training area further south in the vicinity of Garda.
Regimental HQ Company, Service Company, and the Medical Detachment moved into villas
overlooking Lake Garda just west of the town of Garda. The regimental CP opened at 427706 at
1800 8 May. The 1st Battalion moved into Garda and the CP opened at 435698 at 1800 8 May.
The entire 3rd Battalion closed into Caprino (502734), 5 miles inland from Garda, at 1500 9
May.
Lt. Col. SHELOR, 3rd Battalion CO, who was wounded during the Po Valley drive, returned
from the hospital on 8 May and immediately resumed command of the battalion.
Pending future employment by General HAYS, the 2nd Battalion remained in Malcésine and
did not move to the Garda training area but participated in the training program.
May 9 was designated an Allied National Holiday in commemoration of V-E Day by the
Army commander. All training except necessary fatigue and guard details was put aside and
swimming, boating, ball games, sightseeing and relaxation were the order of the day.
A new training schedule calling for 36 hours per week was put out by Division to govern the
training in the new area. This schedule was followed during the next four days in the area.
BACK INTO THE PO VALLEY
On 13 May, General HAYS informed Col. BARLOW that the division was to move by noon
15 May to the vicinity of the Ghedi Airport near Brescia to organize and guard all PWs captured
by the II and IV Corps at the Fifth Army PW center. The present division sector was to be taken
over by the 88th Infantry Division. Personnel were to live in tents but CPs, supply installations
etc. could be in buildings. The 85th Mountain Infantry was to be located in the vicinity of
Castenedolo. This move meant exchanging the large villas and pleasant swimming at Lake
Garda for the hot, flat Po Valley, but such are the fortunes of war.
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The entire move was made by shuttling with organic transportation. The 2nd Battalion
closed into its new bivouac area in a field at F109585 near Castenedolo at 0600 15 May. The 1st
Battalion started its move at 0800 14 May and was completely moved in by 1045 15 May at
F109596. The 3rd Battalion moved on the 14th and 15th of May and closed into its bivouac area
at F106598 at 1345 15 May.
The regimental CP was established in a large farmhouse between Castenedolo and Brescia at
F092617 and opened at 1800 14 May. HQ, Service Companies and the Medical Detachment
moved into fields nearby. Except for CPs, tents were pitched in orderly fashion by all units.
At 0800 15 May, the regiment was alerted to move out on 24 hours notice. Battalion and
company quartering parties were to move on call.
At 1540 15 May, word was received to move one battalion to F096560 along the left side of
the road at the Ghedi Airport by 2100 15 May for the purpose of guarding and organizing German units. The 2nd Battalion was designated and Lt. Col. WAGNER was ordered to report to
General RUFFNER at 0900 16 May for instructions. The entire battalion moved and closed into
the new area by 1950. Tents were again pitched and the battalion CP was established at F096560.
The remainder of the regiment continued to comply with the Training Directive set forth on
10 May by Division. During off-duty hours men were permitted to visit nearby towns and the
city of Brescia on pass, and on 18 May, all men were trucked to Lake Garda for a half-day of
swimming. The same day, the War Department film “Two Down and One To Go” was shown to
the regiment as a follow-up to the victory in Europe.
Several changes in the regimental staff occurred during the middle part of May. Major WILLIAM KOEBER, regimental S-2, was hospitalized 6 May for an ailment, and upon his return
about 10 days later he was transferred by higher headquarters to PW work. He was replaced as
regimental S-2 by Captain PERCY REID, regimental S-1. Captain RUSS GULLIXSON, 2nd Battalion S-1, was assigned on 10 May as regimental S-1 and his place was taken by Captain GEORGE
MCINTIRE who had been regimental S-3. Major EDWARD SKINNER was reassigned to the
regiment on 8 May and assigned as regimental S-3.
The 1st and 3rd Battalions held retreat parades on 16 May at which time Purple Hearts were
awarded to men in the battalions. Another parade was held the next day, 17 May, by the 1st Battalion for presentation of Bronze Stars by Col. BARLOW.
At 0915 17 May, all units in the division were placed on a 48-hour alert status for a possible
move to Udine in northeastern Italy because of trouble developing with Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia. A quartering party had been dispatched on 16 May but was recalled by plane liaison.
At 1930 18 May, Division notified the regiment that the entire division would move to Udine
very shortly. The regiment was to move starting Sunday 20 May in one trip only. Extra trucks
would be furnished by the division quartermaster to augment organic transportation. The quartering party left for Udine at 2330 18 May to prepare for the arrival of the regiment in the Udine
area.
The 2nd Battalion was completely relieved of all duties at the Fifth Army Enemy Concentration Center at Ghedi Airport on 18th May. Relief of all division units was made by the 442nd
Infantry Regiment of the 92nd Division and the 71st AAA Brigade. The battalion closed into a
bivouac area at F114607 at 1445 18 May.
On 19 May, a letter was received from Capt. LEVITAN, 2nd Battalion surgeon, missing in action since 22 February, explaining the mystery of his disappearance. While going up the slope to
the top of the Mt. Belvedere—Mt. della Torraccia Ridge to the aid of a severely wounded soldier,
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he took the wrong trail and was captured by the enemy. After being held within 100 yards of our
lines for several hours, he was sent to the rear and ended up in a German PW camp where he
remained until liberated by the surrender.
Col. BARLOW was notified to report to Fifth Army Headquarters at Salo on 20 May prepared for a possible trip to the United States that was pending. During the two-day absence of
Col. BARLOW, Lt. Col. WAGNER, CO 2nd Battalion, acted as regimental commander and reported to the regimental CP the afternoon of 19 May.
FAREWELL TO THE PO VALLEY AND ON TO UDINE
A complete, detailed regimental March Order for the move to Udine was issued on 19 May.
Compliance with the March Order was contingent on the arrival of the additional trucks from the
division quartermaster.
Units of the 3rd Battalion were the first to leave on the morning of 20 May. The additional
trucks failed to arrive as scheduled and the time schedule given in the March Order was seriously disrupted. Units moved when the trucks became available. The 2nd Battalion started to
move in the afternoon and the first elements of the 1st Battalion left at 2215 20 May. The tenhour trip was made via Route 11 to Vicenza, Route 53 to Treviso and Route 13 to Udine.
Upon arrival in the Udine area, all units of the regiment, except the 3rd Battalion, moved into
the vicinity of Tarcento (C400365). The 3rd Battalion moved into a bivouac area (C541223) just
west of Cividale off the highway and took over the positions that had been occupied the day before by elements of the 86th Mountain Infantry.
The 1st and 2nd Battalions established a tent bivouac near the east bank of the Torre River in
the vicinity of Ronco (C410345). The 1st Battalion CP was opened at 411345 and the 2nd Battalion CP at 417344.
HQ Company and the Medical Detachment moved into Tarcento proper and the regiment
CP was opened in the Villa Moretti overlooking the town. Service Company, the Supply Point,
and the Motor Pool were established in fields at 402334 adjoining the Tarcento-Tricesimo road.
Upon arrival, each regiment was formed into a regimental combat team. RCT 85 was composed of the 85th Mountain Infantry, the 604th FA Battalion (in Tarcento), Company A 126th Engineer Battalion and Company A 10th Medical Battalion. It was enlarged on 23 May by the attachment of one platoon of tanks from the 751st Tank Battalion and again on 26 May by the attachment of Troop C, 91st Recon. Squadron.
The primary mission of the regiment in the Udine area was to prevent by peaceful means any
additional western movement of Yugoslav forces and civilians. The entire area had to be
screened and patrolled to determine the disposition and strength of all Italian, British, Partisan
and Yugoslav forces and commanders and any change in their location and strength. Road patrols were started and local commanders were informed that U.S. troops had now taken over
military control of the area. Each battalion was assigned a zone of operation and contact was
maintained with adjoining units.
All of our men were warned to be extremely careful, especially when on guard and security
during hours of darkness, and all men were required to carry arms. Every man was warned to
use utmost tact and judgment in their actions and to avoid any semblance of an overt act which
might inadvertently bring on armed conflict.
Aside from British Eighth Army forces, troops in the area were composed of three distinct
elements: Yugoslav soldiers, most of whom left shortly after our arrival; Osoppos (Italian Parti-
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sans affiliated with the Christian Democrats) who wear green scarves; and the Garibaldis (Italian
Partisans affiliated with the Communists), who wear red scarves. All three groups were wellarmed and well-organized, but very few incidents occurred.
By 24 May the locating of all Osoppo, Garibaldi and Yugoslav forces had been completed by
each of the battalions.
On 23 May the 1st Battalion moved from the fields adjoining the Torre River to the northern
part of Tarcento and the battalion CP was established at 400375.
Troop C of the 91st Recon Squadron was attached to RCT 85 on 26 May with the mission of
patrolling and protecting the road network within the regimental zone with M-S Scout cars. One
platoon was assigned the 3rd Battalion area, one platoon was given the 1st and 2nd Battalion areas and the third platoon worked with the regimental Intelligence and Recon Platoon.
Three technical sergeants who had proven themselves in combat were awarded field commissions as 2nd Lieutenants on 23 May. They were T/Sgt. ROBERT LEWIS, Company A, T/Sgt.
ALBERT TWOMEY, Company F, and T/Sgt. IAN WATSON, Company G.
Several more important staff changes also occurred about this time of the month. Lt. Col.
WAGNER, CO 2nd Battalion, left on 27 May on DS to work in the Redeployment Program at the
Montecatini Rest Center. Major EDWARD R. SKINNER, regimental S-3, assumed command of
the 2nd Battalion and he was replaced as regimental S-3 by Capt. DORRINGTON, 3rd Battalion
S-3.
At 2030 25 May, Lt. EDWARD CUMMINGS, 2nd Battalion motor officer, and two men were
fired upon near the bridge at 469399 in the mountains northeast of Tarcento. They returned the
fire and both sides withdrew without casualties. It was believed, however, that they were fired
upon by members of the Spolero Fascist Bandit Band operating in the mountains. Two Partisan
battalions moved out shortly afterward to try to wipe out the Spolero Band.
By 26 May a gradual decrease in the number of Partisans in the area was very noticeable.
Some were returning to their homes and the more adventuresome left to join up with Tito.
Active and thorough patrolling continued throughout the rest of May by the battalions, the I
and R Platoon, and Troop C of the 91st Recon Squadron. Many civilians and Partisan leaders
were frequently contacted so as to maintain an accurate check on the location and strength of all
groups and to ascertain the extent of Yugoslav influence and intentions within the zone. In general, the situation remained orderly and quiet throughout the area but an air of alertness was
steadily maintained. A few minor firefights between Partisan and Yugoslav elements were reported, but no trouble arose between elements of RCT 85 and Partisan or Yugoslav groups. Both
Yugoslav and Partisan groups attempted to draft civilians into their units. On 29 May, instructions were issued that civilians requesting protection from violence or drafting by Yugoslav or
Partisan elements were to be placed under armed protective custody and evacuated.
Heavy rains created very unpleasant, muddy conditions in the 2nd Battalion bivouac area
and permission was obtained to move the entire battalion to Tricesimo and vicinity. The move
was made on 27 May and by 1415 the entire battalion had closed into the new area. The battalion
CP was established in Tricesimo (392303).
On 28 May, three tank destroyers from Company A, 701st TD Battalion were attached to the
3rd Battalion for use in the Cividale area. The next day the 2nd Platoon of Company A, 701st TD
Battalion, was attached to the 2nd Battalion in Tricesimo. However, on 30 May, both platoons
were detached and returned to the parent organization.
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The morning of 30 May, a special Memorial Day ceremony was conducted within each unit
of the regiment in commemoration of those who gave their lives in the struggle for freedom from
tyrannical rule.
One platoon from this regiment was selected as a guard-of-honor for British Field Marshal
Alexander at his home at Callendon Camp (402331) between Tarcento and Tricesimo. The 1st
Platoon of Company C, commanded by Lt. DONALD FERGUSON, was honored as the platoon
to participate. They served on 30 and 31 May and returned as a guard-of-honor again in June.
On 24th May, it was announced that regular training would be resumed throughout the
regiment. Battalions were instructed to select field firing ranges, submit unit problems and request ammunition for the conduction of small field exercises. Concurrently with the training,
men and officers were granted short leaves to rest centers at Lake Maggiore and Venice, and
hundreds visited Venice on one-day passes.
__________________________
On July 31, the 85th Regiment sailed from Naples on the SS Marine Fox, arriving at New York
harbor on August 11. After a 30-day furlough, the men reported to Camp Carson, Colorado.
The 10th Mountain Division was inactivated on November 30, 1945.
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COMBAT ORGANIZATION
of the 85th MOUNTAIN INFANTRY REGIMENT
10th Mountain Division
Major General George P. Hays, Division Commander
Brigadier General Robinson E. Duff, Asst. Division Commander
Wounded in action April 22
Colonel William O. Darby, Asst. Division Commander
Killed on action April 30
Brigadier General David L. Ruffner, Division Artillery

85th Mountain Infantry Regiment
Colonel Raymond C. Barlow, Commander

1st Battalion
Lieutenant Colonel Donald J. Woolley

2nd Battalion
Lieutenant Colonel John P. Stone, to April 15
Lieutenant Colonel Seiss E. Wagner, April 15 to May 27
Major Edward R. Skinner, May 27 to May 31

3rd Battalion
Lieutenant Colonel Warren S. Shelor

The 10th Mountain Division was part of IV Corps, which was commanded by Major General
Willis D. Crittenberger. IV Corps was part of the Fifth Army, commanded by Lt. Gen. Lucian K.
Truscott.
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CASUALTIES
of the 85th MOUNTAIN INFANTRY REGIMENT

T

he total number of men who fought in Italy in the 85th Mountain Infantry Regiment was
3,563. Of these, 1,713 (43%) were replacements who joined the regiment in Italy.

Total casualties in the 85th were 1,528: 333 killed in action or died of wounds incurred in action, 1183 wounded, and 12 taken prisoner of war.
The Italian campaign can be divided into nine phases. The table below identifies the phases
and the number of 85th Regiment casualties in each phase.

CAMPAIGN PHASE

DATES

KIA/DOW
8

WIA

POW

TOTAL

11

5

24

1. Early Patrols

Jan 6 - Feb 18

2. Riva Ridge

Feb 18 - Feb 25

3. Mt. Belvedere

Feb 19 - Mar 2

116

355

3

474

4. March Offensive

Mar 3 - Mar 6

30

107

1

138

5. Consolidation

Mar 7 - Apr 13

28

73

3

104

6. Spring Offensive

Apr 14 - Apr 16

123

438

561

7. Breakout

Apr 17 - Apr 20

11

30

41

8., Po Valley

Apr 20 - Apr 26

15

89

104

9. Lake Garda

Apr 26 - May 2

2

13

15

67

67

0

Unknown dates
TOTALS:

333

1183

12

1528
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ROLL OF HONOR
85th MOUNTAIN INFANTRY REGIMENT
NAME

RANK*

CO

KIA/DOW
DATE

THOMAS ALTAHA
DUANE L B ANDERSON
WILLIAM L ANTHONY
EDWIN H ARNOLD
ANGELO S ASTUTO
CECIL C AUGENSTEIN
WILLIAM H BAKER
JAMES A BARKER
RUSSELL A BARTON
JOHN T BEAGEN
EDWARD R BEAHM
SAM BEAUCHAMP
LUCIEN H BEAUDOIN
BERTERO BECHINI
VESTER G BECKHAM
WILLIAM C BEMIS
ERNEST F BENNETT JR
GARFIELD H BEQUEATH
THOMAS W BERRY SR
REMO J BILLI
WILLIAM G BLAIS JR
RICHARD W BLAKE
STEVE BOHIN JR
CHARLES B BORNSTEIN
JAMES A BOWERS
NESBUR G BRANDT
EARL W BREESE
HAROLD W BREZINA
HORACE A BRIDGEWATER
WILLIAM B BRIGGS
VEARL D BRODERICK
WILLIAM O BROWN
WILLIAM A BROWNE
WILLIAM H BUNTELE
MERVIN A BUOY
HOWARD J BURDETT
LEROY C BURGER
NORMAN L BURKEY
LAWRENCE BURROWS
JOHN C BURTON JR
ALBERT A BUSKUS
JOHN E BUTTS JR
MELVIN L BYRD
ARTHUR E BYSTROM
WILLIAM F CALLAHAN JR
HORACE D CAMPBELL
JACK R CAMPBELL
LAWRENCE R CAPRARI

PFC
PFC
PVT
PFC
PFC
PFC
2ND LT
SGT
PVT
PFC
S/SGT
T/5
PVT
PFC
PFC
PFC
CAPT
T/5
PFC
PFC
T/5
PFC
PVT
S/SGT
PVT
PVT
SGT
PFC
T/5
PFC
S/SGT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
2ND LT
PFC
PVT
PFC
S/SGT
2ND LT
PFC
PFC
SGT

E
E
I
K
I
I
B
L
B
I
D
I
I
M
B
L
H
L
H
G
HQ 2ND
L
I
I
H
F
I
F
MED
F
I
F
F
A
H
B
G
C
F
E
A
E
E
A
F
MED
G
A

2/23/45
2/21/45
4/14/45
4/14/45
4/14/45
1/30/45
3/11/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
4/15/45
3/9/45
4/20/45
2/20/45
4/25/45
3/11/45
4/15/45
2/21/45
4/16/45
4/14/45
4/14/45
2/22/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
2/21/45
4/15/45
4/14/45
4/23/45
2/20/45
2/22/45
1/30/45
2/23/45
2/22/45
3/5/45
2/21/45
4/19/45
4/14/45
3/12/45
4/15/45
3/5/45
3/5/45
4/15/45
3/5/45
3/5/45
4/14/45
3/5/45
2/21/45
4/15/45

DOW WIA
DATE

3/10/45

4/14/45

PLACE
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT LA SERRA
MT DELLA SPE
MT BELVEDERE
MT GORGOLESCO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT DELLA SPE
PONTE SAMOGGIA
MT BELVEDERE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT DELLA SPE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT GORGOLESCO
PULLANO
SERRE D'AIANO
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
GAGGIO MONTANO
MT BELVEDERE
MT BELVEDERE
MT BELVEDERE
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
SERRE D'AIANO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
PO RIVER
MT BELVEDERE
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT LA SERRA
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
UPPER CANOLLE
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
OST
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
MT DELLA SPE
SERRE D'AIANO
MT DELLA CASTELLANA
UPPER CANOLLE
SERRE D'AIANO
MT DELLA CASTELLANA
UPPER CANOLLE
MT DELLA SPE
UPPER CANOLLE
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
SERRE D'AIANO

* Rank shown is the highest rank attained while serving in the 10th Mountain Division.
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NAME

RANK

CO

KIA/DOW
DATE

LORIN J CARSON
ARTHUR H CAULFIELD
GEORGE H CHAFEY
JOHN P CLANCY JR
CECIL L CLARK
WARREN A CLENDENIN
JAMES E CLUNE
DANIEL J COBB
OSCAR R COFFEY
JOSEPH P COIRO
RICHARD H CONDO
WILLIAM J CONNER
LEONARD M CONWAY
SAMUEL T COOK
ROBERT A COOLEY
WILLIAM S COONS
JAMES J CORRIGAN
GEORGE O COX
HUGH E CRAVEN
TOMMIE L CREEL
JOSEPH P CROKE
ELBERT W CRONIN
COVILLE G CROOKER
TERENCE J CULLEN
THOMAS J DANFORD
ROBERT H DAVIS
HARRY G DAVY JR
JOSEPH L DE ROSE
EDWIN C DEARBORN
ARTHUR L DELANEY
DELMAS J DEVENGER
EUGENE C DEVOWE
ALBERT E DIENER
RICHARD C DIEROLF
VLADIMIR L DIETRICH
JOHN J DOLAN JR
STANLEY J DOLECKI
JOHN F DOYLE
EDWARD S DRYKA
CHARLES F DUBOIS
JOHN E DUBZINSKI
JOSEPH B DUDLEY
MAYNARD L EASLEY
ERNEST EASTHAM
JESSE H EDEN
WILLIAM H EDWARDS
RICHARD J ELMER
DUDLEY R EMERSON
KENNETH H ENGLAND
CHARLES R ENGLE
EUGENE A EPSTEIN
PETER T ERSDALE
WILLIE H EVERHART
OTTO C FABER
VIRGIL N FARRIS
CLARENCE R FAULKNER JR

S/SGT
PFC
2ND LT
PFC
T/5
PFC
PFC
S/SGT
PFC
PFC
PFC
CPL
PVT
PFC
PVT
PVT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PVT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PVT
PFC
S/SGT
PFC
SGT
2ND LT
PFC
PVT
PFC
T/4
SGT
PFC
PVT
S/SGT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
S/SGT
CAPT
SGT
CPL
CPL
PFC
T/4
PFC
SGT

F
G
HQ
K
L
E
B
A
L
E
G
A
E
B
M
A
E
K
HQ 2ND
F
G
M
SVC
B
C
L
K
G
I
D
C
B
H
L
G
HQ 2ND
L
G
HQ
F
C
M
K
I
G
K
F
A
M
L
G
M
G
F
G
E

2/23/45
4/14/45
4/19/45
4/19/45
4/14/45
4/14/45
2/20/45
3/5/45
4/24/45
4/16/45
4/14/45
4/14/45
4/14/45
4/19/45
3/3/45
4/14/45
3/11/45
4/15/45
4/16/45
2/21/45
2/23/45
4/15/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
2/21/45
3/5/45
4/14/45
2/22/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
4/15/45
4/14/45
2/21/45
2/20/45
4/15/45
2/22/45
3/5/45
4/23/45
4/22/45
4/15/45
2/22/45
2/20/45
3/5/45
2/20/45
2/21/45
3/5/45
4/15/45
3/5/45
2/21/45
2/20/45
4/14/45
4/23/45
4/15/45
3/5/45

DOW WIA
DATE

4/15/45
4/15/45

4/15/45

4/14/45

PLACE
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
CASTEL D'AIANO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
SERRE D'AIANO
MT GORGOLESCO
MT DELLA SPE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT PIGNA
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
C DEL CONTE
SERRE D'AIANO
OST
LE TANE
C DEL CONTE
MT DELLA CASTELLANA
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
FAMATICCIA
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT GORGOLESCO
MT GORGOLESCO
MT GORGOLESCO
LE TANE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT DELLA TORRACCIA HILL 1036
MT BELVEDERE
MT GORGOLESCO
MT GORGOLESCO
MT GORGOLESCO
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT DELLA TORRACCIA HILL 1036
CANEVACCIA
PO RIVER
BOMPORTO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT GORGOLESCO
MT BELVEDERE
MT DELLA SPE HILL 866
MT BELVEDERE
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT DELLA SPE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
LE TANE
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
MT BELVEDERE
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
PO RIVER
MARZOLA HILL 762
MT DELLA CASTELLANA
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NAME

RANK

CO

KIA/DOW
DATE

DOW WIA
DATE

LESTER B FIELDS
FREDERICK J FINN
ROBERT R FISCHER
GILBERT H FISKE JR
ROBERT L FLEISCHMAN
SAMUEL A FLEMING
JOHN L FLOST
PETER W FOLGER
EVERETT E FOX
CARSON G FREEBERN
OTTO J FROST
JEROME F FRYSZKOWSKI
CHARLES E GARVEY
NICHOLAS G GEANIOTIS
ROBERT A GOODALL
DEAN GORDON
JEROME GREENBERG
JESSE W GROSS
FRANK J GYORI
SHAPLEY H HAINES
CLAUDE R HALFORD JR
WALTER P HALL JR
OTIS F HALVERSON
MARVIN L HANSEN
ROY E HANSON
ROBERT M HAUG
HARVEY E HAUGH
MILLARD HAYES
NORMAN S HENNESSEY
ROGER W HERRICK
DARWIN D HILLARD
GLEN D HILYARD
EDMOND L HINEY
THOMAS J HOEY
MURRAY HOLTZMAN
CHARLES HUNNICUTT
ALBERT W HUNT
ROY R HUSTED
EMERY T HUTCHINS
WILLIAM F IMPEY
EDWARD L INGRAM
ROBERT H ISHAM
JAMES H JACKSON
JOSEPH C JALKOW
PAUL E JENKINS
HARLAN P JENSEN
FREDERICK W JESSEN JR
THOMAS M JOBE
EDWARD L JOHNSON
EDWIN A JOHNSON
JACK H JOHNSON
RUSSELL N JOHNSON
JOHN D JONES
JOHN PAUL JONES
ROBERT L JONES
WILLIAM F JONES

T/5
CAPT
T/SGT
PFC
PVT
PFC
PFC
PFC
S/SGT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
SGT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PVT
S/SGT
T/SGT
CAPT
PVT
PVT
PFC
PFC
PFC
S/SGT
S/SGT
PVT
PVT
PFC
CPL
PFC
PFC
PFC
PVT
S/SGT
SGT
SGT
S/SGT
SGT
PFC
SGT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
2ND LT
PVT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC

L
L
C
G
B
L
B
A
K
A
E
L
A
B
E
F
E
E
G
F
HQ 1ST
A
G
A
MED
B
B
L
I
F
F
I
A
I
F
I
L
A
B
L
G
I
I
K
B
F
M
B
K
B
G
I
L
MED
G
G

4/5/45
4/20/45
2/20/45
4/14/45
3/6/45
4/14/45
2/20/45
3/5/45
4/14/45
4/19/45
2/21/45
4/15/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
4/14/45
2/21/45
4/14/45
4/15/45
4/14/45
4/1/45
3/6/45
2/20/45
4/14/45
2/20/45
3/5/45
3/7/45
3/5/45
2/20/45
4/14/45
2/24/45
2/23/45
4/15/45
3/18/45
4/14/45
2/22/45
2/4/45
4/14/45
3/8/45
3/11/45
4/14/45
4/14/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
4/15/45
2/20/45
2/23/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
4/15/45
5/26/45
2/21/45
4/14/45
2/23/45
2/20/45
4/15/45
4/14/45

3/25/45

2/23/45

3/7/45

3/7/45
3/6/45

2/20/45

2/20/45

PLACE
PRA DEL BIANCO
BAZZANO
MT GORGOLESCO
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
MT DELLA SPE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT GORGOLESCO
MT DELLA SPE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CALDERINO
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT GORGOLESCO
MT GORGOLESCO
MT DELLA SPE
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
SERRE D'AIANO
SERRE D'AIANO
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
MT DELLA SPE
MT DELLA SPE
MT BELVEDERE
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
MT GORGOLESCO
LOWER CANOLLE
MT DELLA SPE
MT DELLA SPE
MT BELVEDERE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
UPPER CANOLLE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
PIANOSINATICO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT DELLA SPE
MT DELLA SPE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
MT BELVEDERE
MT BELVEDERE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT GORGOLESCO
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT BELVEDERE
MT GORGOLESCO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT GORGOLESCO
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT BELVEDERE
MT GORGOLESCO
MARZOLA HILL 762
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
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NAME

RANK

CO

KIA/DOW
DATE

HAROLD R JOSTEN
ALVIN J KALTOFEN
FRANCIS S KELLOGG
LLOYD J KEREKES
PAUL T KIMURA
EDWARD J KING
WILEY G KING JR
WILLIS J KIRK
LORENZ B KOEHLER
BERNARD J KOLENDEK
JOHN L KOSKI
WILLARD J KRAMER
JOHN F KUBICA
FRANK T KURZINGER
KEITH J KVAM
WILLIAM A KYNOCH
EDWARD E LA BELLE
OLIVER J LA MERE
PHILLIP B LAPELLE
ROY W LARSEN
THOMAS W LARSEN
PAUL J LAUGHMAN
KENNETH E LEIGHTON
J L LENTZ
RALPH R LETHCO
WILLIAM P LETZE
JOHN H LEWIN
HAROLD J LEWIS
BENJAMIN J LEWONSKI
ALBERT A LOCHIATTO
ANDREW F LOPEZ
WILLIAM J LUITINK
HENRI J LUPIEN
WILLIAM H LUTH JR
WALTER A LUTHER
LAWRENCE MACKENZIE
LAWRENCE S MACKENZIE
JOHN D MAGRATH
THOMAS F MAHER
JOHN E MALIK
CLINTON H MALLOW
ANTHONY MANCUSO
LEE B MAPPES
ALBERT G MARTIN JR
EDGAR F MARTIN
HOMER R MARTIN
JAMES T MARTIN
ROBERT V MASON JR
RALPH M MASSEY
FLOYD L MATTISON
JOHN MAUTNER JR
WILLIAM P MCCARTHY
THURMAN P MCCARTY
LESTER J MCDERMOTT
THOMAS A MCKITRICK
HENRY MERGEL

PFC
PFC
PFC
S/SGT
T/4
S/SGT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PVT
PVT
PFC
PVT
PFC
2ND LT
PVT
PFC
1ST LT
PFC
PFC
SGT
PVT
PFC
PVT
PFC
PVT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
T/SGT
SGT
PFC
T/SGT
CAPT
1ST LT
PVT
PFC
PVT
PVT
PVT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PVT
PFC
PFC
PVT
PFC
T/SGT
T/SGT
PFC
S/SGT
PFC
PFC

M
D
C
G
I
E
L
L
L
K
F
G
A
MED
I
I
E
HQ 2ND
I
I
I
L
I
G
A
L
MED
E
A
G
G
A
I
E
I
G
L
G
G
G
A
K
G
G
K
I
A
I
L
G
HQ 3RD
K
G
B
L
K

4/14/45
3/18/45
4/26/45
4/9/45
4/18/45
4/14/45
4/15/45
4/14/45
3/24/45
4/15/45
4/16/45
4/15/45
4/16/45
2/20/45
4/14/45
4/14/45
2/23/45
4/19/45
4/15/45
4/15/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
4/15/45
2/28/45
4/14/45
4/15/45
4/18/45
4/15/45
3/6/45
4/14/45
4/15/45
3/5/45
1/30/45
4/14/45
2/20/45
2/21/45
4/27/45
4/14/45
4/27/45
4/24/45
3/5/45
4/15/45
4/15/45
4/21/45
4/15/45
4/15/45
4/16/45
2/20/45
3/24/45
4/14/45
3/16/45
4/14/45
4/15/45
3/6/45
3/24/45
4/15/45

DOW WIA
DATE

2/21/45

4/20/45

4/20/45

4/14/45

PLACE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
PISTOIA
SEGA
MT DELLA SPE
TOLE
SERRE D'AIANO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
PRA DEL BIANCO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
SERRE D'AIANO
MARZOLA HILL 762
CASTEL D'AIANO
MT GORGOLESCO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
CASTELLO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT BELVEDERE
MT BELVEDERE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
C DEL CONTE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
TOLE
SERRE D'AIANO
MT DELLA SPE
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
MARZOLA HILL 762
MT DELLA SPE
MT LA SERRA
MT DELLA SPE
MT BELVEDERE
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
BAZZANO
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
MALCESINE
PO VALLEY
MT DELLA SPE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MARZOLA HILL 762
S MARTINO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
C DEL CONTE
MT BELVEDERE
PRA DEL BIANCO
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
MT DELLA SPE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MARZOLA HILL 762
MT DELLA SPE
PRA DEL BIANCO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
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NAME

RANK

CO

KIA/DOW
DATE

VINCENT F MEYERS
SOL MILLER
JOSEPH G MISKOVICH
JOHN D MITCHELL
JESSIE H MOORE
DAVID E MOORHEAD
ALEX MORAGA
ROBERT A MORASCO
ELMER L MORGAN
JOSEPH E MORRISON
LAWRENCE MOSES
JAMES J MOYES
JAMES C MUIR
JAY G MURPHEY
WALTER P MYERS
EDWIN R NEDOSZYTKO
JOHN L NEWBY
RICHARD L NORMAN
FRANCIS P NORTON
LUDWIG J NOVOSAD
JOSEPH E NUSBAUM
ARTHUR M NYGAARD
JAMES P O'BRIEN
DOMER D OMAN
LYLE M OZMUN
LEONARD W PADDOCK
ROY A PAKKALA
LEONARD F PARISEY
DELBERT E PAYTON
EBEN N PECKHAM
LEONARD W PEIRCE
ROSS L PENDLETON
JAMES B PHINNEY
JOHN PIDSIRKOWNY
WILLIAM J PISANI
MICHAEL S PLISECK
ANTHONY W POLIDORO
RICHARD F POLING
GENO J POLVERARI
HUGHES P PRIDMORE
VIRGIL E RADABAUGH
TONY F RAGAZZINE
ROBERT C RAPP
FLOY A REEL
JOSEPH A REINIKE
WARREN C REYNOLDS
O B RICHARDSON
LUCILIO F RIVAS
HERBERT E ROBERTS
JOHN O ROEDER
FREDERICK A ROMBERG
JAMES T ROONEY JR
EUGENE G ROSENBERRY
CLARENCE S ROSS
EDWARD C ROST

PFC
PVT
S/SGT
2ND LT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
S/SGT
PFC
S/SGT
CPL
SGT
T/4
PVT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
SGT
CPL
PFC
PFC
PVT
PFC
SGT
PFC
PFC
SGT
PFC
SGT
S/SGT
PFC
T/SGT
S/SGT
PVT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
SGT
PVT
CPL
S/SGT
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
PFC
S/SGT
PFC
PVT
PFC

G
F
L
I
C
L
MED
K
G
E
F
L
E
H
M
HQ 2ND
MED
A
C
G
B
G
M
F
M
F
C
C
I
K
F
M
B
C
I
F
A
B
C
A
HQ
G
F
H
MED
H
I
E
M
L
I
I
L
L
L

4/15/45
4/23/45
2/20/45
4/14/45
3/6/45
4/16/45
2/20/45
2/4/45
4/15/45
2/21/45
4/15/45
5/2/45
2/23/45
2/21/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
4/15/45
2/21/45
3/14/45
4/15/45
2/20/45
4/14/45
2/20/45
2/22/45
4/16/45
2/22/45
4/19/45
3/7/45
4/15/45
4/15/45
2/22/45
4/21/45
3/10/45
2/21/45
2/20/45
2/24/45
4/19/45
2/26/45
3/13/45
4/15/45
3/5/45
2/22/45
4/23/45
4/11/45
4/15/45
2/20/45
4/14/45
4/14/45
4/15/45
3/25/45
4/14/45
4/14/45
4/14/45
2/20/45
4/17/45

DOW WIA
DATE

4/14/45

4/23/45

2/20/45
3/12/45

3/12/45

PLACE
MARZOLA HILL 762
PO RIVER
MT BELVEDERE
MT DELLA SPE
MT DELLA SPE
PULLANO
MT GORGOLESCO
PIANOSINATICO
MT DELLA SPE
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT DELLA SPE
PO RIVER
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
MT BELVEDERE
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
MT DELLA SPE
MT GORGOLESCO
MT DELLA SPE
MARZOLA HILL 762
MT GORGOLESCO
MT DELLA SPE HILL 909
MT BELVEDERE
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT SAN MICHELE
MT DELLA SPE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
CHIESACCIA
MT DELLA SPE
MT GORGOLESCO
MT BELVEDERE
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
CALDERINO
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT DELLA SPE
SERRE D'AIANO
CASTEL D'AIANO
MT DELLA TORRACCIA HILL 1036
PO RIVER
MT DELLA SPE
CASTEL D'AIANO
MT GORGOLESCO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
SERRE D'AIANO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
PRA DEL BIANCO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT BELVEDERE
TOLE
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NAME

RANK

JOSEPH SAKOWSKI JR
PVT
IRVING G SAVAGE
S/SGT
VERNON D SCHLAPKOHL
T/SGT
GEORGE H SCHMID
PFC
DONALD J SCHNEIDER
PFC
WILLIAM R SCHUCK
PFC
ARTHUR M SCOTT
SGT
ARTHUR L SELLERS
PFC
FREDERICK C SHAW
PVT
WILLIAM M SHEPARD
CAPT
TED L SIMON
PFC
WILLIAM E SIMS
PFC
THOMAS W SKINNER JR
T/SGT
WILLIAM W SKINNER
SGT
NED B SLAUGHTER
PVT
FRANK R SLIGHT
2ND LT
DONALD L B SMITH
PFC
JAMES J SMITH
PFC
WARREN F SMITH JR
PFC
THEODORE SODOMORA
SGT
CLYDE E SOEDER
PFC
SIDNEY SOLOMON
PFC
AXEL W SORENSON
PFC
CLYDE S SPOONER
PVT
ROBERT W ST LOUIS
1ST LT
EDWARD E STANLEY
PVT
WARREN C STEINER
PFC
EDWARD L STEPNOWSKI
S/SGT
ALBERT F STRULLER
S/SGT
JOSEPH M TABERT
PFC
FELIX T J TALIAFERRO
M/SGT
ARTHUR J TAYLOR
T/SGT
HENRY D TAYLOR
PVT
ANTON E THIEDE
PFC
CLEVELAND O THOMASON
PVT
WILBUR S THORNE
PFC
HANNU K TIESMAKI
2ND LT
ALAN J TINDALL
PFC
ROBERT B TOMLINSON
PFC
STAMATIOS A TSIGRIS
PVT
WALTER E VAN BOVEN
PFC
HOMER E VASSAR
PFC
THEODORE VENETIDY
PFC
JOHN E WAGLE
T/5
FRANKLIN W WALKER
PFC
WILLIAM E WATSON JR
PFC
ROBERT B WENSEL
PVT
RUBEN A WESTPHAL
PFC
BROR H WIKSELL
PFC
LONNIE C WILDER
PVT
WILBUR E WILDER
PFC
JOSEPH K WILLIAMS
PFC
CLIFTON WINGET
CPL
BURDELL S WINTER
2ND LT
GERALD A WIREN
PFC

CO

KIA/DOW
DATE

G
B
E
E
I
I
C
B
B
HQ 2ND
K
I
A
I
F
K
L
B
B
A
G
L
A
E
B
A
F
F
F
B
SVC
F
C
G
B
D
G
E
D
B
A
F
I
F
C
F
L
F
H
L
I
I
G
M
E

2/21/45
2/20/45
3/5/45
2/21/45
1/28/45
5/7/45
4/19/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
4/15/45
4/15/45
4/14/45
3/13/45
4/14/45
4/23/45
4/14/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
3/6/45
3/15/45
2/22/45
2/20/45
3/6/45
4/15/45
4/24/45
2/21/45
2/22/45
2/23/45
3/8/45
2/20/45
4/21/45
4/15/45
2/20/45
4/15/45
2/20/45
3/6/45
2/21/45
2/21/45
2/20/45
2/20/45
1/26/45
2/21/45
4/15/45
3/10/45
2/20/45
2/22/45
3/21/45
2/23/45
2/22/45
2/20/45
4/14/45
4/16/45
4/15/45
4/14/45
4/14/45

DOW WIA
DATE

1/27/45

3/14/45

4/23/45

PLACE
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
MT GORGOLESCO
MT DELLA CASTELLANA
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
CUTIGLIANO
MT DELLA SPE
MT SAN MICHELE
MT GORGOLESCO
MT GORGOLESCO
PRA DEL BIANCO
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT DELLA SPE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
PO RIVER
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT BELVEDERE
MT GORGOLESCO
MT DELLA SPE
UPPER CANOLLE
MT DELLA TORRACCIA HILL 1036
MT BELVEDERE
MT DELLA SPE
SERRE D'AIANO
MT SAN MICHELE
MT GORGOLESCO
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT DELLA CASTELLANA
MT GORGOLESCO
TIVOLI
MT DELLA SPE
MT GORGOLESCO
MARZOLA HILL 762
MT GORGOLESCO
MT DELLA SPE
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT GORGOLESCO
MT GORGOLESCO
RAMOSCETA
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MT DELLA CASTELLANA
MT GORGOLESCO
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT DELLA SPE
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT DELLA TORRACCIA
MT BELVEDERE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
MARZOLA HILL 762
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
SERRE D'AIANO
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NAME

RANK

CO

KIA/DOW
DATE

DOW WIA
DATE

CHARLES N WITTE JR
CHARLES A WOLCOTT
EDMUND A YOCHUM
JAMES F YOST
WILLIAM O YOUNG
CLARENCE C ZIEGLER JR
PETER A ZIMMER

SGT
SGT
PFC
SGT
1ST LT
PFC
S/SGT

H
L
MED
K
H
H
L

2/24/45
1/30/45
4/14/45
9/3/45
2/21/45
2/21/45
3/25/45

2/21/45

4/14/45

PLACE
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
MT LA SERRA
MT DELLA SPE
CASTEL D'AIANO HILL 913
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
CAPPLA DI RONCHIDOS
PRA DEL BIANCO
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MAP 1. RIVA RIDGE
February 18 - 25

82
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MAP 2. MT. BELVEDERE RIDGE
February 19 – March 2

84
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MAP 3. MARCH OFFENSIVE
March 3 – March 6

86
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MAP 4. SPRING OFFENSIVE
April 14 – 16

88

89

MAP 5. BREAKOUT
April 17 - 20

90
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MAP 6. PO VALLEY SOUTH
April 20 – 22

92

93

MAP 7. PO RIVER CROSSING
April 23 – 24

94

95

MAP 8. ADVANCE TO LAKE GARDA
April 25 – 29

96

97

MAP 9. LAKE GARDA: THE FINAL BATTLES
April 28 – May 2

